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I don’t need to start with threatening predictions about climate change. We have all heard
plenty of them. I write for those who have taken these numbers to heart as more than numbers.
Scientists measure sea level rise in meters and feet, but we will feel the rise in homes, lives, and
places. As a philosopher it is these measures I examine. If you are concerned with your role in
climate change and don’t know what you should do about it, then you are beginning to ask the
question of what does climate change mean.
This work is an account of meaning and value in the time of climate change. I use the findings
and predictions of scientists to develop a philosophy of living that fits today’s concerns. In
essence the ideas put forward come from a single question: If humans can change the planet in
such a way that it threatens the possibility of human life on Earth what does this mean for the
place of humans on Earth? It is this question, which the every chapter hereafter works to answer.
Establishing a philosophy of living and explaining a global ecological crisis is a lofty goal. I
should warn you know that things are still plenty murky in the conclusion. This work does not
attempt to solve all of the problems of climate change. Far from it, my actual goal is to study
those problems and learn what they may teach us about our terrestrial home, and humanity in the
time of climate change.
The title, Nuestro Mundo is a reference to José Martí’s seminal work “Nuestra America” (Our
America). What you are about to read is an attempt to use the insights of that work to develop
ways of thinking about the problems of climate change. In the 1890’s Martí wrote to energize
i

Cuba’s war for independence. His prescription: throw off foreign ideals, examine what it is to be
Cuban, and fight for what is Cuba. Today I write to inform and energize people to act for our
planet. My prescription: throw off artificial ideals, examine what it is to be of the Earth, and fight
for the planet’s survival.
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CHAPTER 1
FINDING OURSELVES IN OUR WARMER PLANET
The idea for this dissertation came to me after listening to an interview with a climate scientist on
National Public Radio. During the interview the scientist claimed that science needed to develop a new
human nature in order to prevent climate change. This remark struck me. I found it strange for a person
who seemingly believes science is uncovering the real truth of nature to ask us to create a new version of
nature. This contradiction piqued my interest, but I didn't give it much thought until sometime later, when
reading an existential reflection on nuclear weapons. Unfortunately, it was too late to find the scientist’s
name, but I still remembered the call for a new human nature—a call echoed in 20th century reflections in
the face of nuclear annihilation. Much like the threat of nuclear weapons, climate change reveals new
aspects of our existential situation.
To think in the time of climate change, we need to develop philosophical positions that account for the
existential lessons of climate change; only then will we be able to speak to the meaning of climate
change. In this dissertation, I apply the philosophy of José Martí to the philosophical problem of climate
change. From his understanding of culture as contextually based, I develop a sense of humanity in today’s
climate. Due to the effects of climate change, humanity’s historically stable context is no longer a home.
Humans are exiled from the Holocene because of climate change.1 The danger of exile reaffirms the
connection between humans and nature, but the connection feels unfamiliar.
To uncover what this connection means let us start where I did: thinking about nuclear weapons. With
the advent of nuclear weapons at the end of World War II, humans changed the possible outcomes of
armed conflicts. Nuclear holocaust was added to the list of atrocities humans might commit. For the first
time human existence was at stake. In the nuclear age, to be human meant something new. Karl Jaspers

1

The Holocene was the most recent geological period. It has been the most stable climactic period in the Earth’s
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described this shift in his book The Future of Mankind,2 as follows:
In the past, the worst disasters could not kill mankind. Multitudes, whole nations, guilty or not guilty, perished;
others survived and forgot. But now our intellect tells us with inescapable logic that soon there will be no more
oblivious survivors. No one will be alive. There could be confidence, in the past, because in every disaster some
were spared. Life went on. Remnants led to new beginnings. Now, however, man can no longer afford disaster
without the consequence of universal doom--an idea so novel, as a real probability,that we hesitate to think it
through. It takes an effort just to put it into words.3

The advent of our new humanity was marked by the sense of a new fear. The threat of war was no longer
reserved for specific battle sites. The possible effect of became global, imminent, and unprecedented.
Jaspers continued:
We should like to know for certain what will happen, but such knowledge is denied to man.
Nothing is sure but the threat of total destruction. The situations embodying the threat change
rapidly, and the causalities are so involved that any calculation is misleading--as indeed it always
was. The conceivable combinations are endless, the possibilities inconceivable.4

To make matters worse, continual technological developments throughout the Cold War further
actualized the possibility of mutual assured destruction. The Soviet Union and the United States both
developed second strike capabilities by the 1960s.5 With the ability to respond even after a nuclear strike,
the forecast for a possible nuclear winter was bleak. Bad decisions by officials in either country or their
allies could have led to a volley of nuclear weapons around the world. In the nuclear age, human
existence is beholden to the power of hydrogen bonds and the political decisions of a few nation states.
Nuclear weapons fill in one possible story for the end of human existence. Previous times viewed the
end to be outside human control. Whether due to deities or physics, it would happen when it would.
Without influence, the end was a subject of speculation of things far away, not of ethics or politics. Now,
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Originally titled Die Atombombe und die Zunkunft des Menschen (The Atom Bomb and The Future of Mankind).
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Jaspers, "In What Can We Trust" in Karl Jaspers: Basic Philosophical Writings. (pg. 430).
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Jaspers, "In What Can We Trust" (pg. 430).
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Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics.
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a nuclear holocaust could happen any day and it would be the product of human actions. Through the
prowess of science, humans gained access to the power of the atom. With this we gained the ability to
eliminate human existence. We have created the potential for a few humans to end humanity. This
looming possibility has reshaped the existential quality of human life.
The nuclear age has been a new age of existence for humanity. I believe, once again, we are entering a
new era, the age of climate change. In a way, climate change is a continuation of the modes of existence
established after World War II. Human technological prowess, afforded humans the unfortunate potential
to make the Earth inhospitable for humans. With the rise of industrialization, the world's "developed
societies" have emitted increasing amounts of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses. Around the
turn of the millennium scientists started to notice emissions were altering the balance of gasses in the
atmosphere.6
The human-caused atmospheric change currently is altering the climate of Earth. This is a key
difference between the nuclear age and the age of climate change. Nuclear annihilation is something we
need to prevent from happening. Already happening, climate change is something we need to reduce the
effect of. The warming launch code has been entered, and we are now bracing for impact. Nuclear
weapons established the possibility for assured destruction. Climate change has in some ways actualized
our potential destruction. We have moved from an age where we lived with the possibility of humancaused extinction to a time in which we are living the consequences of actions which may make the world
unable to sustain human life. Today we are beholden to all humans. To reduce future changes all humans
must reduce their greenhouse gas emitting activities.7
Climate scientists have offered clear and concise steps to mitigate the effects of climate change. All we
have to do is decrease the amount of carbon, methane, and other greenhouse gasses we emit. Furthermore,
scientists have identified which activities produce dangerous emissions. Coal power plants, automobiles,
6

United Nations, Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change, “A Report of Working Group 1: A Summary for
Policy Makers” 2007.
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United Nations, Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change, “A Report of Working Group 1: A Summary for
Policy Makers” 2007
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airplanes, and the fossil fuels they run on are among the major sources of greenhouse gas emissions.
Unfortunately, scientists, political leaders, and most people have not figured out how to implement the
advised reductions. Such reductions will require drastic changes in the way many humans live. Fossil
fuels are the blood of modern society. Highways, shipping lanes, and power lines are the circulatory
system.
To reduce emissions society must change in fundamental ways. Humans will have to change how they
relate to each other and to the Earth as a whole. This goes beyond a change in belief or behavior. It now
appears that human existence on Earth is dependent on humans acting in a way that is counter to modern
accounts of our selfish nature. Humans must act according to the needs of the planet and not according to
their own wants and desires. Fearing that we have evolved to be self-serving and only concerned with
immediate problems, these scientists wonder how we can overcome this large-scale global problem. This
has led confounded scientists to call for the redefining of human nature.
Our sense of existence is being battered from all sides. Our sense of place is failing. Older conceptions
of existence fail to describe the seemingly terminal state of life on Earth. Furthermore, it now appears that
our previous conception of our context is hastening the Earth's plight. Our sense of self is failing. Older
conceptions of human nature appear to be a death sentence. Survival is only conceivable if the dominant
narrative of discrete individuals is wrong. In order to begin to recreate a sense of “human” and “Earth,”
we must accept and enter the confusion presented by our changing world. This is a dense statement of
how it feels to live this complicated predicament, but this is a dense problem. The rest of the chapter
unpacks the above statement, and the work as a whole is meant to help find direction within our confusing
predicament.
Our confusion is felt most palpably in the fear associated with a potential climate crisis. Discomfort
and death are likely consequences. Climatologists warn if emissions are not restrained, weather patterns
will become more erratic and severe. More hurricanes, tornados, floods, and droughts are raising the
death tolls associated with natural disasters. People fear for their own lives in a world with increasingly
deadly weather patterns. Beyond the individual threat, climate change endangers the future of our entire
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species. With a change in global temperatures of just a few degrees some scientists warn we may see the
collapse of many ecosystems upon which humans depend. Facing such predictions creates a fear for the
life of our species as a whole.
We are on a path of ecological mutual assured destruction, for which our species is responsible.
Climate change cannot be a traditional natural disaster, due to its roots in human action. When a major
storm happens now we are a part of its cause. When “The Great Hurricane of 1928” devastated Puerto
Rico and Florida it was a terrible natural disaster.8 The loss of over 4000 lives causes one to ponder the
strength of nature, the shortsightedness of humans in where they choose to live, and the resilience of
humans in the face of adversity. One finds no thoughts of shame or guilt for the physical cause of the
storm. Today, if a hurricane were to follow the same path the outcome would likely be quite different.
Floridians have adapted to the reality of living in hurricane prone lands. Zoning laws, building codes, and
other practices mitigate the disastrous consequences of these powerful tropical cyclones. Regardless of
these adaptations, the damage and death that does occur will be felt in a different way than in 1928.
In the Anthropocene, hurricanes should be experienced in part through feelings of guilt or shame.9 This
new mode of experiencing storms can be noted in the reactions to hurricane Sandy. In the days and weeks
following Sandy the subject of responsibility became an important part of the discussion. No one
complained about preparedness or response times, but Mayor Michael Bloomberg and Governor Andrew
Cuomo both discussed the role of human-caused climate change in increasing the severity of the storm.10
As climate change and our awareness of it grow, human responsibility will play a larger role in the
reaction to future storms. Responsibility for emissions and their results bind us to nature in new ways. We
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Kleinberg, Black Cloud: The Great Florida Hurricane of 1928.
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The Anthropocene is the geological period in which humans are the main force acting upon the climate. It was
preceded by the Holocene and is believed to have started some time between the mid 1800s and the early 1900s.
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“In part, the smart grid would be designed to help New York get ready for what Cuomo has called a new reality.
‘Climate change is real,’ Cuomo said today. Storms similar to Sandy are ‘going to happen again. What do we do
about it? How do we harden our systems?’” in Freeman Klopott and Henry Goldman, “Cuomo Says He Will
Seek 30 Billion in U.S. Aid After Sandy” in Bloomburg News November 12th 2012.
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have changed our natural existence.
Climate change is no small feat. Humans have developed the power to reshape their local environment,
their planet, and the parameters of our lives. Cultivated fields, written words, and other social movements
allowed humans to force the natural world into human designs. This is what it means to be human; we are
the species that has changed its existence. The Enlightenment celebrated our existence changing. Francis
Bacon spoke triumphantly about scientific knowledge as a means to gain control over nature.11 Engineers
hopeful for the future trumpet our existence changing. Climate change affirms our ability to change
existence while exposing how little control we actually have.12 Today it seems that the more we learn of
nature, the more we realize we cannot and should not try to control it.
Humans are primarily responsible for the coming changes. Human action has led to a future which
would not have happened otherwise. However, much of the activity of climate change will be beyond
human control. Between power and control is our existential context. I find a difficult ontological
conundrum in the tension between society’s force upon, without control over, nature. It is unclear to me
whether the growth of human power has changed the structures of being in any fundamental way. If we
have not changed deeper structure of being, then I am led to say that our older understanding of existence
was wrong, not only now but also before human emissions created climate change. On the other hand, if
our actions have changed both the formulation and the nature of existence, then existence is much less
stable than common understandings of it. In following out the consequences of these possible answers, or
some mix of them, I am continually left at a loss. How deep has climate change sliced into the core of
being? This question will remain open throughout this work. As I outline and explicate the existential

11

Francis Bacon wrote, “Therefore, no doubt the sovereignty of man lieth hid in knowledge; wherein many things
are reserved, which kinds with their treasure cannot buy, nor with their force command; their spials and
intelligencers can give no new of them, their seaman and discoverers cannot sail where they grow: now we
govern nature in opinions, but we are thrall unto her in necessity; but if we would be led by her in invention we
should command her in action.” Notice how nature is a woman to be seduced. With study we can take a new
role of control, not yet achieved in human existence. This is the mythical triumph of the Enlightenment. Quoted
from: Bacon. The Work of Lord Bacon. (pg. 217).
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We will return to this paradox of the Anthropocene in later chapters. I refer to finding our connection through
disconnection, or finding our lack of control through our power as “the double shift” of climate change. Its
consequences are the main focus of this dissertation.
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significance of climate change, we will continue to approach the question of being without offering a final
answer. The goal is to answer the simpler question: what do we learn of our place within existence from
the challenges of climate change?
A hope drives me in the project. The hope is that understanding our new place in existence, our
context, will offer us a home-place as members of the context of the Anthropocene. It appears strange to
say that we are not at home in our own creation. The creation of the Anthropocene is comparable to the
building of unsafe factories in Bangladesh. Business executives “indirectly” created such factories, but
would not feel at home in them. My strange hope is that climate change puts all of us at home in the same
unsafe factory. When we see ourselves as part of the disastrous context we created we will no longer be
able to separate ourselves from the consequences of our actions.
Until we are native members of that context, our actions, thoughts, and lives will not be of the
Anthropocene. The philosophers of the Anthropocene are yet to be. Falling short of the philosophy of the
age of climate change, we will find the budding crisis still offers a key existential insight for our
transitional thinking: We can reshape the Earth. We can reshape our existence. Yet we remain beholden to
the Earth for our existence. We remain beholden to existence for our life. This is the heart of my
dissertation. Restated in various formulations I will continue to build upon this insight.
From the early results of climate change it is clear that both local and global contexts will be impacted.
Rising sea levels and extreme droughts are already threatening to destroy places people in the United
States currently call home. Rivers, lakes, and aquifers in the western U.S. are drying up after nearly a
decade of drought. Low lying islands are already beginning to be washed away. Plum Island just north of
Boston is being threatened by increasingly severe storms along with the threat of a rising ocean. Residents
fear that their island will be gone in a generation’s time. Climate change is happening right here within
the United States, but we are by no means the only country being affected. Increased desertification in
Africa and Asia is having far greater consequence than our nation has yet to face. The, island nation, the
Maldives stands to be the first nation completely lost to sea level rise.

7

Homelands have been lost before. We have long known that environments change. However, our
ability to threaten all global ecosystems is a new thought. If we are responsible for the potential coming
destruction of our contexts, then the maintenance of Earth is our responsibility. At least maintaining the
Earth is something we must do to preserve the possibility of human life. The disruption and fear
associated with the Anthropocene exposes the relationship between humans and their lived contexts. We
can turn to thinkers from pre-climate change philosophy to help us begin to think within our new
existence. One such thinker I have turned to for guidance is José Martí. Martí developed his philosophy
around a particular concept of the relationship between humans and their local environments. He explored
this relationship long before climate change was understood. His understanding of the relationship is not a
flawless fit to describe the new existence of climate change. However, because Martí developed his
philosophy around the relationship between humans and their contexts, I have found his philosophy to be
extremely useful in bridging changes in contextual relations.

1. Martí’s Insight
Jose Martí was an exile. He was forced to spend most of his life outside of Cuba, the country he gave
his life to free. From afar he wrote poems of longing and essays of rebellion. In order to help Cuba be
free, Martí sought to understand what it was to be Cuban. He pushed back against the totalizing ideas of
European culture and the imperialistic urges of the United States. Martí came to understand that Cuba,
like all nations, was contexts formed through relationships among historical forces, natural environments,
cultural ideals, and local and global political factors. In his view, to be Cuban in the 1890s was a mix of
European colonial history, U.S. cultural and imperial influence, and Caribbean context.
To be Cuban is to be at home in an intricate web of relations which form the Cuban cultural context.
Cubans live within Cuban culture. Cultures are the milieu, the midworld, of existence.13 For Martí “to

13

The reference to Ralph Waldo Emerson’s midworld is intentional. As we will see in later chapters Martí was
directly influenced by Emerson’s transcendentalism. I also believe that John William Miller’s understanding of
the midworld is very close to Martí’s. Both Martí and Miller develop a philosophy of activity and context.
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be,” is “to be of.” Belonging is the basis of existence, belonging in the richest sense of the word. Being is
emotional at its base. Being is expressive. Being is contextual. I take this to be Martí's critical insight.
Whether discussing politics, education, ethics, psychology, knowledge, or being, Martí begins with the
idea that we exist within emotionally rich contexts.
Where many in the history of European philosophy downgraded the importance of emotions, feelings,
and relations, Martí emphasized all three. A context's emotional wealth is not derivative. He believed that
at the core of every context are emotional relations. Digging deeper, Martí described love as the central
relation of existence. Love is the animating force of his philosophy. Love's force enlivens the relations of
nature which form into context, or as Martí described Walt Whitman’s passion:
Life is a hymn; death is a secret form of life; sweat is holy and the protozoa is holy…all living
things must join in an embrace of ineffable love; the grass, the animals, the air, the sea, sorrow,
and death, all must love; suffering is attuned when souls are possessed by love; life has no woes
for he who understands its meaning in time.14

Love is the source of attunement. Without the emotional wellspring, relations do not hold together and
contexts falter. Wisdom is feeling: existence is emotional.
The contexts of being are not static but constantly being reshaped by their constitutive parts. Cultures
are continually redefined by the lives of their constitutive members. In the belonging relation, influence
moves in both directions. Individuals take part in shaping their surroundings. Contexts are constituted
through the accumulated activity of their members. While its members reshape a context collectively,
context's influence is singular. Every Cuban takes part in steering what Cuba will become. Some have a
more pronounced role, Martí, Fidel Castro, Celia Cruz, and wealthy exiles in Miami, but all take part in
the continual reconstituting of Cuba. Cuba, as it is constituted, then acts on its citizens, exiles, and other
cultures. Cuba, its ideals and ecosystems, are a setting from within which Cubans act. Even as it changes,
this setting remains an influence. Martí believed that one's thoughts, ideals, and world view were in part a
product of one's context. His view is perhaps best described as cultural existentialism. Martí defined a
14

Martí, “The Poet Walt Whitman” in José Martí: Selected Writing. (pg. 186).
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culture’s reality through its relationship to the local environment. Contexts are simultaneously physical
and ideal settings. Both the physical and ideal aspects of our existence are dependent upon our context.
Context is the house of being. One's context is one's home. A context feels like home when one is
properly connected to it. At home, one takes part in the shaping of and is shaped by one’s context. At
home, one is accustomed to the particulars of the context's influence. Contexts are no longer homes when
this relationship breaks down, either from individuals ignoring the dictates of the context or from an
imbalance in which individuals influence the culture. Consider the effects of European Colonialism on
Africa. Foreign impositions broke down the relationship between local governments and contexts,
creating artificial nations. We will return to this example in Chapter Thirteen. The loss of home is
troubling. It is a rupture in one's existence. Even when a context is not completely lost, it is possible to
sense it is weakening. As context weakens, its members lose a sense of themselves. Their existence is
based in the context's existence.
Martí described the loss of self and place in many passages. He tended to describe the feeling of losing
one's context as an agitation or a sense of disquiet. Disquiet as Martí described is not what has come to be
known as existential angst. Martí's disquiet is lonely, but it does not lead one to feel alone in the world.
This is a collective loss, shared across cultures and nations, exemplified in the Jewish or Africana
diasporas. You don’t feel unique in this loss. We all feel it together. Individual recognition of freedom or
choice does not counteract the loss of context in any lasting way. When context fails, the only recourse is
to embrace what is left of that context and build it up again together. Non-communal remedies only
further rupture relations. The group must act together from within their environment to realize their new
context. Martí implored us to envision existence collectively. The solution needs us to act together with
our context.

2. What Martí Offers The Climate Change Discussion
Climate change is a threat to context. Individuals will not be harmed by climate change itself. They
will be harmed by the weather it makes more likely. Individuals will suffer from the consequences of
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destabilized contexts. Climate change has increased the severity of droughts in Australia and the
southwestern US. The drought is changing people’s lives and endangering their livelihoods.
Desertification, after long-term drought, will forever change many fertile places around the world into
deserts. Fear of climate change is fear of context loss. Climate change disrupts the relations between
individuals and contexts. The consequences and the human emotional responses reaffirm cultural
existentialism. Martí's philosophy offers a way to understand human existence in a time of unstable
contexts.
Cultural existentialism offers a way of understanding individual activity. Climate change is the work
of greenhouse gasses and humans. Due to the way these individuals act, the world, their context, is
beginning to warm. On one hand this appears to emphasize individuals, denying the importance of
context. Through our emissions we have the power to change the world. Each of us possesses this
capacity. Our life choices establish how much we choose to exercise this power. In this way it seems to
address climate change; we must focus on individuals and their actions. Yet, as we consider the
limitations on individual choices and the effect of their actions, the importance of context returns to the
fore. To understand the meaning of desertification or the possible disappearance of the Maldives, we must
examine the role of these contexts in people’s lives. Martí worked through issues surrounding the
relationship between individuals and contexts. He attempted to elucidate a new Latin American identity
after the destructive forces of European colonialism. His was a philosophy of action, a philosophy of
contextualized action.
The contexts Martí spoke of most often were nations. Nationalism was Martí's prescription for the
move from colonialism towards a new Latin American identity. He believed national identity formed in
the relationship between culture and the natural environment.15 Both parties are active participants in this
relationship. Cultures are in a constant process of development, responding to the surrounding natural
environment and to their constitutive members. Nature is also in development. Each local environment

15

“Patriotism is (or has been until now), among the many known up to the present, the best (of all known)
leavenings of human virtue.” From Martí “Notebook 18” Selected Writings (pg. 286).
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continually shifts with the activity of its local members, and by way of regional and global influences
from other locations.
Nature is the context of culture. In Martí's case Cuba, the island, is the context of Cuban culture. Much
of being Cuban is dependent on the island, its beaches, its mountains, its palms, its towns, its cities, its
skies, and its light. A common criticism of such views of cultures is that it does not leave room for
refugees and exiles. But this criticism is misguided. The problem lies not with the theory, but in the very
experience of the refugee. Refugee existence is problematic. Martí spent most of his life exiled from his
home. His identity suffered from his exile, he was not complete. Yet, Martí learned from his suffering and
was able to express a vision of culture and Cuba that his compatriots found meaningful.
In New York City, away from his home, Martí formulated the connection of place and culture. Cuba
continued to live in his absence, while his Cuban identity faltered. He was separated from his home
context. He was not fully himself. Identity is limited. It is dependent on our context. This teeming, but
fragile, mix of culture and nature is a helpful way of thinking about climate change's impact on humanity.
We are becoming separated from the Earth we have known. Human cultures had formed within a nature
whose limits had not been tested. As human activity tests the limits of nature there is a rupture between
cultures and their environment. Climate change is exiling us all. We are exiles; now we must develop a
philosophy of exile—a philosophy for a human species displaced by climate change.

12

CHAPTER 2
THE CHAPTERS OF NUESTRO MUNDO

Assessing the possibility of a worldwide cultural rupture due to climate change is difficult. No one
discipline covers the entirety of the issues. Our work will have to draw on many different fields. The
added task of explicating and applying a philosophy adds even more work. In the end this added work
will alleviate some of the difficulties inherent in discussing climate change. It is my hypothesis that
Martí’s philosophy will aid us in having a fruitful discussion on our changing context. Testing this
hypothesis will take several steps. First, we will consider the types of problems climate change may
cause. Then, we will turn to Martí in order to learn about the connection between humanity and its
context. Finally, we will return to our current predicament in order to update the philosophy of
contextualism. Following this process, I hope to develop a clearer understanding of our exile from the
Holocene.
The larger organization of this work follows the steps described in the above paragraph: the problems
of climate change, Martí's intellectual biography, his later philosophy of context, and finally reflection on
our current context act as the successive focuses of this work. Each of these individual focuses involves
broad and complicated subjects worthy of study. We will leave much uncovered. If we proceed carefully,
I hope that we will gain new ways of thinking about our place on Earth from this work.
Beyond these four sections, I have broken this work into twenty short chapter essays. Each short essay
is based on a particular aspect of the four focuses. The inspiration for this structure comes in part from
Martí's writing style. Most of his works were speeches or newspaper articles. These short works discussed
single issues eventually broadening into deeper philosophical reflections. Martí was not alone in this style
of writing. Many of his contemporaries in Latin America, the United States, and Europe wrote in a similar
manner. Even the books of Martí and Ralph Waldo Emerson’s were collections of essays.
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Short essays helped Martí, Emerson, and others approach complicated subject matter without losing
their way. Rather than attempt to explicate the system of the universe, essayists grasp a momentary perch
from which to behold existence. Essays are designed to develop wisdom, instead of finalizing truth.
“Nuestra America” is a lofty goal with a humble method. Martí offered a statement of how to live as a
Cuban without analyzing every detail of Cuba’s socio-political reality. Understanding the existential
significance of climate change is a lofty goal. By keeping our discussions short, I hope to make the most
of each perch without getting lost in the overwhelming nature of climate change.
Each chapter essay stands alone in discussing one subject. However, each work is built upon the
lessons learned in earlier chapters. All of the chapters, no matter their primary subjects, are designed to
develop our ability to speak meaningfully about our context. I take the time now to speak to the larger
structure of this work in the hope that the structure will fade from importance, allowing each subject to be
the center of our attention. Below are abstracts of the chapters, which together offer a summary of the
work as a whole. We are currently in the second chapter, so our summaries will begin with Chapter
Three.

Chapter Three: Notes On The Problem
Climate change is a complex problem. It may be the most difficult issue humanity has faced. With this
complexity, discussions of climate change often falter, leaving people uninformed of the true severity of
our situation. Before we can reflect on climate change’s impact on humans, we must understand its
sources and characteristics. Climate change is a general problem. It impacts the entire context of the
Earth. Hopefully, as we build an understanding of the problem, we will be able to develop better ways of
thinking about our contextually based existence. I turn to research by climatologists, ecologists, social
scientists, political leaders, and reporters to build a full account of the problem. From these varied sources
I have developed a trifold taxonomy of the various problems involved in climate change. The classes of
the problem are (I) physical, (II) interpersonal, and (III) existential.
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Chapter Four: Physical Problems Of Climate Change
The physical problem of climate change is the best understood of the three. In its most general form,
the planet has begun to warm due to higher levels of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses in the
atmosphere. Human activities are the source of the higher levels. Rising temperatures caused by human
emissions are changing local environments around the world. The real problem of warming is that many
environments will be destabilized by the coming changes. Destabilization of local environments and the
Earth's climate is the physical problem of climate change.

Chapter Five: Political And Individual Responses To Climate Change
The interpersonal problems of climate change result from physical destabilization. Nature is being
destabilized by human activities. This destabilization in turn alters human activity. The interpersonal
impact of human-caused climate change is twofold. First, it endangers lives. Second, it calls into question
widely held conceptions of the relationship between humans and nature. Nature can no longer be viewed
as a limitless bounty for human consumption. All social structures and ideals built from the assumption of
limitless bounty are now called into question.

Chapter Six: Existential Significance Of Climate Change
Here we begin to arrive at the existential problem of climate change. Human power has led to the loss
of human control. This statement should be confusing; it is the confusion at the heart of this work. I call
this “the double shift” of the Anthropocene. Wrapped in this shift is the existential problem of climate
change. It is difficult to tell if humans are in a position of power or helplessness. With the fear from
destabilization and the confusion from a failed view of nature there comes a sense of disquiet. This
disquiet is not a mere curiosity but is the realization that the human species must change how it acts, how
it will survive. Climate change is focusing the pursuit of knowledge around the question of our survival.
Knowledge for knowledge’s sake is no longer the purpose of philosophy. Much needs to be learned about
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the human species and its place in nature to find the way forward. Philosophy has the tools to steer this
conversation in an effective direction.

Chapter Seven: Connecting The Levels Through Reading Martí With A Purpose
Thus far we will only have developed an approximate understanding of the problems of climate
change. It is a conception of a problem created without a method of conceiving. We can see the double
shift, but do not yet have a context from which to understand it. In Martí’s philosophy, without a context
our thinking is without a method. The three classes of problems will be taken up in many ways in the
subsequent chapters in order to build a common working understanding of climate change that we can
return to with a method of conceiving based on Martí's philosophy. Martí said nothing about climate
change. His letters, essays, and poems cannot be scoured for insights on the struggles of living with
climate change. When taken as a whole, Martí's philosophy offers a way of thinking about the complex
mix of cultural, political, and existential problems of life. His way of thinking about context is
particularly valuable when considering the interactions between humans and their environments. The
following three chapters attempt to place Martí's philosophy in the context of his life. Structured around
three essays, each representative of a phase in his thought, the chapters trace the development of his
thought.
If we focused only on his later philosophy, we would discover Martí bound human actions to the
constraints of their native lands. However, it is his movement towards accepting this idea that is most
informative. By reviewing Martí's earlier ideas and his development we are able to move beyond a long
list of interesting ideas to a full-fledged philosophy. In search of this fuller vision we will consider the
philosophy behind "El Presidio en Cuba," "La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana," and
"Nuestra America."
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Chapter Eight: “El Presidio En Cuba” And Exile In Spain
"El Presidio en Cuba" is a good introduction to Martí's writing and thought. It is one of his earliest
published works, yet contains themes which remain relevant throughout Martí's life. In addition, it
exemplifies the influence of Martí's teacher and mentor, Cuban poet and revolutionary Raphael Mendive.
A teenage Martí wrote "El Presidio en Cuba" in order to expose the reality of colonial rule to Spanish
readers. He believed Spaniards’ sense of honor and justice would be offended by the realities of
colonialism. This belief was based on an idealistic philosophy that considered justice to be a universal
truth which humans knew through emotionally-based experiences of shame and honor. The belief in
ideals, with realities that are not solely dependent on human conceptions, remains an important aspect of
Martí's philosophy. This chapter explicates Martí’s earliest philosophy.

Chapter Nine: “La República Española Ante La Revolución Cubana”
In " La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana," Martí again attempted to convince Spanish
readers of the injustice of colonial rule. Instead of relying on universal ideals and sentiments, Martí turned
to the political ideals of Spain's newly formed republican government. Martí developed his new style of
argument at law school in Madrid. He was introduced to the German idealism of Karl C. F. Krause. The
influence of Krause helped Martí define himself as a relational thinker. Based on Krause's philosophy
Martí developed a more systematic account of the interaction between universal truths and the human
realm. For almost ten years, Krause's dialectic between human will and universal love grounded Martí's
thinking. Chapter Nine examines how Martí’s method developed during this period.

Chapter Ten: Nuestra America And The United States
The ineffectiveness of European ideas and the experience of reading Ralph W. Emerson finally drew
Martí away from Krause's positivism. "Nuestra America" is the most complete statement of Martí's later
philosophy. Writing to Cubans, Martí presented an account of how values and identity develop from each
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culture’s relationship with its local environment. Context supplants logical rigor and general sentiments
of honor as the ordering structure of human experience.
By introducing Martí through these representative essays, Chapter Eight, Nine, and Ten offer a picture
of the evolution of his philosophy. His later ideas are most important for this work, but understanding the
development of his thought gives us a richer understanding of his contextual philosophy. By reading the
three essays in succession we can understand the role of Mendive, Krause, and Emerson in Martí's
intellectual development. Mendive's influence can still be seen in the later essays. Martí's insistence on
localized truth in "Nuestra America" departed from Mendive but still fits within Mendive's picture of
emotionally accessed universals. "Nuestra America" denies Krause's hopeful account of universal
progress. Martí moved away from Krause by developing a contextual philosophy which took local
particulars seriously. Yet, he remained a relational thinker. After working through the phases of Martí's
thought Chapters Eleven through Fourteen will explicate the philosophy Martí was developing towards
the end of his life, his contextualism.

Chapter Eleven: The Exiles Vantage Point
The ideas expressed in "Nuestra America" are why I have turned to Martí to understand the impact of
climate change. In his later years, Martí put forward a philosophy of cultures. It was his idea that ideals of
justice, truth, and beauty take on particular formations through the interactions of a group of people and
their local contexts. Martí did not clarify the structures and precepts of this position. Furthermore, he died
in the Cuban War for Independence only a few years after writing "Nuestra America." A contextually
driven philosophy lies just below the surface of all of Martí's later works. Through application and
comparison, this chapter teases out the methods and presuppositions of Martí's contextualism.
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Chapter Twelve: Natural Context
Martí believed that contexts are a part of nature. Much has been made of Martí's naturalism and his
reliance on themes of nature in his political ideologies, however his definition of nature has not been
given adequate consideration. This chapter is grounded in a discussion of natural context, it begins with
the example of seasons, as settings within which one exists. Using Martí's insights we begin to see how
individual actions and experiences are based on the contexts within which we exist. Martí considered the
relation between contexts and members to be a whole-parts relation. By discussing contexts as wholes and
members as parts, we find that the relations of constituting and belonging best describe contextual being.
At this point we return to the double shift of the Anthropocene, but now the shift is re-imagined
through the relations of constituting and belonging. This is a multidimensional problem, caused by a
disruption in the contextual relations between wholes and parts. The problem is better understood with
lessons we have learned from Martí's philosophy. However, Martí did not speak of contexts. He spoke of
specific types of contexts such as countries, cultures, environments, and natures. It is these particular
forms of contexts that we must examine in order to understand fully the contextual rupture of climate
change.

Chapter Thirteen: Patria And Decolonization
Martí did not leave us with a definition of nature. We must uncover what he meant. To define nature as
context, it is necessary to examine the ways Martí used the term. The most common uses of “nature” I
have found are nature described as: elements, essence, resource, and ideal. Chapters Sixteen through
Nineteen define each of the modes of nature individually. The attempt to rebuild the four modes into a
single definition leaves discussions of nature to focus on the human side of these relations. This begins
with a discussion of patria, the ideal form of a nation. Patria is the creative unification of the four modes
of nature by groups of humans. Martí used the ideal of patria to establish an anti-colonial campaign for
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Latin Americans. Martí is not alone in using place-based identity as a weapon against colonialism.
Comparing Martí with other anti-colonial thinkers helps explain his understanding of patria and context.

Chapter Fourteen: Updating Contextualism
From Martí’s study of Cuba and the Americas we are developing a tool to think about the Earth as a
global context of local contexts. We begin our study of global context, by considering the relations that
have allowed the Earth to develop into the verdant setting it is. A planet with just the right size,
composition, and orbit, has an organism develop that realigns the chemical composition of its atmosphere,
allowing for the development of increasingly complex life forms, and has a different organism develop
that is able to control other organisms as resources and stable food sources. Not to hot, not to cold,
finding all the right balances; astronomers refer to such planets as a Goldilocks planets.
All of these happenings are a part of the Earthly activities which form our current global context. This
past is the foundation of philosophy as well. Human wisdom developed within the stabilizing period of
the Holocene, on a Goldilocks planet. As we push our planet away from stability, we have unleashed a
new setting for wisdom. Considering this new setting we face questions of the possibility of philosophy in
the time of climate. Martí’s own method can be a guide as we examine these possibilities. Rather than
turning away from our fears and doubts, Martí urged us to turn to these sources of disquiet. He believed
that the sources of disquiet could work as access points into the structures of our experiences, contexts,
and existence. In other words, the large-scale ecological problems we find around us do not mean the
death of nature, just a fundamental change in the contexts of nature, one that may mean the death of our
species.
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Chapter Fifteen: Themes And Method
Now with the support of Martí’s philosophy of contextualism we are finally able to approach the
problems of our own global context today. Facing the double shift of climate change we are exploring
what I take to be a historically unique circumstance. Because of this our philosophies cannot remain the
same. Still we are building upon the influences of earlier times. Our philosophy will not be wholly new.
With this in mind, I lay out the themes and methods of the Anthropocene’s philosophies. They will have
active accounts of nature. With such active accounts, humans will be decentered in our accounts of values
and meaning. In order to comprehend climate change we must develop a stronger account of the relation
between parts and wholes. Philosophers in the Anthropocene will need to develop theories of parts and
wholes as both active and contingent. The value systems that express our place in the Anthropocene will
be those that promote attunement to our contexts and the ability to live in ways that sustain our contexts
as well as meet our own needs. With these themes and the method of disquiet, we are beginning to update
the four modes of nature. The following four chapters work by laying out Martí’s understanding of one of
the modes, describing the problem climate change creates for his understanding, and puts forward a new
account based on the identified problem.

Chapter Sixteen: Updating The Elemental
The first mode we discuss is the elemental. This is not the most fundamental for Martí, but a good
access point. The Earth’s orbit and the carbon cycle are strong examples of Martí’s account for the
elemental. Both show how many forces come together to uphold the physical character of our context. His
view becomes problematized by the severity with which human action has upset the carbon cycle and
global climates. By becoming the most important force impacting the climate, we disrupt the myth that
nature is a perpetually rebalancing system. A destabilized context pushes us to see elemental wholes as
contingent and mortal. This contingency alters the character or feel of all of the Earth’s contexts.
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Chapter Seventeen: Updating The Essential
Martí believed that the character, or essence, of a place was beyond the realm of human influence.
Essence came from the place itself, influencing people in a one-sided relationship. Climate change has
shaken the seemingly stable essences of many of the Earth’s contexts. It now seems that we need to
develop a more fluid account of Nature’s essence. With climate change we come to see essence as
developing from the back and forth interactions between the whole of a context and its parts. In addition
to the particular characters formed in such interactions, change itself is a part of the Earth’s essence.
Essences have become less stable, but are no less important for the maintenance of human values.

Chapter Eighteen: Updating Resource
Nature is of use to humans. Nature’s individual parts are needed for food, shelter, and fuel. These parts
are the natural resources which humans depend upon for the continuation of life. Martí’s account of the
use relationship was developing throughout his life. He moved from a triumphant view of forcefully using
natural resources, towards a view of becoming a helpful part of your local context. This movement from
seduction to belonging seems to have already predicted some of the coming contextual problems of
human consumption, that we are now facing. Climate change research is showing us that our seductive
use of resources is damaging the sustenance of our contexts. In order to deal with this problem we move
away from the discussion of human used resources toward a new focus on the act of sustaining our
contingent contexts.

Chapter Nineteen: Updating The Ideal
In earlier chapters we saw the importance of the ideal within Martí’s philosophy. By studying three
representative essays we followed the evolution of the ideal throughout his life. It is his later vision of
contextually-based ideals that has the most to add to our current endeavor. During the Holocene it was
easy to look to one’s context for a stable source of values. Our contexts extended far into the past with
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little change and felt like they would last long beyond our lifespan. In the Anthropocene this stability is
not there. Many places are already losing their contextual character. Yet we are still the members of
contexts, just not very stable ones. Rather than looking to ideals for a sense of stable security, we now
must look to ideals for direction in a world with little felt security.

Chapter Twenty: Concluding In Nuestro Mundo
With the updates to the four modes of relation, we again have a way to locate ourselves within our
natural contexts. We now understand our contexts in greater depth due to the problems our species have
unleashed. Hopefully, our new understanding of context will provide an increased awareness of the ways
we must act. It is becoming increasingly clear that the way our species acts in the coming decades will
play a critical role in the future of our planet. The weight of this responsibility is staggering. We are in
danger. Our planet is in danger. The human species created this problem. Yet, it seems the solution cannot
come from our species alone. We must find ways to act together with the parts and wholes of our planet
to find a solution.
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CHAPTER 3
NOTES ON THE PROBLEM
The problem of climate change is not merely an academic problem. The questions discussed in this
dissertation are questions that we all face. What is climate change? What does climate change mean: for
me, for the world, for life? Based on my research into climate science and philosophy, I have tried to
develop a method of thinking—a method I hope will help us in answering these questions. Although this
does not appear to be a lofty goal, I have found that this is a necessary starting point before we can have
meaningful conversations about what can be done to minimize the coming impact of climate change.
In July of 2012, The New York Times did a special on climate change. A provocative headline
claimed we are all bad at thinking about climate change.16 According to researches in the new field of
climate change psychology, humans excel at dealing with small immediate problems and struggle at
facing complex systemic problems. Climate change, if it is anything, is a complex systemic problem. If
these psychologists are correct, we may not be able to think our way out of the problems of climate
change. Needing nothing short of a new way of thinking, philosophy may hazard some tools to reconsider
our ways of understanding climate change and our world as a whole.
If taking action on climate change needs people around the world to face complex systematic
questions, then academic attempts to discuss climate change will have to address this larger audience to
be of any utility. My hope is that this work is not just for academic philosophers. My target audience is
people for whom facing the problems of climate change has led to questions of meaning and value. My
aim in this chapter is to introduce the confusion of the issue. While we take on the complexity, I will try
to offer coaching in ways of thinking that I have found helpful for thinking about climate change. For
readers without a background in philosophy I offer the following suggestions: overlook details, focus on
general ideas to understand particular facts, and just try to feel the argument. These suggestions will be
better explained in our later discussion of José Martí.
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Beth Gardiner, “We’re all climate-change idiots.” NY Times, July 21st 2012.
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1. The Mess Of The Issue
Confusion within debates about the possibility of human-caused climate change allows us to see
problems within contemporary ways of thinking. Climate change detractors favor arguments that either
deny the human cause of climate change or the ability of scientists to make climate predictions. Such
arguments pit scientific findings against judgments on the character of nature or the connection between
observation and prediction. Both sides of this debate accept a flat plane of discourse. The only accepted
conceptual tier in the discussion is that of facts. Scientific observations, the character of nature,
predictions on Earth's future are all treated as discrete facts.
Climate change forces us all to take part in a complex discussion about the nature of the Earth, the
cosmos, and human existence. These cosmological, ontological, and existential questions are being asked
without the help of a guiding framework. We mis-categorize varying levels of the discussion as one and
the same, treating them all as observed facts. Conclusions that are based on observations are treated the
same as observations themselves. Without an understanding of the relationship between our overarching
cosmological positions and the observations we make, it becomes impossible to have a fruitful discussion
of either. Since we do not adhere to a system of differentiating types of knowledge, we lose track of the
origin of our ideas. Learning more numbers and predictions will not win the above debates. If we wish to
make a difference in such conversations our focus should be on developing the setting for our thinking.
Hopefully with clearer heads, we can move forward in discussions, and more importantly start to act.
Even with this larger focus, there are an overwhelming number of particular details presented in this
dissertation. All of the details are necessary. They are also distractions. In order to develop a philosophy
for climate change we must discuss details about climate change and details about Martí's philosophy.
However, these details are not our real focus. As you read, do not worry about remembering every detail.
They are given to help elucidate the structures of existence in the time of climate change. The details
should feel a bit incomprehensible, for we do not yet have the framework through which to understand
them. Until we have a working framework our definitions will remain in development. Throughout this
work keep considering how the particular details impact the overarching framework.
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Ideas come from somewhere. They have a context. Ideas are shaped by our overarching view, or
conception, of existence. This conception is based in observations, but it is not just an accumulation of
facts we believe. Observation may spur us to alter our conception of existence. Yet, we can never
completely abandon conceiving. This is a philosophical assertion about the way we think, one I will
defend in this dissertation. In summation, our observations are based in our overarching conception of
existence. Our epistemology comes from our ontology. Our theories of thought come from our theories of
being. This is not just a statement of observed facts but of conceptions and their relation to facts. It cannot
be proven through the assertion of facts. Instead we must evaluate it on the levels of being and existence.
We must build a new conception of how we exist in the world. We need a conception of how to exist in a
world with human-caused climate change.
In my attempt to uncover a general conception of our particular time, I have found guidance in the
philosophical method of Leopoldo Zea Aguilar. Zea believed the focus of philosophy was always the
study of being. Yet, every philosopher studied being from his or her particular vantage point in the world
and history. Aristotle studied being from the point of view of a foreigner in Athens. Zea studied being
from the perspective of a Mexican. In Zea's view both studied the same being from their particular
perspective. He believed if thinkers take the time to understand their perspective, there would be less
confusion about what are observations on being and what are observations on the setting of their thought.
To uncover particular details of being and vantage point, we must focus on the general connections of our
own setting. When faced with a complex problem: turn to the general to understand the particular. In
other words, turn to your understanding of the problem as a whole in order to understand its individual
aspects.
When we considered the argument over the possibility of human-caused climate change, we found a
problem in the discourse. Disagreement is not a problem. Irrevocable difference is a problem. In this case,
a flattened plane of discourse prevents the distinction between different epistemological categories, ways
of knowing. I believe the epistemological confusion is due to the denial of a connection between thinking
and the setting of the thinker.
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Both sides of the argument have an underlying conception of the world from which they work. This
conception colors which observations each side will take for facts and what conclusions they will draw.
Even the denial of the connection between the setting of thought and one's thinking is a particular
conception of existence, a position which attempts to hold onto a flattened plane of thinking. The
confusion forms out of the denial to address the discrepancies in the conceptions of existence which back
either side of the debate. The feeling of confusion is our only way to know that a deeper philosophical
problem is at play.
To remove the confusion from the debate, we all must become attuned to the feel of philosophy. As
one studies philosophy one gains a familiarity with the definitions of terms and concepts, one begins to
recognize thinkers and to know what they wrote about, and they begin to understand the way arguments
are constructed and how to take part in dialogues based around arguments. But the most important lesson
is to learn to be comfortable with what you do not understand. Some who have read many books and
received degrees in philosophy never learned this intellectual perseverance and shy away from the limits
of understanding. Others learn to think without fear with little to no academic training.
As we face the problems and conundrums of climate change, we should teach ourselves to accept the
difficulty of the questions without yielding to the difficulty. For, as Jose Ortega y Gasset believed it is
only those who have truly been lost who will find out who they really are.17 It is only when we have
trained ourselves and others to strive to think difficult thoughts, that we will have a species capable of
thinking seriously about climate change. Without verifiable evidence, climate change psychologists do
not believe such a development is likely or even possible. I cannot verify the methods put forward in this
work to climate psychologists, for they are not facts to be checked.
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In many of his works Jose Ortega y Gasset returned to the theme of life as a shipwreck. In What is Philosophy
Ortega stated, “ Without our previous consent we are shipwrecked in a world we neither built nor thought
about.” José Ortega y Gasset. What is Philosophy.
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The test I have used upon these methods is that which Giambatista Vico laid out in the “New Science,”
that of the vibration of truth.18 Vico asked his readers to judge his work based on a feeling, if the whole
work created what he described as a vibration of clarity, then his work had merit. For this work, I ask you
to judge the whole idea based on how it helps you face the challenging problems of climate change. I am
not bold enough to attempt to offer a final solution to the problems of climate change. I only wish to show
the importance of understanding our place in our current world to thinking about the problems that we
face in our lives. Furthermore, the focus of my work is not to offer scientific evidence for human-caused
climate change. Climate scientists have already done this. Building upon their works, I aim to express
what it is to live during human-caused climate change.

2. Anthropogenic Climate Change
In my mind, the debate over climate change's human cause is over.19 We are living Anthropogenic
climate change. Anthropogenic climate change is the human-caused alterations to global weather patterns.
Climate scientists and geologists refer to the climate period primarily influenced by humans as the
Anthropocene. Humans are causing climate change primarily through the increased release of carbon,
methane, and other greenhouse gasses. Increased levels of greenhouse gasses lead to the warming of our
atmosphere.20 As the atmosphere warms, most of the world will face warmer temperatures and
increasingly extreme weather patterns. Predicted impacts of warming include increased severe weather,
rising sea levels, and the displacement of plants and animals (including humans). We are already seeing
the early signs of climate change. What the future results will be is unclear.
The human species has flourished during an uncommonly stable period in the Earth's history: a period
the geologists named the Holocene. Many climate scientists believe that a rise in global temperatures of
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A majority of climate scientists continue to assert the human cause of climate change, and the U.N.’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has affirmed this position in all of its recent reports.
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We will discuss greenhouse gasses in greater detail in the next chapter.
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only a few degrees would end the stability. If this were to happen, it is believed that the Earth's climate
would enter a period of increasing volatility. The exact tipping point is in dispute, but as the Earth warms
the impetus towards further warming increases. Having identified greenhouse gas emissions as the cause,
we are left to ask if humans will reduce emissions in time to prevent the predicted temperature increases.
With no change in human actions, emissions will increase, hastening the rate of climate change. We
are approaching the point where attempts to change our behavior and emission levels would be too late.
Eventually, and perhaps sooner than we expect, we would reach a point where the level of carbon in the
atmosphere pushes us beyond the tipping point. After this point it will become increasingly difficult for
us to slow the warming of the planet. The slippery slope will be brought on by the initiation of positive
feedback loops.21 If the planet warms beyond the tipping point, we will see the following ramifications.
Polar ice melting and seawater expansion as the ocean heats would cause rises in sea level. Subarctic
permafrost melting would release large stores of methane and carbon into the atmosphere. The loss of
polar ice and glaciers would greatly darken the color of the Earth leading to increased retention of the
Sun's heating energy. These and several other positive feedback loops could cause a continually
increasing rate of warming. The difficulty of living on a warming planet is hard to fathom. It seems clear
that the stability which allowed for complex cultures to occur would be a thing of the past.
Prompt action might be able to bring levels of carbon in the atmosphere back to stable levels. A mix of
reducing emissions and sequestering carbon already in the atmosphere is necessary to reduce or eliminate
the human causes of climate change. However, the level of change needed for an adequate reduction in
emissions would bring its own pain. Years of living beyond our environmental means has left us with
little future leeway. Carbon emissions seem inseparable from modern civilization. Human life is
organized in a way that needs an extended transportation and electrical grid, both of which are powered
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We will discuss positive feedback loops in greater detail later in this work. A working definition of positive
feedback loop is the increase in the force of a cause from its own effect. For example: Carbon warms the planet
which in turn melts permafrost, further warming the planet by releasing stored Carbon into the atmosphere.
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mostly through carbon-emitting activities. With or without replacements, these activities need to be
stopped or greatly reduced.
Such reductions will be brought about through new technologies. I am speaking of technology broadly,
including both instruments and techniques by which humans can intentionally control their relationship
with the world around them.22 Hydrogen powered cars and solar power plants are a technological
advance, as are bicycle highways and local food systems. Concrete technologies such as cars, power
plants, and roadways are methods of using physical structures to alter the way we live. Concrete
technologies assert control over the external world. Discussion of technological solutions to climate
change tends to favor such external controls.
Many of us look for ways to change our objects, while hoping we do not need to change. Promoting
bicycle commutes and supporting local agriculture require concrete technologies, but they also require
changes to human actions. Technologies that change human action also must insert internal control of the
relationship to the world around us. Reduction of carbon emissions will need to be achieved through both
external and internal means. We need to use power sources which produce less carbon, but we also need
to reduce our reliance upon emission heavy activities.
Our future seems to be either uncontrolled climate change or self-enforced limitations. Even with
limitations, climate change will still be part of our future. Both sides of this “either/or” mean drastic
changes to the way humans live. Staring down these two paths, we are left wondering if life on Earth, for
humans, will ever be the same. Throughout human existence, civilizations have moved from systems of
internal control toward systems of external control over nature. As societies have developed technologies
that manipulate nature for their own ease they have come to see this ease as intrinsic to life. Climate
change comes as the result and the refutation of society's created ease.
Human societies simply cannot act the same way, for much longer. “Society” and “civilization” are
intentionally used here rather than “humans,” as it is clear that more “developed societies” have been
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responsible for the majority of carbon emissions. If we do not change our societies, our planet will change
us. Through destabilized weather and ecosystems, we will lose the seeming stability gained by
civilization's external controlling technologies. Self-imposed emission reductions will only come through
a drastic change to the way humans live. Either way our place in the world is changing. For philosophy
such a change to human lived experience leads to questions about human existence.

3. Work Of The Next Three Chapters
The question of how human nature will be changed drives this work as a whole. For now we seek to
understand how our environment, and in turn our lives, will be altered by climate change. The next three
chapters are an attempt to open up the problems of climate change. The problems are not just the source,
but also includes the repercussions of a destabilized planet. My account is drawn from the physical
sciences, social sciences, humanities, and personal reflections. As discussed above, climate change
psychologists believe the problems of climate change are difficult to deal with from our current means of
thinking. I believe, until we have a richer understanding of the problems at hand, it is best to refrain from
establishing our method of thinking about climate change. Let us first come to understand the problems,
and then we may be able to establish the best way of thinking from within such a situation.
Above is an overview of the problem. Most likely, the fullness and complexity of the issue has already
been lived more poignantly than I have described. Having taken part in many conversations on climate
change I have noticed when facing the totality of the problem the conversation quickly falters. In order to
move beyond abject confusion we must first categorize the ways in which the problem of anthropogenic
climate change presents itself. This should give us manageable “chunks” to discuss.
I take the presented forms of the problem to be physical, interpersonal, and existential. Physical
problems are those of carbon cycles, atmospheric activity, and ecological effects. The hard sciences tend
to focus on these. Interpersonal problems deal with attempts to change human behavior and with the
ethical import of a changing climate. The social sciences and humanities have begun to consider this
aspect of climate change. The existential problems of climate change come from a disconnection between
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our new understanding of nature as limited and our currently held beliefs about what it is to be human.
The existential has long been the realm of philosophy, but an adequate treatment of the existential impact
of climate change has not yet been made.
It is not enough to talk about the different forms of problems. The connections between the types must
also be understood in order that the fullness of our situation can be brought to light. Understanding the
relationship between the interpersonal, existential, and physical manifestations of the global climate crisis
is key to knowing where our species stands, and what steps we may take to better secure our place within
our home, Earth. In addition to identifying and explicating the problems of climate change, the next three
chapters begin to develop an understanding of the connection between the different types of problems
presented in climate change.

4. Connection To The Whole Work
Climate change is the culmination of the human led destruction of the Earth's natural context. In
addition to the violence that has been done upon particular places, peoples, and animals, climate change is
the general act of violence enacted upon the entire structures of the Earth's contexts. In order to
understand the force of this general violence it is worth considering Gloria Anzaldúa's description of
cultural violence.23 Anzaldúa argued that to force someone to learn only one language, taking away her
native language was an act of violence. This cultural enforcement is as much of an act of violence as any
actions taken against a particular persons body. Cultural wholes can be the victim of violence. In the case
of climate change natural contexts can be the victim of violent acts. Climate change indirectly harms
individuals, but it is a direct act of violence upon the natural context of Earth.
Throughout the rest of the work we continue to examine the impact of climate change on the Earth's
natural context. The questions driving the whole work are: what are the structures of a world with
anthropogenic climate change, and what does it mean to live within the context of these structures. The
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next three chapters could be considered a schematization of the problems of climate change. By focusing
on the way in which the problems of climate change interrelate we will be able to bring out aspects of the
structures of our experience of climate change. The rest of the work is an attempt to enliven the structures
of our problematic situation with José Martí's contextual philosophy as a guide.
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CHAPTER 4
THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM OF CLIMATE CHANGE

The first class of problems we will discuss is the Physical problems of climate change. Through a
consideration of research in the physical sciences this section attempts to outline the basic physical
problems of climate change. The central physical problem of climate change is straightforward. Increases
in levels of greenhouse gasses lead to a warmer planet. The actual ways in which the planet warms, and
the physical ramifications of a warmer planet, are a bit more complicated. Starting with the story of ozone
depletion may help us enter our discussion. The problem of ozone depletion is a clear example of a simple
mechanism leading to complex physical problems.

1. Physical Commitments
In this case the release of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) led to the loss of ozone in the atmosphere.
Ozone acts as a parasol blocking many forms of ultraviolet light from reaching the Earth's surface. The
loss of ozone caused ozone holes to develop around the North and South Poles. Increased levels of
ultraviolet light have been linked with increased risk of skin cancer, immune system suppressions, and
eye problems. Soon after they began observing the loss of ozone, scientists began to push for regulations
of CFCs. Through the Montreal Protocol, CFC emission limits were set for factories, power plants, and
consumer goods. The collective action against ozone depletion is working well. By the middle of the
century we should be back at the ozone levels of the 1970s.
For those who studied it, ozone depletion was a scary environmental problem. They realized human
actions could unwittingly destroy the atmosphere which makes our world livable. The seemingly easy
solution to ozone depletion allowed most people not to need to dwell on this physical contingency. Ozone
depletion and climate change are both the result of gas emissions caused by human activities. Both
problems denote the fragile state of balance in gas cycles and the potential dangers associated with human
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emissions. So far a solution to climate change has proved elusive. It is possible that future generations
will celebrate climate change's Montreal Protocol. But we should be cautiously optimistic about the
success of any agreement.
Consider the time line of ozone depletion. Ozone depletion was discovered in the 1970s. It is likely
that the physical problem started around that time. The political solution was agreed upon in the 1990s.
The environmental solution should be achieved by the 2040s. Around fifty years is needed to overcome a
problem that was around for twenty years. Now let’s consider the time line of climate change. Scientists
first began to accept climate change around the 1970s. Most climate scientists believe that since the late
1800s human caused carbon emissions have been helping warm the world. We still appear far from any
agreement on an implementable solution. The longer it takes to reach a solution, the more damage their
will be for the Earth to overcome.
The time it will take us to see the full impact of today's emissions is referred to as our physical
commitment to climate change.24 Researchers at the Hadley Center for Climate Research place the current
physical commitment of climate change around five decades. The fifty-year span of atmospheric
adjustment underscores the complex nature of the systems controlling the Earth's climate. In search for
the comfort of nouns, some scientists have hypothesized an overarching control of all of climactic
activities, the Gaia effect. Mathematician James Lovelock described Gaia as "a biological construction:
not living, but like a cat's fur, a bird's feathers, or the paper nest of a wasp, an extension of a living system
designed to maintain a chosen environment."25

2. Cycles And Processes
Of Gaia's activities, anthropogenic climate change is most connected to those of the carbon cycle. The
carbon cycle is the movement of carbon into and out of the atmosphere. Through natural processes carbon
molecules are taken in and expelled from lands, oceans, and organisms. The evolution of life on Earth has
24
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led to a diversification of the activities of the carbon cycle. Plant and animal respiration added a major
influence in the movement of carbon. Through photosynthesis plants bring in carbon dioxide, storing it
out of the atmosphere. Animal respiration, on the other hand, releases carbon into the atmosphere.
Beyond the breath, the life activities of plants and animals also impact the movement of carbon and other
gasses.
The carbon cycle is not necessarily a perfect balance. With higher emissions, carbon levels build in the
atmosphere. The more carbon in the atmosphere, the warmer the planet becomes. Significant warming or
cooling of the planet leads to significant changes in the carbon cycle. A change of just a few degrees can
lead to a positive feedback loop, driving the carbon cycle towards further imbalance. A positive feedback
loop is a set of circumstances which leads to an increase in the forces which lead to it. For example, if
Arctic permafrost thaws, it will release large stores of carbon into the atmosphere increasing the warming
of the planet. Feedback loops will be discussed in more detail later. For now, the focus is on the
mechanism by which carbon in the atmosphere alters the Earth's temperature. This mechanism is called
the greenhouse effect.
The greenhouse effect is the way in which the Earth's atmosphere retains the heat of the Sun's thermal
radiation. As the Sun’s rays reach the Earth about half of their energy is able to make it through the filter
of the atmosphere. Of the half that makes it to the ground, much is reflected off by the Earth's surface.
When this reflected energy attempts to pass out of the atmosphere, it runs into greenhouse gasses and is
reflected in all directions. The energy which is again reflected back down is re-reflected off the ground
adding to the Earth's heat. Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas. The more of it in the atmosphere, the more
the Earth retains the Sun’s energy. A carbon rich atmosphere leads to a warmer planet. Although we can
speak meaningfully about the carbon cycle, the Earth's activities are never limited to one cycle or another.
The greenhouse effect shows that the movement of carbon dioxide is only one aspect in a wide array of
processes and activities. All together these activities shape the overarching character of our planet.
The carbon cycle and greenhouse effect are happening on a planet with a constantly changing face.
This is important because a darker surface warms as it retains more energy and a lighter surface cools as it
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reflects more energy. The overall "whiteness" of the Earth's surface is called its albedo. The planet’s
current albedo reflects close to a third of the Sun's thermal energy. During the last Ice Age a much whiter
Earth reflected most of the Sun's rays, reinforcing the low temperatures. Even a change of greens when an
ecosystem shifts from forest to grasslands is a significant shift in the Earth's albedo. Loss of polar ice
caps, and longer periods between frosts has reduced the whiteness of the world. Greenhouse warming is
leading to a darkening of Earth's albedo. A darker albedo reflects less of the Sun’s energy. With less
energy reflected our planet will warm further.
The color of the Earth is in a constant process of change. Looking through geological history we can
note periods of a darker and lighter planet. Some shading has come from the proliferation of species.
Individual algae and trees together as groups change this overarching quality of the planet. Beyond the
amalgamated effect of groups over time, an individual blizzard or fire can cause sudden color changes. A
constantly changing albedo is not easily measured. It is not as simple as collecting images of the world at
a particular moment. We must attempt to see the Earth's albedo over time. Albedo is the total color of the
globe which is the sum of all the particular situations in all of the planet's localized places. This total color
in turn impacts the global temperatures in which all of these particular places exist. The reciprocating
influence between individual characteristics and global qualities, local places and the entire planet, and
short moments of time and long periods of time will continue to be an important consideration in this
project.
Understanding any one of the above sets of activities is a herculean task. Understanding the Earth's
climate requires considering these and many other inputs at the same time. The physical sciences have
been effective in understanding the climate due to their prowess at refining complex and diverse facts
under a unified system of thinking about processes. Climate scientists must consider a wide range of
information from how energy reacts with particular elements to how the average temperature of the planet
will affect different ecosystems.
A strong understanding of present and past climate data is important for predicting future climate
changes. The World Meteorological Association, a global collaboration of over seventeen thousand
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thermometers and ten satellites, track current weather patterns. In use since the middle of last century, we
have a large data set of the past decades. Before this scientists, naturalists, and many others had long been
recording observations of weather and temperatures in specific locations. Henry David Thoreau's
notebooks have been used to study the climatic and ecological changes around Walden Pond. Beyond the
local observations, naval ship logs offer something of a global record back through the 1800s. Volunteers
with The Old Weather Project are digitizing ship’s logs, so that climatologists can easily access this data.
Human recorded history is only a snippet in the lifespan of our planet. Through analysis of ice cores and
tree rings accurate readings of Earth's temperature and atmospheric composition can be extended back
long before the existence of the human species.
Climate studies predict climate movements through analyzing characteristics of the physical world.
Climatologists use the above-mentioned data in order to create computer models of the Earth's climate,
past and present. Computer models allow for simulations of the climate's reaction to different inputs. The
models are a simplification of the Earth's physical components. The world is broken into a grid where
each block averages that specific location's climate personality. The location’s observed albedo,
vegetation type, weather, and other factors are used to make predictions of its effect on the global climate.
The efficacy of a particular computer model is tested based on four criteria: correspondence to the laws of
physics, ability to simulate the present climate, ability to simulate day to day weather, and ability to
simulate past climate.
Computer models have been in use since the late 1940s. Early computer models were used to study
circulation patterns in the atmosphere. In 1975, Syukuro Manabe and Richard Weatherhald applied their
circulation model to study the possible effects of increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.26
Manabe and Weatherhald found that with a doubling of CO2 the Earth's average temperature would
increase by four degrees Fahrenheit. Computer models and scientific understanding of Earth's climate
have improved through constant refinement, driven by their limitations. Models were stumped by an
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atmospheric cooling from the 1940s to 1970s despite increases in carbon dioxide levels. Analysis of this
discrepancy leads to the discovery of the global cooling effect of sulfur dioxide and other aerosols.
Computer models were stumped because they had not accounted for the cooling effects of aerosol
emissions from volcanic eruptions, power plants, diesel engines, and other human activities.
Existing from within stable ecosystems in a stable climatic period, it is easy to assume ecosystems are
permanent physical processes. The wider historical lens allowed by computer models, centuries of
measurement, and ice cores challenges the supposed permanence of our ecosystem’s constituting process
and cycles. What has been considered to always be sets of self-balancing activities are beginning to be
understood as interactions with the possibility, but not the guarantee, of physical balance. From trying to
understand the environmental issues of CFC ozone depletion, acid rain, and anthropogenic climate
change, an understanding of shakier processes and cycles emerges.

3. Balance And Imbalance
If we only faced a global temperature increase, then climate change would be only a minor
philosophical issue. Rising temperatures do bring up issues of moral responsibility. As increasing
temperatures change local environments, there would be winners and losers making it mostly an
economic and political issue. However, scientists now believe there are bigger issues than just rising
temperatures. The most dangerous side effect is not drought, fire, or sea level rise, but the destabilization
of the Earth's climate. Extended periods of increasing physical imbalance raise the philosophical stakes.
The world we have known in permanence now appears to have a contingent future. This contingency
brings the definitions of physical context into question. With our context in question we turn to
philosophy for direction.
Let us take a moment to consider an aside in order to elucidate this point. Aristotle described virtue as
both a mid-point and an extreme. Bravery was midway between the vices of rashness and cowardice. Yet
bravery was an extreme because it was a position so hard to gain and maintain. Once lost it may be gone
forever. It is worth considering the Earth's climate in terms of Aristotelian virtue. With ice ages and
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overheating as the two vicious extremes of a temperate balanced planet, what would happen if the balance
were lost? This is not science. It is analogy and personification. Yet, it may give us a perch from which to
take in and make sense of the scientific findings surrounding the future imbalance of our climate.
Furthermore, it raises the scariest possible consequences of climate change. If the climate is destabilized,
we may never regain the qualitatively extreme stability of the Holocene.
Rising sea level is one of the most discussed consequences of climate change. Through dramatic
simulation maps we can watch much of Manhattan, Florida, London, the Netherlands, and many Pacific
Islands disappear into the sea. However, the actual mechanisms by which the sea level will increase are
not so straightforward. Increasing temperatures will alter our shorelines through two main mechanisms,
ice melt and thermal expansion. Melting ice, adds to the size of oceans only if the ice was over land.
2012's record ice melts around the North Pole, had little to no effect on sea levels, as this is all floating
ice. On the other hand, if the Greenland ice cap were to melt completely it would cause a twenty-three
foot rise in sea levels.27 The second change is growing water molecules. As physics tells us, as water heats
it expands. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change believe much of this century's increase in sea
level will come from thermal expansion.28
A larger warmer ocean will increase the rate at which sea ice melts. Around Antarctica, the loss of sea
ice is likely to speed the flow of glaciers towards the ocean. As this landed ice melts, it will in turn add
significant amounts of water to the ocean. Whether on land or floating, melting ice also means darkening
the Earth's albedo, as we change white ice for dark seas. As we have discussed before, a darker Earth will
retain more heat, especially at the poles, in turn, quickening the pace of ice melting. A warming ocean
creates a positive feedback loop. As the ocean's temperature goes up, the sources of heating increase.
A warming ocean also takes part in several global positive feedback loops. First, the ocean acts as a
sponge taking both heat and carbon from the atmosphere. Due to its large size and density the ocean takes
a long time to rebalance itself with the atmosphere. It is believed that the oceans have absorbed close to
27
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half of the carbon released by humans between 1800 and 1994.29 Yet as the ocean warms it loses its
sponginess. A warmer ocean becomes more stratified, blocking the ability for heat to transfer towards the
deep. A warmer ocean is also less able to hold gas and less able to move gas to deep water. It is unclear
how much more carbon can be absorbed by the Earth’s oceans.
Secondly, darker albedo and warmer poles will begin to melt permafrost in sub-polar regions.
Permafrost is mostly found in prehistoric bogs which remain frozen year round. As the Earth warms it
becomes more likely that these bogs will no longer remain frozen year round. Unfrozen and warming,
these bogs would begin emitting carbon which has been stored for millennia. As they warm further the
bogs would begin to decompose releasing large amounts of methane, an even more powerful greenhouse
gas, into the atmosphere. Darker, warming polar and sub-polar regions now begin to emit carbon and
methane from previously frozen bogs. This in turn will increase global warming trends, but now with an
Ocean less able to take in excess heat or carbon.

4. Agents Of Change In The Time Of Change
Let us pull back from the apocalyptic. Attempts to make positive feedback loops palpable tend to
succumb to the dramatic. Part of the difficulty of reflecting on climate change is avoiding the
overwhelming abyss of fearful confusion while still uncovering the possible severity of the situation. This
difficulty is the existential consequence of human-caused climate change, not a symptom of the debate.
Fearful confusion is an aspect of living in the physical flux for which we are responsible. Fearful
confusion is the experience of living in the time of the Anthropocene. It is one thing to live in a world
with natural disasters, yet another to be a part of the creation of the disasters facing nature and humanity.
The Anthropocene began sometime between the advent of human's use of fire and the industrial
revolution. Anthropogenic climate change is a symptom of, but not synonymous with, the Anthropocene.
Since the industrial revolution the most forceful human activity has been emissions of carbon dioxide
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associated with the burning of fossil fuels. In addition, the emissions of sulfur and other fluorocarbons
have had a strong effect. Furthermore, the ways in which humans have reshaped the land through
agriculture, development, and other means has altered many of the factors controlling the climate.
It is quite possible that the Anthropocene is preventing an Ice Age. Early arguments against global
warming theories often stated we were due for the onset of another Ice Age. The “fact” of this coming ice
age was meant to make the worry of a warmer climate seem silly, while also dismissing the idea that
humans could overwhelm the power of the planets natural climate cycles. With nobody wanting the cold
weather of an ice age, we found reasons to celebrate the warming from our new found climate "control."
However, as science's story has moved from global warming towards climate change, the future we are
causing seems less and less desirable. With the discussion of positive feedback loops control becomes
hard to say. Consider the forces we have begun to exert upon the ocean, pushing it to warm and fill with
the carbon we emit. At some point this may lead to a tipping point and we will be at a loss for control;
"for the sea is the greatest juggernaut on our planet, and when movements within it reach a certain pace,
all the effort of all the people on Earth can do nothing to slow it."30 The Anthropocene is a statement of
force. It is not a statement of control.
The Anthropocene is a different account of nature. In human intellectual history, it is hard to find a
definition of nature or account of the relationship between humans and the natural world which forecasts
the particular interconnection and power dynamics inherent in the Anthropocene. Humans have barely
begun to reflect upon the existential conundrum created by the physical relationship between humans and
nature in the Anthropocene. My purpose in this section has been to start the philosophical reflections on
the questions of the Anthropocene. Chapter five will focus exclusively on the political problems
associated with the Anthropocene and with Anthropogenic climate change.
The quest to predict the future of global temperatures has increased the need to discover past
temperatures and understand the mechanisms affecting the climate presently. Climatologist’s continual
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searching, measuring, and predicting forms something of a Gaia simulator. Networks of weather stations
and satellites currently monitor the Earth's temperature. Ice cores, tree rings, and other forms of analysis
allow us to estimate past temperatures. The overarching purpose of simulating Gaia draws together
centuries of data collection and experiments for a single purpose.
Having an overarching purpose is a new development for science. Until now, scientific study of the
Earth has been the disconnected, free search for truth through the method of testing a hypothesis against
measurable observations. Such experiments were mostly carried out without a felt purpose beyond
curiosity. With the acceptance of Anthropogenic climate change, biologists, climatologists, and all
scientists focused on the mechanisms controlling the Earth have a unified purpose. Science’s aim has
shifted from knowledge to survival. Consider the work of 350.org and Climate Science Communication.
Both organizations have expanded their goals from discovery towards informing the public and initiating
political action. More and more scientists are seeing their environmental aspect as part and parcel of their
scientific inquiry. Ecologists are currently debating the role of environmentalism in Ecology. We will
consider the details of this debate in Chapter Twenty.
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CHAPTER 5
HUMAN RESPONSES TO CLIMATE CHANGE

We now move to the second class of problems, the interpersonal. The problems of anthropogenic
climate change extend beyond our account of nature. In trying to define the place of humans within the
Anthropocene, we must face individual and collective actions with dangerous physical consequences.
These actions and their consequences form the ethical milieu in which human relations now exist. In our
new natural setting the values and judgments of old seem no longer to fit our lived experience. The
Earth's new problem brings us back to philosophy's oldest questions. The circumstances are new, but
ethical issues have always been connected to the timely problems of their day, for "no problem in
philosophy is innocent, none is timeless, and none is launched from a point of view without an
environment. That environment is ideal, because it is historical."31
Today's environments are deeply shaped by the past activities of humans. We are living out past
generations' physical commitments to climate change. In our actions today, we in turn are making
commitments for nature's future. In the problem of anthropogenic climate change the study of human
action and the Earth's nature have become inseparable. Climatologists, ecologists, and biologists are
already beginning to accept this. The full humanistic implications of the Anthropocene are still to be
explored. As long as human life remains Earth-bound the problematic nature of the Anthropocene will be
the setting in which our social, cultural, and political formations will be enacted. While at the same time
the future of the Earth’s nature is a product of social, cultural, and political activity. In order to know the
ethical problems associated with climate change it will be important to move from the physical
characteristics of the Anthropocene, described in Chapter Four, towards its impact on individuals and
societies.
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1. Impact Of Individual And Collective Actions
Before moving to a discussion of the consequences for humans, let us consider the ways in which
humans have become the major force on the climate. The human input needed to change the climate is
vast but of a specific kind. It is not the work of one nation alone. The move towards the Anthropocene has
been the move towards civilization. The unintended consequence of civilization's separation from nature
has been the unifying and strengthening of the forces humans exert on the climate.
Human civilization began to blossom during one of the most stable periods in the history of the
Earth.32 The past ten millennia, the Holocene, is the time period when humans moved from hunting and
gathering to crop-based agriculture. Before the Holocene, environmental pressures kept human
populations small and on the move.33 The stabilized climate of the Holocene created the possibility for
humans to stay in one place and cultivate crops.34 Corresponding with the advent of agriculture are many
of the shifts in human behavior integral to the creation of civilization. The human practices of writing,
living in cities, and organizing hierarchical governments are all possibilities of a stationary population.
Civilization also changed the non-human world. Farmer's preferences selected for certain plants and
animals and against other “pest” species. New technologies led to the use of nature as a resource.
The border between the Holocene and the Anthropocene is marked by two unique climatic periods: the
Medieval Climate Optimum and the Little Ice Age. From the mid 900s to mid 1200s Europe, North
America, and several other regions around the world experienced unusually warm temperatures. It is
believed the source of this period of warming was from the Earth’s unusually close orbit to the sun at this
time. The warmer temperatures made safe passage possible for the Vikings during their migrations to
Iceland, Greenland, and North America. Voyages between these locations are usually made dangerous by
drift ice, however old records do not talk about this danger until the 1300s, at the start of the Little Ice
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Age.35 From about the mid 1300s through the 1800s, the Earth was allowed to cool by a less active Sun.
During this period the Sun was in a long maunder minimum, a period in which there are few sunspots.36
The Little Ice Age came to an end with the end of the maunder minimum. By chance, the Little Ice
Age's end happened to correspond with the start of the industrial revolution. A decade after the millennia
we are finishing the transition from the Holocene to the Anthropocene. Up to this point, the relevant
discussion is what possibilities the Earth's climate offered humans. With the move from Holocene to
Anthropocene the conversation has flipped. The environmental pressures associated with powering the
new industrial civilization begin to change nature. From the industrial revolution on, the proper
conversation addresses what possibilities humans leave for nature.
The scientific ingenuity and engineered control of the industrial revolution brought about a carbonbased civilization. Although many humans were left out of the gains of civilization, almost all have felt its
impact. Through new technologies, work was no longer just the purview of the living: humans and
animals. Where earlier innovations lessened the effort for the living, the industrial revolution developed
non-living power sources. Effort was now powered by combustion. Coal and other fossil fuels became the
primary energy source for work and transportation. Due to the efficiency of these innovations
industrialized civilization has structured itself more and more around carbon emitting technologies.
Carbon emissions have become so integral to our lives that we believe many of their source activities
are our right. In the summer of 2012, the United Nations adopted a resolution to extend all human rights
to internet use. The U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., Eileen Chamberlain said, “it’s the first ever UN
resolution affirming that human rights in the digital realm must be protected and promoted to the same
extent and with the same commitment as human rights in the physical world.... So in that sense we can all
say that human rights in the on-line world are as real as human rights in the off-line world.”37
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In June of 2009 France declared internet access a right. Finland went a step further and declared a highspeed internet connection as a right. Laura Vikkonen, the legislative counselor for the Ministry of
Transport and Communications said "we think [fast internet access is] something you cannot live without
in modern society. Like banking services or water or electricity, you need internet connection."38 The
internet has become "something you cannot live without in modern society." But the increasingly digital
dimension of our lives does not come without consequences. Around 2012 emissions related to the
internet surpassed that of air travel.39 To be able to succeed in society it seems that one must take part in
what is becoming one of the largest sources of carbon emissions in the world. For example, a requirement
for the completion of this dissertation is that it be published online through SIUC's library. The attempt to
discuss climate change requires the tacit commitment to emissions.
The human force of climate change is the result of the choices and actions of individual humans.
However, civilization's structures shape the possibilities from which individuals can choose to act. Much
like the physical commitment to climate change described above, it seems that we also have a social
commitment to climate change. The political choices of past generations define civilization today and our
present possibilities for choices and actions. And today's actions are shaping the social structures for the
next generation. The commitment, both physical and social, to climate change has political and ethical
implications.

2. Has Political And Ethical Implications
Anthropogenic climate change is equally an issue of the ways of nature and humans. Consideration of
the human impact on climate change pushes us into a discussion of politics and ethics. Emissions are
intertwined with the affairs of humans. As we live with the commitments and actions of past generations
and as we make further commitments, the Earth's pasts, presents, and future are bundled together. In this
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tightly bound moral existence every human action plays a part in the continual reshaping of the Earth.
Every action is meaningful.
We did not choose our current setting. Everyone living today was born into a world already set to
warm. In 1939 and 1940, when Val Plumwood40 and twins David and William Koch41 were born the
emissions of the wood burned to heat John Dewey's42 classroom at University of Vermont and the coal
burned to power the world's first street light in Wabash, Indiana in the 1880s were being balanced by the
atmosphere. Since Plumwood and the Koch’s birth the Earth has continued to warm in response to
emissions. Children born today are feeling the warming from the first ten years of Val, David, and
William's lives. The impact of their adult lives on climate change is yet to be experienced. This is not yet
the climate their generation created for us.
Our past is the responsibility of others. Their emissions and social choices have augmented our social
and natural context. Their choices have also altered the values and meanings of our present. "To live is
not to enter by choice into a place which has been chosen earlier according to one's tastes," José Ortega y
Gasset writes, "it is to find oneself suddenly... submerged...into a world which cannot be changed, into the
world of now."43 Yet, the Anthropocene adds a novelty to "the world of now." We cannot choose our
present, but its character is shaped by the choices of those in previous nows. Our forbearers shaped our
world by living, which "is a constant process of deciding what we are going to do."44 Our human
ancestors made the decisions which led to the Anthropocene and led to climate change. Their choices
have reached beyond our present world and set restrictions for our possible futures. In the space between
the decisions of the past and the previously chosen future, Ortega says "we find ourselves within a certain
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margin, a vital horizon of possibilities, and this is the dimension of [life's] liberty; this life is fate in
freedom, and freedom in fate."45
Responsibility for climate change is a difficult moral question, especially for those who think of
responsibility from within an individual-centered ethics. We in some sense are accidentally causing the
warming of the planet, or, at least, warming is not our intention. Still, the planet is warming and we
humans, especially those who enjoy the fruits of civilization, are continuing to be a part of the cause of
climate change. As the leading force upon the climate, humans are deeply connected to the environment.
The emerging fields of ecopsychology and human ecology recognize our species natural connection. Both
fields ground the questions of social science in ecology. Human issues are natural issues. This is not a
new state of affairs. Ecopsychology's claim is that we are creatures of environments, regardless of climate
change. Fear of climate change is the source of deeper knowledge of our connection. It is not the source
of the connection. Yet at the same time the ability to destabilize the Earth's climate seems to increase our
responsibility. Although, we are not yet fully conscious of our new role, we might be more connected to
our planet now than ever before.
The future plays a central role in Ortega's view of time. The past and present become apparent in our
decisions about what kind of future we wish to have. Ortega conceived of the future as largely open, a
field of possibility to be shaped by our present choices. His definition was common to many pre-climate
change western understandings of time. With climate change, the future's possibilities have already been
limited by the actions of past humans. Without diminishing the power of choices about the future to
enliven an individual's awareness of time, it is now necessary for an account of an enclosed future's
impact upon human action.
A restricted future forces its way upon the present in new ways. The openness of a pre-climate change
account of the future allowed for an individual centered ethics. Modern European thinkers felt it was
imperative to match the openness of the future with liberty in the present. An open future, progress,
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individualism, and liberty all moved hand in hand. Now that the future appears constricted and progress
knocks hollow against the worries of decline, the values of the present have lost their grounding. There is
much to discuss before the new grounding will be known, but my gambit is to begin by discussing what
ways of acting will mitigate the consequences already set and those still being set by humans past and
present. In subsequent chapters we will turn to the philosophy of José Martí for a conceptual framework
to have this discussion and begin to reground systems of value in the new reality of climate change
What can we do about climate change? Can we reduce its impact on the future of our planet? The
material and formal answer to this question is to reduce emissions of carbon by avoiding carbon-emitting
activities.46 Scientists are clear on the link between human emissions and the global climate. What is less
clear is if we will be able to change our behavior in time. Science has answered its questions; what
remains is a human question. Social scientists and political thinkers are grappling with this question.
Philosophers must help in the search for efficient and final answers.
To contemplate the future entails questioning the fate of the present. Asking if the future will be
warmer forces us to question our present actions and those commitments to the future we presently have
chosen, the continuance of the present is at stake. The simultaneously scientific and political speculation
on whether we can mitigate anthropogenic climate change and its consequences leads to questions about
the Anthropocene and its longevity. How long will the climatic period in which humans are the main
force remain?
Questioning the fate of the Anthropocene is different from asking if the Holocene or previous climate
epochs would end. The Anthropocene stands apart from previous climate epochs. The human force
behind the Anthropocene narrows the sources of force on the climate. We are not the first species to
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significantly alter the Earth's atmosphere and climate. Before us the species with the strongest impact on
the Earth was cyanobacteria. However, cyanobacteria's impact on the environment encouraged an
expansion and diversification of forces acting upon the Earth's climate. The algae's revolution established
the reign of respiration, and saw the expansion of life on Earth as well asthe stabilizations of the Earth's
climate.
These prehistoric photosynthesizing organisms were responsible for an ice age and the oxygenation of
our environment. Their importance has caused some paleontologists and paleobiologists to refer to the
Pre-Cambrian and Cambrian period as "the age of algae." Today algae are not the strongest influence on
the Earth's ecosystems. Evolution has added many other respiring organisms around them. The age of
algae has come and gone. Yet, every later organism owes its hospitable planet to cyanobacteria. It now
appears that humans, like cyanobacteria, are set to have a long-lasting impact on the planet. The reign of
humans appears to be leading to decreases in biodiversity and the destabilization of the Earth's climate.
Considering the possible trajectories of the Anthropocene, it is likely the Earth will long be marked by
human action. What that mark will be is based primarily on decisions humans will make during the time
where we are conscious of the reality of climate change. Whether we end up with folly or restraint,
humans are now choosing our impact on the Earth's future.47 Cyanobacteria did not get to choose their
impact. Today they go on doing as they long have, photosynthesizing, inhaling carbon dioxide, and
exhaling oxygen. Over time their singular influence was displaced and balanced by life forms consuming
oxygen and releasing carbon dioxide. Their disruption of the climate eventually led to a more stable
climate. Unchecked our disruption is set to destabilize. Either path, folly or restraint, is likely to lead to
the displacement of human power.
If nothing is done to curtail our impact on the climate the following will happen. Emissions will
continue to increase. The planet will continue warming. Warmer temperatures will bring positive
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feedback loops will further destabilize the planet. An increasingly warmer planet will lead to prolonged
climate instability. Climate instability will increase the severity of storms, drought, and flooding around
the world. Increased weather severity will lead to famine, and resource shortages in turn will lead to
political instability. Due to human folly and a lack of action the planet will displace us.
On the other hand, there might be a way to avert the path towards catastrophic warming. If humans
were able to make drastic reductions in emissions this might be possible. Through prompt large scale
limiting of emitting activities, the Earth would still warm from our past emissions but might be given
enough time to adjust to current carbon levels without destabilizing. Through technological advances and
sequestration efforts it may also be possible to ease the burden of carbon on the planet. Although this path
has a less treacherous end, it would be difficult to achieve. The changes in human action needed require
long-term cultural shifts around values of sustainability. Such a species-wide limiting has of now not been
achieved, attempted, or even thoroughly conceived.48
An end to the overly myopic human-centered climatic force is imminent. Either through human selflimiting or environmentally enforced limiting, our stable center will be brought to an end. Yet, in either
ending the impact of our force will continue after our reign. With self-limiting we would retain the unused
power for displacement, whether acted on or not. If we were displaced by the climate, the force of the
Anthropocene would remain through its effects. The future of the Anthropocene is an open-ended
question. But, the question highlights the precarious future ahead.
The ease and freedom humans have experienced throughout the Anthropocene is soon to be or is
already over. Our emissions will not easily be undone, and their destabilizing effects are starting to be
felt. What this shift away from stability means is a topic for philosophical speculation. As the place of
humans in the world becomes more precarious, the relationships humans form with the world are being
changed. In particular our use of the Earth as a source of resources is in need of change. What is to come
is still to be seen. Chapter eighteen offers a deeper examination of our changing relationship to the Earth
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as a source of resources. For now the resource relations that have led to climate change are the focus. It is
hard to discuss this issue without facing the problem of climate change doubters and deniers.

3. Doubts And Murmurs
2012 was an interesting year for climate change studies. Following a decade of the warmest years on
record, it was the ninth warmest year since records began in 1850.49 2012 also brought record Arctic sea
ice melts, widespread drought and other extreme weather patterns.50 Despite the increasing temperatures
and related weather instability, many still have trouble discussing climate change. During presidential
elections in the largest cumulative carbon-emitting nation, the United States of America, climate change
was rarely discussed. There were no climate change questions during the U.S. presidential or vice
presidential debates. Only after Hurricane Sandy devastated New York and New Jersey did climate
change enter the political discussions. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo and New York City Mayor
Michael Bloomberg were the only two politicians to receive widespread coverage for their statements on
climate change during the 2012 campaign.
The silence of 2012 is not new. Climate change's life as an issue in the United States has moved from
obscurity towards accepted knowledge. Yet increased acceptance has not been matched by an equal
increase in discussion of the truth of the issue in mainstream media. The reasons for this silence go
beyond doubt of climate change. Many politicians, reporters, and individuals avoid discussing climate
change despite a belief in its existence. This is a difficult issue. Climate change may lead to dire
consequences for our species and the end of the stable Earth we have come to expect. As Frederick Mayer
points out, silence on climate change is of particular importance because, "it is the nature of the
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phenomenon that few people have any basis for directly observing it."51 We quickly need to become used
to discussing it well.
Beyond silence, many in the United States doubt the existence of human caused climate change. In a
2011 Pew Research Center poll, 63% of people in the U.S. believe the Earth is warming, but only 38%
believe humans caused the warming.52 28% believe that the Earth is not warming at all. In comparison to
previous polls doubt has increased since 2006. Frederick Mayer's paper, "Stories of Climate Change"
connects the increase in doubt with changes in media coverage towards stories of climate change as a
"hoax" or "he said/she said" fight among scientists.53 In addition to media coverage climate change
deniers have mobilized political and educational campaigns to strengthen doubt.54 Doubt is more than a
scientific issue.
One's position on this issue is mitigated by the information received from politicians, educators,
reporters, friends, and acquaintances. Doubt or belief is dependent on the information one has. Still, many
who have learned of the existence of human caused climate change falter in their belief. This seems to be
due to the difficulty of considering what, if anything, humans will be able to do prevent or mitigate the
effects of climate change. Discussing climate change involves facing a new unknown. To discuss is to
face doubts about our future. Climate change is an existential issue, one many humans are not fully ready
to face. Doubts about our future are harder to face than doubts of climate change. Even those who face the
future and still believe in anthropogenic climate change are mostly struck in confusion and inaction.
If doubt is not overcome, we will not be able to make any of the changes necessary for mitigating the
destabilization of our natural context. All humans must take part in reducing emissions. Much of the work
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being done today concerns alleviating doubt.55 This is an important topic and an even more important
cultural issue. However, the issue of climate change doubt and denial leads away from the focus of this
dissertation. Based on the research of the majority of climate scientists Anthropogenic climate change is
real, and has already begun. Despite the veracity of scientific evidence many choose doubt as an easier
response than facing the questions which accepting the reality of human caused climate change bring.
Doubt is one response to climate change. My intended focus is not particular responses but the setting for
all human responses to the human altered Earth. I will continue to discuss doubt as one of the many ways
of acting in response to this new human setting.
The 2012 United Nations Climate Conference in Qatar was the eighteenth of such meetings. The first
conference occurred in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. Since the Rio conference scientists around the world
agreed human caused climate change was a serious global issue. For this reason scientists agreed to work
together compiling their resources and findings. Political leaders also began to take notice. The Kyoto
protocol and Copenhagen accord resulted from U.N. summits. However, in twenty years little action has
occurred.
The United States never agreed to the Kyoto protocol. Opponents thought the greenhouse gas limits
would be detrimental to the U.S economy. U.N. negotiators have been unable to create any agreements
with binding limits. Nations likely to break these limits will not allow their passage. Another major
stumbling block has been a divide between developed and developing nations. Western Europe, the
United States, Japan, and Australia have built strong economies with the help of past emissions. Most of
the emissions now altering climates come from these few nations. However these established economies
believe all should face the same limits. Upwardly moving economies in China, India, Brazil, and many
African nations are asking for more lenient restrictions or compensation from past emitters. Negotiations
in Qatar did not make real progress on these issues.
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Today climate scientists speak of two, four, and six degree increases from pre-industrial levels in
global temperatures when discussing what our possible futures will be like. A two degrees change is
significant but allows room for human adaption. At four, predictions begin to border on the catastrophic.
Discussing six-degree changes tends to cause shudders and silence. The force of such a change is hard to
imagine. With a temperature change approaching two degrees the conservative predictions are as follows.
There will be a large decrease in biodiversity as rapid ecosystem changes cause extinctions of plants and
animals. Sea levels will rise causing land loss in some of the most populated areas around the globe.
Increased severe weather in the forms of drought, flood, and cyclones will increase. These increases will
lead to disrupted food systems, high food prices, famine, and eventually displaced human populations.
Destabilized weather patterns will begin to destabilize civil structures around the world. A four or six
degree rise would bring swifter and more severe changes.
The socio-political threat of climate change is an extremely important issue. Human political systems
have developed in an uncommonly stable period of climatic history. This stability shaped conceptions of
nature, economics, and sovereignty. Much of our current political and economic system has its roots in
the Westphalian state-based thinking of modern Europe. A hypothesis that I will explore later in this work
is that Westphalian political ideals developed in line with the understanding of nature in European culture
at the time.
At the time, common views of nature ranged from the Christian view of nature as a limitless gift to the
philosophical views of Renee Descartes, Thomas Hobbes, and others of nature as a meaningless field of
objects. John Locke built his conception of private property from this meaningless plentiful nature.
Private property in turn reforms into the idea of individual and national sovereignty. With a limitless
nature, whose only meaning comes from human use political structures organize around facilitating the
use of nature as a resource. Political ideals such as human rights, individual liberty, and free market
economy develop out of a view of a world of limitless resources.
Anthropogenic climate change calls the unlimited resource view into question. Not only are resources
limited by the ways in which we use them but also our use of them may threaten the gift like character of
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nature. With a post-Westphalian nature, Westphalian ideals seem tenuous. It is time for the politics of the
Anthropocene. We will take up this call and attempt to re-imagine the relationship between humans and
the Earth as a context of resources in later chapters. Informed by a Martíano philosophy of context we
will develop an account of the doubled relationship of human use of nature and impact on nature.
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CHAPTER 6
EXISTENTIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

The possible consequences of climate change are awesome. The uncontrollable forces involved in a
changing planet expose the precarious place of humans in existence. It is hard to fathom the full extent
human-caused changes may have on our existence. In discussing the physical and interpersonal issues of
climate change it has become clear that humans are changing the physical makeup of the planet and will
need to change how the species relates to the Earth. The anxiety and confusion around these shifts denote
a deeper meaning at stake. More than the loss of particular natural places and resources, we have come to
fear the loss of the character of nature, as we know it.
Our previous understanding of nature, and our place in it, appears unable to weather a warming planet.
As climate scientists have shifted their focus from the physical to the interpersonal problems of climate
change, they have been at a loss. Knowledge of the causal links between greenhouse gasses and a
warming planet has not translated into social or political movements. Unsure of what could create actions
some scientists have begun to call for a change in human nature. In this call, scientists admit climate
change is more than a physical problem. The intractability of this problem binds together the physical,
interpersonal, and more.

1. Bound Problems: Physical, Interpersonal, And Contextual
Viewed as a bound problem, questions of the Anthropocene must be asked in as broad a manner as
possible. In order to fully discuss greenhouse gasses it is necessary to examine the forces which led
humans to emit them. The above discussions of the physical and interpersonal aspects of the
Anthropocene do not make sense without each other. The story of carbon cycles, albedo, and positive
feedback loops are all integral to understanding the Anthropocene but not enough to explain climate
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change. All of the phenomena behind the scientific theories existed in previous climate periods and will
exist after human caused climate change.
It was the interpersonal issues of climate change that altered our understanding of nature's limitation.
Not until the human ramifications are examined do we begin to question the character of the world. The
Anthropocene involves both the human and natural aspects of the climate. The interpersonal problems of
climate change: doubt, emitting-social structures, and reliance on activities of emissions are the
mechanisms of the force of the Anthropocene. The combination of human activities with carbon cycles,
and positive feedback loops is the Anthropocene. The returning force caused by the Earth's reactions to
human activities is the fully bound problem of climate change. The natural return and its consequences
for humanity open up the existential problems of climate change.
Climate change is ecosystem change. Climate change is social change. Climate change is context
change. Climate change is Earth change. All of the coming changes alter nature, humanity, and human
understandings of nature. In all of the coming changes it is difficult to hold onto the account of humans
controlling a world of unlimited natural resources. The Anthropocene, a time brought on by human
power, has ended the myth of human control of nature. The use of nature as an unlimited resource is set to
bring on the seemingly unlimited force of nature's changing climate. This is a paradox. Or at least it
seems to be one from our current accounts of nature and our place in it.
With a new perspective, the results of climate change are not indeterminate paradoxes. The gulfs
between our understanding, our experience, and the actuality of climate change can be bridged. That is,
the gulfs can be bridged with the proper understanding of their relations. Until very recently our lived
experience allowed for a passive account of nature. John Locke, Francis Bacon, and other British
empiricists developed and popularized this view of nature. Although, philosophical and cultural histories
of the world are not in monolithic agreement on this, much of modern, Western thought has tacitly
accepted an account of human meaningfulness in a valueless natural world. Such a view has continued on
in the physical sciences, much of philosophy, and popular conceptions of values and nature.
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The consolidation of meaning in human hands is the modern enforcement of the separation of humans
from nature. It is a predominately "western" idea. There are cultures and groups in the world who have
escaped from the cut of this separating razor. Interestingly, the groups with the strongest sense of
separation emit the most carbon. The emitting peoples have had intellectual movements against the
separate meaningless account of nature, but such resistance proves the deep-rooted place separation has in
these societies.
Philosophers prefer not to consider the history of their discipline in terms of popular reception, but the
discipline's impact is in part based on the diffusion of ideas throughout the population. Ralph Waldo
Emerson wrote in part to narrow the divide between humans and nature. Sadly the cultural diffusion of
transcendentalism has moved away from his initial intent. To many, the sage of Concord and his merry
friends are the priests of individualism, self-discovery, and human-constructed meaning. "Self Reliance"
is common reading for high school students in the U.S. This essay has come to be understood by many as
a celebration of the power of the lone individual. I do not think this is an accurate account of Emerson's
philosophy, but it is an important aspect of his cultural wake. This is a side note, but a necessary one as
we navigate the cultural life of philosophical ideas in the times leading up to climate change.

2. Ideas Of Contexts Alter Context
The conceptual separation of humans from their context has allowed for vast changes in the way
humans relate to the Earth. In the Westphalian order, discussed in the previous section, the Earth flips
from something to which we belong into something belonging to those who can harness it. The lands and
parts of natures are free for use, unless other humans have previously laid claim. The Earth, nature,
animals, and minerals are inactive meaningless bits. Even the counter-culture movements to protect
nature have tended to imbue value upon nature in order to preserve it. Nature is always spoken for. In
contrast, in many non-western/modern worldviews nature did not need human representation. Peoples
who heard, saw, and felt the Earth and other non-human entities did not try to represent them. Emerson,
as mentioned above, and other western thinkers have argued for just such a communicative nature. Yet,
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their views were not enough to turn the cultural tide of ideas. Richard Rorty, succinctly stated the
Westphalian order near the turn of the millennium in the following, “The world does not speak. Only we
do.”56
Many of the divided ways of relating have been integral to the creation of climate change. Thought
alone has not warmed our planet. Climate change was brought on by emissions. Emissions were brought
on by human actions. Actions are undertaken to meet immediate needs. We burn coal for heat and energy,
but our larger view of our relationship to coal and the planet color the options. People who hold cows
sacred eat less beef. People who hold coal sacred would burn less coal. It is my hypothesis that the
overwhelming propensity towards choosing emitting activities is related to our worldview.
Over the next several chapters, we will turn to the philosophy of José Martí to develop this hypothesis.
Martí’s philosophy will help us develop an account of the relationship between human action and human
worldviews. He thought of cultures and their worldviews as developing out of a relationship with their
local environment. I believe this insight can help us move forward in the discussion of the problems of
climate change. By incorporating Martí’s contextual framework into the discussion we will expand our
account of the problems of climate change, giving us a better way to talk about context loss. Currently
most scholarship on climate change focuses on the physical problems, and attempts to mobilize political
solutions to that problem. Scholarship focused on the existential problem of climate change is almost nonexistent. Science offers a shared language from which to discuss the physical problems. We do not yet
have an adequate shared language from which to discuss the existential problems of climate change. I turn
to Martí for this language, as I think his philosophy offers a strong framework from which to ask and
answer questions about our relationships with the world and each other.
A teenage boy plays roughly with a cat. Seeing the animal as an inconsequential threat, he is heedless
of the animal's warnings. Gleefully he continues to bat at the cat's ears and tease the cat. The boy “knows”
he is not doing the cat any physical harm, and the boy is enjoying the exchange. Finally, having taken all
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that it can bear, the cat strikes out scratching at the boy's hands. Jumping away from his feline attacker,
the human now sees this cat as a fully intentional being. The cat's communications are now clearly felt by
the human. Still unhappy, the cat begins to chase striking at human heels. Now there is clear interspecies
communication and a reciprocated brutal form of recognition.
Climate is not a cat. The human species is not a teenager. Making such a metaphor may distract more
than enlighten, but the story hints at humanity's renewed recognition of nature's attempts at
communication with humans. The planet is beginning to be clearly heard through altered patterns and
increased volatility in weather. Warmer winters and dry summers have begun to agitate people around the
world. Made uneasy by the loss of familiar patterns, their attention is drawn outward. Attending to nature,
humans are starting to consider nature in order to answer questions about their state of existence. Every
major weather-related natural disaster strengthens human attention. Not only is nature now part of our
existence, it becomes a central factor in it. The Anthro-pocene also is global-being. In the stagnant UN
debate on international actions on climate change this new attention struggles against the pull of older
concerns, especially economic concerns. Yet every year the new attention grows. Disasters such as
Hurricane Sandy and Typhoon Bopha have begun to add urgency to the growing attention. Consider the
words of Naderev M. Saño the commissioner for the Philippines Climate Change Commission.
An important backdrop for my delegation is the profound impacts of climate change that we are already confronting.
As we sit here, every single hour, even as we vacillate and procrastinate here, the death toll is rising. There is
massive and widespread devastation. Hundreds of thousands of people have been rendered without homes…We
have never had a typhoon like Bopha, which has wreaked havoc in a part of the country that has never seen a storm
like this in half a century. And heartbreaking tragedies like this [are] not unique to the Philippines, because the
whole world, especially developing countries... confront these same realities.57

Climate change has become "an important backdrop" for negotiators, and everyone, as "the whole
world...confronts these same realities."
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To begin to pay attention to nature is itself a changed state from believing in separation from nature.
However, attention has not yet become attunement. Today we are only beginning to stand in unknowing
attention to the world around us. We are currently reconnecting to our world by way of ignorance. Our
lack of knowledge is not new, but only newly recognized. With the recognition of our ignorance forced
by the Earth's reactions to our collective emitting behavior, nascent questions about our place in nature
begin to surface. The physical and interpersonal problems of climate change are interlaced with hints of
questions concerning the ways humans and nature relate.
The World Wildlife Federation, the Beyond GDP initiative, and others seek to develop indicators that
take our environmental, social, and economic settings into consideration when judging our well being.
Pushed by climate change and other concerns, their attention has widened beyond the scope of economic
growth. The search for a broader indicator shows that human well being is coming to be understood as
connected with the well being of the world, in addition to being a claim about the physical and human
order. Connected well being has an existential and ontological stake. This view asserts or assumes a
contextually placed life for humans in the world, in nature, in existence, and on Earth.

3. Conclusion
It will take more than facts and figures to understand the contextually placed life within this connected
view. The existential aspects of the problems of climate change elicit questions of value and meaning.
The method of physical and social science, measuring and reporting on observable and quantifiable
occurrences, helps us to see the changes happening in our terrestrial context. Observing and quantifying
can even show us what steps should be taken to alleviate the physical and social sources for climate
change. Yet their findings seem to fall short in assuaging the fear of the consequences or the moral
queries around the human cause of climate change.
The gap between measurements and the questions of climate change has caused some to speak beyond
the confines of their discipline. Science has long been a realist enterprise. It has assumed a real physical
nature which experiment and study will help us uncover, with new findings bringing our knowledge
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closer into alignment with the real nature of the world. Yet, today many a realist scientist is calling for a
re-imagining of human nature. Nature has been changed. Human nature must be changed. Science is
being changed.
How can we re-imagine nature, human or otherwise? In part, this work is meant to take part in the
beginning of the task of re-imagining nature. The call for a new nature comes as the Westphalian account
fails. The physical, interpersonal, and, as we are now discussing, the existential problems of climate
change show a shortcoming in our account of nature. In order to understand any of the bound problems of
climate change, we must see the problem as a whole. A method that can help us understand the physical,
interpersonal, and existential aspects of climate change will be most able to re-imagine nature.
As will be shown in the following chapters, José Martí's contextual philosophy offered a method of
understanding the world through multiple levels of analysis. Martí described the connection between
human activity and nature. He identified distinct types of connections, which all impacted humans in
unique ways. These connections are between humans and elements, essences, resources, and ideals. In his
view all four connections are aspects of nature. His view came from mixing the scientific findings of his
day, particularly evolutionary biology, with philosophical insights of transcendentalism, German
idealism, and Latin American romanticism.
His view is particularly interesting today for its multilayered view of nature. With distinct but
connected aspects of nature Martí developed a way to meaningfully discuss the place of humans in nature.
By updating his view with the current reality of anthropogenic climate change, we will have a method to
undertake the quest of re-imagining nature. With a Martíano method we will return to the existential
questions of climate change.
Following Martí's cue, we will connect the existential problem of climate change with the ideal aspect
of nature. Through the analysis of nature as an ideal context, the double shift is a little less paradoxical.
The questions arising from human power ending human control and nature's unlimited power ending
unlimited natural resource involve all four of Martí's aspects of nature, but cannot be understood without
reference to the ideal aspect. The confusion around the double shift leads to questions of context. Martí's
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ideal aspect of nature answers, human actions are based in their relationship to the world. This is the
existential stake of climate change.
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CHAPTER 7
CONNECTING THE THREE LEVELS AND READING MARTÍ

Faced with the immenseness of the questions and lack of knowledge of how to deal with climate
change, we turn our attention away for the moment. In the next several chapters we will not discuss
climate change or our current world issues. Instead we turn our attention to the late 1800s to discover the
world and thought of Jose Martí. His contextual philosophy offers unique ways to approach problems. As
Martí told his fellow Cubans in 1895, "a vital idea set ablaze before the world at the right moment
can...stop a fleet of battleships."58 It is my gambit that taking up Martí now may lead to just such an idea.
In the time of climate change, gambles are something we will need to become accustomed. If we take
seriously the mortal nature of our lived context exposed by climate change, we begin to see all of our
endeavors in relation to their impact on our context as a whole. Life on Earth is contingent upon the
actions of all Earthlings and humans in particular. In this reality actions hold a new significance. Taking
the example of writing a dissertation on the existential significance of climate change, it begins to be
judged not just on its novelty or intellectual prowess, but also on the carbon emitted during its writing and
the possible environmental work not undertaken so that the author could write it. I hope it is worth the
carbon. We have skin in this game. All our lives are at stake.
If we are to act effectively we must learn to think from within the problematic situation of climate
change. José Martí's philosophy provides a method for doing this. Chapter Three discussed climate
change psychologists’ claim that humans are bad at thinking about complex problems such as
anthropogenic climate change. From observations of current inactivity on difficult issues, these
psychologists make a realist claim about the character of humanity. The past three chapters have been an
attempt to dissect and illuminate a complex multilayered problem. The monster’s entrails have been laid
bare in the hope that we may begin to develop the conceptual tools to understand and act on such a
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complex, systematic issue. This uncovering weakens the hope to find a final real nature. Instead our
findings seem to affirm a relational and developing nature, the way Martí viewed it.
The issue of climate change is a physical, interpersonal, and existential problem at the same time. The
way in which an issue can be three different types of problems simultaneously is a central part of the
confusion which climate change psychology has hit upon. Beyond classifying the different phylum and
species of problems, we need to develop an ecology of problems. It is necessary to understand the
interaction of the physical, interpersonal, and existential. This overarching understanding will be
necessary to move forward and act upon the problematic situation of climate change, its continued human
cause, and its continued threat to life and ecosystems. With this in mind we turn to Martí.

1. Problems Connected When Attuned
For Martí, all aspects of a problem are connected because all aspects of existence are connected. His
interconnected definition of existence is central to what he calls his relational philosophy. Martí believed
that meaning and being comes not from individual beings but through their relationships and the
overarching contexts in which relationships occur. Here he differs from the realism of many
contemporary scientists. Chapters Eight through Fourteen will discuss his relational philosophy in greater
detail.
Martí believed that people who are able to feel and comprehend the relationships making up their
context are most able to act wisely. For the attuned, seemingly disparate issues are connected. Our ability
to deal with the problems of our world is a direct reflection of our attunement. In a way Martí's
philosophy is a course in attunement. Attunement in analysis leads to the ability to integrate multiple
levels of analysis into a meaningful discussion. Attunement in life leads to purposive action and
meaningful results.
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2. Integrating Multiple Levels Of Analysis
Climate change is not the first situation in which multiple levels of analysis have had to be synthesized.
Most human issues involve physical objects, interpersonal relationships, and ideas about how the world
is. Human life, even in its non-problematic moments, is lived on all of these levels. In his book Material
Culture And Sacred Landscape: The Anthropology Of The Siberian Khanty, anthropologist Peter Jordan
attempted to widen the conceptual tools of anthropologists to account for the cultural experience of the
Khanty people. His work is a helpful guide for the conceptual retooling this dissertation undertakes.
The Khanty are a semi-nomadic hunter-fisher-gatherer culture living in Siberia. As a contemporary
nomadic culture the Khanty do not fit into the classifications and paradigms of modern western
Anthropological theories. The Khanty do not significantly alter the physical aspects of their surrounding
environment. For this reason anthropologists have overlooked the means by which the Khanty, and
similar cultures, interact meaningfully with their landscapes.
Peter Jordan in his ethnography of the Siberian Khanty attempts to understand the ways the Khanty find
meaning within their environment by following the methods of landscape anthropology. This field
concentrates on the relationship between cultures and their surrounding environment. Jordan believes
landscape anthropology is better suited for understanding the semi-nomadic cultural practices of the
Khanty's. His goal was to bring attention to all of the factors affecting the Khanty's relationship with their
surrounding environment.
In this way, Material Culture And Sacred Landscape is a study on the relation between individuals,
cultures, and natural spaces. Jordan considers this people-to-place relation through a combination of the
terms and methods of the structural and humanistic schools of anthropology. The structural school studies
the constraints societal organization places on individual activities. Humanistic anthropology focuses on
the choices individuals make and how that shapes and defines culture. Jordan's combined view suggests
that human "agents structure the world through their actions, yet their actions are also constrained by
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other structures existing in that social world."59 Considered over time, this relationship can lead to
changes in the larger social structures.60
The reciprocal person-to-place relation employs Gidden’s and Bourdieu's ideas of habitus and praxis.61
Habitus is the idea that culture is not a set of rules to be followed, but are practices or habits taken up by
members of the culture in creative ways.62 Praxis in turn is the development of cultural practices through
the activities of members of the culture. In Peter Jordan's combination of Bourdieu and Giddens: habitus
builds praxis, and praxis is enacted in habitus. The reciprocal aspect of the people-to-place relations is
only sensible when the relationship is considered in time and across space.
Jordan describes three durations of time to consider: the duration of day to day life, the duration of an
individual's life span, and the duration of institutions.63 Jordan emphasizes that all three time-scapes are
always involved in human and cultural interactions. Persons’ enactment of habitus in their day-to-day life
is in relation to the praxis which occurs in the duration of institutions, while a part of their lifespan. In
addition to the multiple durations of time which the people-to-place relation occurs during, we also must
consider the varied spatial spheres involved. The people-to-place relation is enacted in a context which is
created and constrained by these multiple social spheres.64 Jordan identified the three spaces of the global
world systems, the regional scale, and the local. Human action occurs on all three scales of space
simultaneously. Action is constrained by each. Action shapes all three.
Moving from a general theoretical description towards a lived account, Jordan turned to the works of
Tim Ingold and material culture anthropology. The concepts of habitus and praxis were developed in the
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Peter Jordan adds "At the same time, small but incremental changes in the actions of groups or individuals can
lead to radical transformations of society in ways that may have been intentional or even accidental and
unanticipated." Jordan, Material Cultures and Sacred Landscape. (pg. 12).
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study of stationary cultures with more physically constituted cultures. In such studies anthropologists
focused on the enculturation of objects into artifacts, or material culture. Enculturation is the process by
which objects are given cultural significance. Enculutrated objects become aspects of the reciprocal
relationship of habitus and praxis.
In order to describe the richness of Khanty culture, Jordan needed ways to talk about cultural habitus
and praxis which were not based upon artifact significance production. Jordan broadened the definition of
material culture to be more than just the objects produced by cultures. In his definition the landscape in
which cultural values exist are viewed as enculturated spaces. Cultures go about their daily life from
within their enculturated landscapes. Members experience the values associated with the enculturation of
the landscape.
Jordan borrows the idea of a taskscape from Tim Ingold. A taskscape is "an ensemble of tasks carried
out by individuals and groups as they move around the landscape."65 The taskscape includes the actions
that take place in the setting of the landscape. The landscape is experienced through actions undertaken
within it, but the landscape alters, enhances, and constrains such actions. In this movement from objects
to landscapes Ingold and Jordan shift from a study of people's use of things to the analysis of the relation
between people and to places. A movement from "use of" to "dwelling within" an enculturated
landscape.66
From a concern about how to integrate multiple levels of analysis, we turned to Peter Jordan's work. In a
way, this excursion through Material Culture and Sacred Landscape was practice for the following
chapter's analysis of José Martí's philosophy. In the previous analysis of the problems of climate change it
became clear that in order to understand this issue, it is necessary to develop an account of how the
physical, inter-personal, and existential aspects of climate change connect. Peter Jordan had faced a
similar problem. His quest to integrate the global, regional, and local forces on a culture mirrors the
attempt to connect the physical, inter-personal, and existential forces of climate change. Jordan's
65
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individual insights and conclusions are clearly worthy of study. However, the way in which he came to
connect the three is more important for the questions of climate change.
Jordan considered how local practices, global forces, and regional concerns shape the world of the
Khanty. He was interested in understanding how the varied influences coalesce in the lived experience of
the Khanty. Jordan put forward a theory based on the relationship between Khanty individuals, Khanty
culture, and their local environment. The local, regional, and global forces all work through the envirocultural context, the enculturated landscape in which the Khanty live. The following chapters continue our
project of developing a method of integrating the physical, interpersonal, and existential aspects of
climate change. In line with Peter Jordan, we will first outline Martí's ideas on the relationship between
cultures and their environments.
Before moving on, we would be remiss to look only at a British account of the Khanty. Listening to
the Khanty themselves reinforces the above lessons, and may offer other routes forward among the
hazards of climate change. Western anthropologists often view hunter-gatherer communities as having a
nature as parent relationship with their environment. The Khanty subscribe to a different view:
Every animal or fish and every space is in, or under, spiritual ownership. Here is a situation where communities are
vulnerable, and individuals thus need to maintain, through active engagement, overlapping reciprocal relationships
with these deities to negotiate a successful passage through life, both for themselves and for the community.67

As climate change increases our own sense of vulnerability, we may need to alter our own negotiations
with nature. In their religious and cultural relationship with their environment Khanty avoid the use of
land and the hunting of animals they see as owned by spirits. Ecologists have noted that ambarchiks,
spirit homes, work as ecological preserves.68 The Khanty tend treat areas around the ambarchiks with
extra care, believing that the land and animals in it belong to the spirits. Similar connections between
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spiritual practice have been observed around the world in places such as: the Kanchenjungha-Singalila
complex in Nepal, the Ashanti region of Ghana, and Massachusetts in the United States.69

3. Onto Martí
It is becoming clear that the problem of climate change is a problem of context change. We will turn to
Martí to develop an account of how humans relate to their cultural and environmental context, the Earth.
We will follow Jordan in the shift from use to dwelling. Instead of discussing the environment as
something which we use or abuse, we must change our focus. The environment is our context. We exist
within it. The Earth is something we are able to alter, but must still live within. To shift from use to
dwelling involves the de-centering of the human in our analysis. From Martí we must learn to re-attune
our account of human relationships.
By paying special attention to Martí's method for understanding and living within a complicated world we
may learn something about how to live in our own. But, before we can apply Martí's way of thinking
successfully we must come to as full an understanding of his thought as possible. With this in mind, the
next three chapters will trace the development of Martí's philosophy throughout his life. By considering
his influences and the development of his thought, I hope to be able to show how Martí came to believe
what he wrote. Chapters Eleven, Twelve, and Thirteen focus on explicating Martí's later contextual
philosophy. We will eventually apply the insights of his philosophy to the problem of climate change.

4. Martí The Person
José Martí was born in Havana, Cuba in 1853. He entered into Cuba's revolutionary activity while still
a teenager. Martí lived his life with the single purpose of freeing Cuba from Spanish colonial rule. Martí
69
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wrote poetry, art criticism, economic essays, essays on education, and essays on politics. In all of these
fields Martí was building a philosophy of cultural freedom. Today Martí is remembered for his poetry,
pioneering Modernismo, and for his role in the 1895 Cuban War for Independence. Since his death during
the war, his name more than his ideas continues to influence life in Cuba and the Americas.
Martí was a subtle and skillful writer. His works were designed to excite as much as to elucidate. Much
of the works in his corpus were speeches or newspaper articles. With the exception of some early writings
and a book of logic, Martí did not write for an academic audience. Cigar factory workers, U.S. and Latin
American newspaper readers, diplomats, and school children were his common audience. Martí is
exciting to read. Even today long after the fall of Spanish rule in the Americas, “Nuestra America” brings
one's blood to a boil. He wrote to our hearts and emotions in a way few philosophers have. Beneath this
literary surface lies a unique and under-appreciated philosophy. This chapter is an attempt to pull away
the beauty and drama in order to better understand the ideas that flow throughout Martí's works.
Martí spent his life reflecting on the world around him. Reading Martí we witness a process of
constant learning and development. Each essay, poem, and speech is a further development in his thought
process. As I have attempted to make sense of Martí's intellectual development, it has been helpful to
name three distinct intellectual stages. These stages are best represented by Martí's intellectual influence
at the time. The first stage represents the influence of his boyhood teacher Rafael Mendive. The second
stage represents the influence of German philosopher K.C.F. Krause. The final stage represents the
influence of U.S. Transcendentalist Ralph Waldo Emerson. In addition to these representative influences,
Martí was also deeply influenced by Simon Bolivar, evolution, his own exile, and his political and
revolutionary career. Martí does not offer his audience purified and distilled reflections. He wrote to elicit
particular intellectual and emotional experiences.
How does one read a literary philosopher? Plato, Emerson, Nietzsche, Pascal, and many others have
embedded their ideas within dramatic and literary forms. To pull the content apart from its medium seems
to stifle their philosophical vitality. At the same time, developing an understanding of their thought seems
to be aided by this division. In order to maximize our gains in understanding without an undesired loss of
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vitality I will develop a reading of Martí through a comparison of three of his works. I have chosen “El
Presidio en Cuba (Political Prison in Cuba),” “La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana (The
Spanish Republic and The Cuban Revolution),” and “Nuestra America (Our America).” All three are
overtly political pieces arguing for the end to Spanish colonialism in Cuba. Spanning his career as a
writer, Martí's essays symbolize the phases and development of his thought.
As we consider the essays we will pay particular attention to the development of his idealism, Martí's
political thought, and his definition of “patria.” Martí understood idealism as the philosophical position
that ideas exist and have real impact on the world, or that human existence is impacted by more than what
is known through human experience. His understanding of how the more than human relates to human
affairs is of particular interest for our current study of climate change. Although the causes of climate
change are human, the consequences clearly involve the more than human. Hopefully Martí's idealism
will help us navigate the human and the non-human aspects of climate change.
Throughout the next several chapters we will seek to understand what Martí meant by idealism. In
each essay Martí espoused an emotionally based idealism. Martí fought for social justice through his
idealism. What is interesting is the way in which his idealism evolved. Through our analysis of these
three representative essays we will trace this evolution. Based on his discussion of ideas, ideals, God, and
religion we will note a steady development from romanticism to relationalism and then finally to
contextualism. In “El Presidio en Cuba” God is understood as “in the idea of the good,” but by “Nuestra
America” the new religion is to be found in human action.70 This movement towards contextualism leaves
us with a Martíano philosophy.
With the changes in his idealism, we can note analogous changes in his political thought and definition
of patria. Each period of Martí's writing represents a particular way of calling for freedom. Each of the
essays mentioned above instantiates one of those calls. “Nuestra America” is Martí's clearest statement on
the ideal of patria, but it is not his first. We can see the importance of patria in Martí's earliest writing.
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Rafael Maria de Mendive, a poet and early mentor for Martí, instilled a love of patria in the teenage
Martí. Understanding the development of Martí's philosophy towards contextualism will help us establish
what Martí may offer us in our current problems.
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CHAPTER 8
EL PRESIDIO EN CUBA AND EXILE IN SPAIN

We will start at the beginning. “El Presidio en Cuba” (Political Prison in Cuba) was Martí's first essay
to draw general attention. With this essay Martí began his political career. This essay first established him
as the intellectual force of the Cuban war for independence. “El Presidio en Cuba” is an important
starting point to understand his philosophy. The ideas presented here remain relevant throughout his
career. This chapter lays out his base ideas. The following two chapters examine how Martí adapted those
ideas during his life.
“El Presidio en Cuba” was published soon after Martí's arrival in Spain in 1871. The essay describes
his experience as a political prisoner in Cuba. Building from the injustices of prison, Martí aimed to
uncover the contradiction between Spain's European ideals and American actions. This is a noteworthy
essay for several reasons. First, it is beautifully written. As a teenager he was already quite adept at
stirring emotions through his writing. Philosophical concepts such as justice, freedom, and God are being
developed through an emotive argument. Also, the essay drew the attention and praise of Spain's Cuban
exile community and liberal Spaniards. “El Presidio en Cuba” wrote Martí’s way to the center of Cuba's
anti-colonial movement.
Martí sought to “shatter the cold glass that enclosed the teardrop in the souls of Spaniards.”71 In order
to do so his essay moves between examples of injustice, spotlighting Spanish contradictions, and brief
conceptual definitions. In addition Martí built his shattering argument upon certain philosophical
assumptions. As our present goal is to uncover his philosophy, we will use the examples of injustice
mostly as a vehicle into the other noted areas. Our discussion will focus on the importance of
contradiction and his philosophical standpoint.
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A natural abhorrence of contradiction is the center point of Martí's argument. Martí was especially
disdainful of hypocrisy, human caused contradiction. He was clear in his belief that “Spain cannot be free
while it is stained with blood.”72 Focusing on a colonial conflict, he referred to the inherent conflict
between Europe's discussion of freedom and rights for Europeans and their violent actions to subdue
movements for the freedom and rights of their colonial subjects in the Americas. Martí contrasted the
treatment of the young prisoner Lino Figuerdo with Spain's ideal of national integrity. He wrote, “a club
ripped open the flesh of a twelve-year-old boy in the prison of Havana, while here in Spain the words
national integrity strike a magical chord that never fails to resound, vibrant, and powerful.”73 We, and
hopefully Spaniards of 1871, are struck by an immediate reaction against Spain's actions. Martí harnessed
this emotional response to drive readers towards the belief that “no idea can ever excuse crime.”74
National integrity will not justify Lino's death. The contradiction Martí discussed most often is that
between political ideals and actions. This division between ideals and actions is not a simple one. We will
return to it shortly. First we must uncover how Martí understood ideals.
More than just avoiding contradictions, he had a positive standpoint from which he wished Spaniards
would consider Cuba's freedom. His standpoint must be inferred from his treatment of concepts such as
goodness, reason, and justice and the distinction between ideals and reality. A good starting point for this
inference is in the references to and manipulation of religion. Consider how he worked with and against
culturally normed ideas in the following passage from “El Presidio en Cuba:”
If a Providential God existed and had seen this, he would have covered his face with one hand
and flung this negation of himself into the abyss with the other.
Yet God does exist in the idea of the good, which is present at the birth of every being and leaves
one pure tear in the soul thus incarnated. Goodness is God. That tear is the source of eternal
feeling.
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God does exist, and I come in his name to shatter the cold glass that encloses that tear in the souls
of Spaniards.
God does exist, and if you send me from this place before I have torn away your cowardly and
calamitous indifference, then give me leave to despise you since I can hate no one; give me leave
to pity you in the name of my God.
I will not hate you or curse you. If I were to hate anyone,
I would hate myself for having hated. If my God were to curse,
I would deny my God for having cursed.75

This passage is typical of Martí. We can find the same style in his discussion of women's rights. In An
Introduction to José Martí, Oscar Montero describes Martí's consideration of the differences between
Latin American and U.S. conceptions of women. Martí first affirmed his Latin American audience’s
gender conceptions. It is common in his essays that after calming his reader, Martí then began to
undermine the very gender assertions he had used to calm the reader without ever openly saying the
opposite. A similar rhetorical movement is at play in the above passage. The first statement brings God's
existence into question. Based around the question of how would a providential God allow injustice Martí
was able to free the concept of God for his own purposes. The next three statements all assert, “God does
exist.” The first of these defines God as existing “in the idea of the good.” God is placed as a part or
attribute of Goodness. Dependent on the Good, “Goodness is God.” The next two affirmations of God
harbor the purpose of the essay. It is because of a God that is of the Good that Martí wrote and acted as he
did. Finally, Martí threatens to deny God. The qualified assertion of God, gives him the chance to deny a
God who does not meet the qualifications of Goodness.76
Martí played with concepts whose fixed definitions we take for granted. By playing the definitions off
of each other, he was able to redefine them through his usage. This is not just with religion and gender.
Consider his description of losing his “reason, for it had left [him] in horror to go and weep at the feet of
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God.”77 Faced with the horrid treatment of fellow prisoner Lino Figuerdo, Martí brought back the mix of
the emotional, the rational, and the power of ideals such as honor. Reason, here, is felt to be subject to the
emotional experience of the horrible. He did not uproot these concepts according to his own whim. He
meant to reconnect our understanding with the proper form of the concept. At this stage of his thought
there is a strong belief in the reality and power of what he took to be ideals.
Directly after describing his loss of reason, Martí showed us that there is something more to reality
than the human perspective. He is stopped from speaking by a force, “something strange—and every man
of honor knows what it was—inspired me with resignation and sadness cooled the flames of vengeance
and wrath”78 He believed ideals outside of the human exist and have real force upon us. Repeated
throughout the essay is the reality that “when countries go astray and from cowardice or indifference
commit or excuse grave errors...then countries...pay for their crimes.”79 Another reality is that greed leads
to tyranny. Simply, the human world works this way. This will happen. But need it continue to work this
way?
The whole of Martí's philosophical connection between ideals and human actions is on display in the
following passage:
'Go on, go on!' the officer said harshly. 'Go on!' And he answered Lino's plain with a blow from
his club. Go on!'
And Lino...on the shoulder of someone who was not as weak as he was that day, went on. Many
things go on. Everything goes on. Eternal justice, as unfathomable as it is eternal, goes on as well,
and one day it will stop!
Lino went on. Lino worked. But in the end the spots covered his body, the shadow blinded his
eyes, his knees buckled.80
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Lino died of smallpox in a prison hospital, in what can and should only be described as a scene of
injustice. Martí brought up the ideal of eternal justice. If eternal justice can go on while Lino Figuerdo
dies a cruel, painful death, then we cannot believe it will stop the deaths of others. Martí meant his
Spanish audience to begin to fear for their lives. He also meant for them to fear the possibility of the loss
of eternal justice, as a whole. In the same sentence that he affirms justice will go on, he ends with the
quick threat “and one day it will stop!” Our freedom is at stake. Justice is at stake. Our lives are on the
line.81 Ideals themselves could be destroyed forever by colonialism. Freedom, life, and ideals these are the
focus of his philosophy from beginning to end. An eighteen year-old saved from political work camps
only to be exiled in Spain attempted to state the truth about Spanish colonial rule in Cuba and asked
Spaniards to “say it, support [colonial rule] if you can.”82 He believed that faced with the truth they could
not support colonialism.
Martí's political standpoint is that of an idealist. He believed that ideals such as justice and reason exist,
and have being extending beyond the realm of human thought. In addition to these traditional ideals,
honor played a large role in his thought. Honor is closely related to justice and reason for him. Martí did
not clearly define honor in this essay; it is an idea we will return to in the next essay we discuss. Opposed
to honor are the problems of greed and ignorance. For the most part, he associated the acceptance of
injustice with either greed or ignorance. This led him to believe that political ideals tended to be
weakened as they were put into action. This was his criticism of the Spanish political ideal of “national
integrity.” As was discussed above, contradiction or, more accurately, hypocrisy may be the highest sin
for him. In this essay and throughout the rest of his life, Martí constantly disparaged those who act against
honor or justice. In “El Presidio en Cuba,” he judged hypocrisy against a “notion of righteousness [that]
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floats over all and never sinks.”83 But it may come to an end. This notion of floating righteousness is
reminiscent of his teacher Rafeal Maria de Mendive, a Cuban poet and revolutionary.
“El Presidio en Cuba” was not Martí's first work. At the age of sixteen, Martí published “ El Diablo
Cojuelo (The Crippled Devil)” and his own newspaper La Patria Libre (Free Homeland), containing his
dramatic poem “Abdala.” He was imprisoned for insulting the Spanish occupiers in one of his early
pamphlets. These early works show the influence of Mendive. Sergio Chaple divided Mendive’s poetry
into three categories: the philosophic-moral, the amorous, and the civil.84 Mendive drew his moral themes
from Catholic thought. Alfred Coester describes Mendive’s poetry as “essentially that of a lover of nature
in whom its beauties inspire a train of moral or melancholic suggestions.”85 Mendive was the first true
intellectual influence on Martí’s thinking.
Due to the close personal relationship between the two, Mendive’s influence went beyond that of his
work as a poet. His example pervaded every aspect of Martí’s life. He was a student of Mendive at the
Havana Municipal Boys School. Mendive taught in a gentle and familial manner. Based on the
philosophy of José de la Luz,86 Mendive “wanted to make his school a civic seminary, a place warm and
friendly in spirit, in which every student would be like a son.”87 Following in the footsteps of his
revolutionary teacher, Martí dedicated his life to the liberation of Cuba. Besides sharing this goal, Martí’s
ideas on education, nature, morality, and love all show resemblance to Mendive’s own. Mendive’s
teaching and poetic life laid the groundwork for Martí’s first philosophical ideas. Mendive and Martí both
emphasized issues of political justice, education, love, and morality.
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CHAPTER 9
LA REPÚBLICA ESPAÑOLAANTE LA REVOLUCIÓN CUBANA
AND SPANISH EDUCATION

Martí's emphasis on political justice, education, love, and morality continued into the next phase of his
thought. The next essay we discuss came only a few years after "El Presidio en Cuba." In "La República
Española ante la Revolución Cubana," he continued his push to promote political justice through creating
understanding. In the second essay, the goal remained the same, to convince Spaniards of the need to
liberate Cuba. What had changed was the way he sought to achieve his goal. In just a few years Martí's
ideas changed. In the later essay, he used the ideals of the newly implanted Spanish Republic as the
premises for his argument for Cuban freedom. The structure of his argument became more rational and
historical as opposed to the sentimental position in "El Presidio en Cuba." Martí also focused on concepts
of will and historic necessity which where not present in the earlier essay.
Before considering the reasons for these changes let us take a closer look at "La República Española
ante la Revolución Cubana." Martí and his fellow Cubans believed they had reason to celebrate as Spain's
republican movement replaced the Spanish monarchy. Cubans believed that the movement towards
democracy in Spain would aid in Cuba's liberation. Unfortunately, Spain's new Republic renewed its
claim to Cuba through arguments based on “national integrity” and the giving of republican rights.
National integrity was an argument for the colonial status quo. It stated that Spain needed its distant
colonies to continue its economic well-being and independence. Cuban's were far from swayed by this
argument. Martí penned "La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana" in direct response to the
political position of the Spanish Republic. This is a change from "El Presidio en Cuba."
He moved from a general appeal to morality and justice to an argument against particular political
positions put forward by Spain's Republican government. With this change in approach came a notable
change in the force of the two essays, moving from a highly emotive romanticism to a more logically
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based positivism. In this second essay, Martí's thought comes across as more organized. In both essays he
played to reader's emotions, but this is less central in the later essay. In addition to this change in force, he
used a new vocabulary. He repeatedly referenced will, spirit, and historic necessity. He still referred to a
split between the ideal and human action, but will and historic necessity changed these concepts for him.
With these new terms there is a hint of German idealism in "La República Española ante la
Revolución Cubana." Martí would have been learning this while at university in Spain. Martí studied in
Madrid while Julian Sanz del Río’s educational model was still in use. Due to this education, Martí was
well aware of the German idealist tradition. He was introduced to Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, and Krause
among others. However, studying philosophy in Spain gave him a different outlook than that held in
Germany, Britain, and the United States. In Germany, Krause was for the most part unknown in his
lifetime, and today is not recognized as an important figure in the history of philosophy. This was not the
view in Spain when Martí was in school in Madrid. Sanz del Río and the Spanish Krausians viewed
Krause as the pinnacle of German Idealism and considered his thought to be the most complete of
philosophic systems. We will return to Krause shortly.
Honor is our best portal between the two essays. Honor remained an undefined but important aspect of
"El Presidio en Cuba." The argument was that ignoring honor led to suffering. Martí continued to focus
on honor in " La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana." In both essays honor acts as a felt
access point to the ideals of reason and justice. This is stated clearly in the second essay. Here we find
that honor is more than just glory or triumph. Honor is only found in the satisfaction of justice. He played
upon this distinction between glory and honor throughout the essay.
Martí believed honor was at the center of human experience. Justice was at the center of existence.
Honor is how justice is known. This brings us to the split between the ideal and human action. Honor sits
within human action, but seems to offer a bridge towards the ideal. Honor's bridge turns justice from
something that is known into something that is felt. By making justice something felt, Martí created an
account of justice as something that exists beyond human thought. What is right is independent of how
humans think about it. Humans are able to access and feel justice through the their experience of honor. In
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Martí’s view, our knowledge of justice’s existence is mediated by our experience of honor. By focusing
on the ways Martí described the political problem of Spanish colonialism, we can uncover his conception
of the structures of experience and existence. In the next chapter we will return to this method of using
problems to understand the structures of experience and existence.
For a Spanish reader in 1873 this essay would have both told you what Martí believed honor was and
questioned your personal honor. To understand this dual discussion of honor we must understand the
form of the essay as a whole. Honor and other ideas are taken up in a repeated application. Martí turned
and returned to each idea or theme over and over again. Martí did this both for rhetorical force and to
slowly build his own conceptual scheme for the reader. In "El Presidio en Cuba" we noticed Martí
affirmed, qualified, and finally questioned deep cultural ideals.
In "La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana," Martí began with the rational, working
towards the emotional. He attempted to give clear, philosophical definitions of his subject. These tended
to come from universal principles, then building in emotional experience. The first concepts he attempted
to define were glory and power: “in the practical life of ideas, power is simply respect for all the
manifestations of justice, firm determination in the face of the prompting of cruelty and pride.”88 Two
years earlier he started his essay by pointing to infinite pain and the fact that Dante never went to prison.
Now he has a thesis statement. In this later essay his thinking is based in logic, and as we will see shortly,
an idea of historical progress. Two years of university honed his academic rigor, but Martí still wanted his
reader to feel the logic of ideals.
After his clear definition, Martí moved towards an emotional test of our correspondence to the ideals.
He believed that ideals are dead without actions on their behalf. Consider the following:
Let the pride of those whose honor is besmirched speak out opportunely; those who do not understand that there is
honor only in the satisfaction of justice are sad, indeed. Let the merchant defend the source of wealth that is
escaping from him. Some say that the separation of the Antilles is not in Spain's interests, but love of material
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possessions upsets the spirit; unreasonableness abides in men's brains and excessive pride condemns what you can
achieve, seek, and acquire. I cannot understand that there should be a mire where a heart should be.89

Martí's challenge plays not just on logic, but also on the pride in and feeling of what is right. Martí
believed that breaking from the rational should lead to disgust, disgust based in a loss of honor. Again
here are honor and pride functioning as a visceral bridge to the ideal. Martí defined honor as the
satisfaction of justice. Honor leads to and follows from the feeling from a just enactment of the ideal
within human action.
Martí's rhetorical device is quite in line with the content of his argument. Feelings of pride and disgust
are central to Martí's philosophy. As has been said above they act as signs to the ideals and concepts at
play in our lives. At its most basic, Martí's philosophical argument in "La República Española ante la
Revolución Cubana " is based on the following. Cuba cannot be a part of Spain. As a Republic, Spain
should have known this. Cuba is already separate. It only remains connected in Spain's greed. Violence is
the only way to continue this link. At this basic level, the argument did not change much from "Political
Prison in Cuba." What has changed is the links between each of the above beliefs. The content of this new
argument displays Martí's new way of thinking. Martí based his argument around the people's will, his
definition of a republic, the imperfect nature of actions, and a logic of historical necessity.
Cuba cannot be a part of Spain because the Cuban “will” is separate from the Spanish “will.” "La
República Española ante la Revolución Cubana " was an explanation of why this is the case and what are
its consequences. In this essay Martí spoke of the collective will of the people. Martí believed that the will
of a people is always directed towards freedom. This was equally true for Spain and Cuba. The will of a
people is a political reality. To defy the will of the people is to be mistaken about or ignore the truth.
Martí believed that such mistakes or willful ignorance would lead to violence or oppression. In a free
republic we can look to voting to see the will of the people. In colonial Cuba's case, Martí argued, the will
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is shown in the continued revolutionary movement. Cuba's “suffrage is its revolution.”90 He criticized
Spain's actions against the will of Cuba. The violence of the many revolutions in Cuba was due to Spain's
ignorance. The source of injustice is ignoring the will. “Justice,” Martí stated, “brings forth all powers
from the will of the people.”91
The concept of will was central to Martí's philosophy in this period. He speaks less of will in his later
work, but something of the idea of will remains in his later conceptions of culture and patria. “Will,” as he
saw it, has several components. At a basic level, the will of a people is a commonly held belief. More than
being what the most believe, it denotes what the most should believe. Will entails an ought statement. It
impels people towards certain actions. Martí believed the revolutionary activity of Cubans was due to the
national will of Cuba. Will as a connection between belief and action clearly remains in his later
conception of culture. Showing his connection to Spanish Krausianism Martí argued that an individual's
will and a nation's will must relate to the Universal will. This unidirectional account of the universal
imposing upon the particular is left behind in his later view of culture. For now, the nation's will is the
basis of a true republic.
"La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana " was a challenge for Spain's new republican
government to live up to its ideals. A republic is for Martí, also a democracy. Its existence is based in the
ideal of universal suffrage. It is a government based in the will of its people. Martí extrapolated from this
definition that a republic should respect the will of other groups. He tried to use this to argue that Spain
was going against itself by suppressing the will of Cuba. A republic is not based on what a government
can control by force, but what has been brought forth by the “powers from the will of the people.”92
A republic is more than a government; it is a nation, a homeland. Spain and Cuba represent two
separate homelands. Having separate wills, each is a distinct people. He clarified that his argument was
“not referring to the fact that Cuba has firmly resolved not to belong to Spain; [he] means only that Cuba
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cannot belong to it any more.”93 This distinction can be seen from two sides, what separates the two
groups and what holds the individuals of each group together. Martí believed that land was not enough to
hold a people together. A homeland took more than territorial integrity. He gave several examples of
connected places of different nations: Gibraltar, Spanish Florida, and Lusitania. In addition he argued that
a homeland could not be formed through oppression. Martí saw that violence could only separate and that
“people are joined only by the bonds of fraternity and love.”94
A homeland is formed from a community of interests. In each nation there exist particular ways of life
shared by the citizens. If there exist enough commonalities, they may begin to share the same values. The
people may come to share a singleness of goals, love, and hope. Then after a time with shared values they
will begin to recognize their history together. In fighting together to free themselves from Spanish
colonialism, Cubans have begun to form their own shared history. Out of this history has come the
homeland: Cuba. Martí believed that as people live together facing the same daily struggles their cultures
adapt and mingle to form a sense of being from that place. A homeland is this connection, or in the terms
of this essay: individual wills forming the national spirit of a people over time.
Martí did not say that a homeland has to be a republic, but it appears hard for any other form of
government to properly rule one. The basis of a homeland is the historical association of the will of the
people. A government that was not based in the will of the people would stand outside of the homeland.
Spanish rule in Cuba was an example of this. Even with Spain being its own republic and offering Cubans
the rights they had long demanded, Martí did not believe that Spain could rule Cuba. Martí thought that it
was not just the decisions but the way in which they were made that constituted good government. To
ignore the differences between Spain and Cuba was to ignore the way Cubans lived and thought. It was to
ignore what makes Cubans Cuban. Spain and Cuba were separated by a history of differences. Martí
noted multiple sources for the difference, including: different needs, different character, different
neighbors, past cruelties, different traditions, lack of shared love, and distinct wills.
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In addition to the conditions of the two peoples, Martí believed that reason and a universal argument
are proof of Cuba's right to freedom. Universals were present in "El Presidio en Cuba" in the form of
ideals that “float over all and never sink.”95 In "La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana " we
see a more structured view of universals. Part of Martí's definition of a republic is that it is built on
universal suffrage. By universal suffrage, Martí meant more than all citizens voting, but “of the people's
unanimous will.”96
He stated a “republic's ideal is the universe”97 When a homeland follows through on creating republics
it is taking part in “the law of historic necessity.”98 The metaphysical architecture of a law of historic
necessity was not present in "El Presidio en Cuba" or Martí's other works before his exile in Spain.
The ideas of will, spirit, and historic necessity, discussed above, are symptomatic of Martí's second
phase. They show the influence of Krause upon Martí. In "La República Española ante la Revolución
Cubana," Martí has formalized his thought after his time in an academic climate run by Spanish
Krausians. As noted earlier, some commentators and Martí himself point to Spanish Krausianism as one
of Martí’s more important influences.99 Martí attended Madrid’s Central University from 1871 through
1873, studying law and philosophy. It is during his time in Madrid that Martí was introduced to Krause’s
philosophy.
German Idealism, especially Krause’s, was very popular in Spain at this time. Julian Sanz del Río
introduced Krause’s philosophy to Spain. Before taking up a teaching position at Madrid’s Central
University Sanz del Río studied in Germany. While in Germany, he studied with several of Krause’s
followers. Sanz del Río was a revolutionary figure in Spanish education. Openly opposing the
predominant scholastic education, he began to espouse a more liberal education model developed out of
his readings of Krause. Krause had a relational philosophy with strong faith in the perfectibility of the
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human race through rational education and the uniting force of love. From Krause, Sanz del Río
developed a progressive notion of education in which students are taught how to be free in order to have
free societies. Sanz del Rio and the Spanish Krausians developed a positivistic universal political theory
out of Krause's rational faith.100
In line with his education at Jena under Fichte and Schelling, Krause was interested in questions of
religion and ethics. He was most noted for his attempt to reconcile theism and pantheism. In The Ideal Of
Humanity And Universal Federation one can see this reconciliation at work. This book develops both a
strong, direct relationship of individuals to God and an equally vibrant set of relationships among groups
of individuals. The relationship of individuals in and to their groups is equally important, but all of
existence is prefaced on God, the living being. Humanity, or Man, is the central theme of Krause’s
philosophy. His work centered on explaining the place of Man in God.
Krause worked with a triumvirate of God, Nature, and Reason. Nature and Reason being part of God of
course. Most of human existence is based upon the relation between Nature and Reason. Krause believed,
that as "an organic whole Reason stands independently by itself in contrast to Nature, but fitted, adapted,
and ready to be united with it.”101 God is the source of this union in humanity. This union, like all other
unions, Krause described as one of growth. An organic model of growth, as for many German idealists,
was a central part of Krause’s system. All of existence is in a constant process of growth; consequently all
philosophical concepts must work towards describing a process of growth. For example, his ethics
constituted an invitation for individuals to develop their moral potential.
Krause considered individuals, relations, and wholes all to be of importance. His project was to
understand the developments of all three together. Krause saw love as the driving force of this
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development. Individuals, relations (of man and God, man and society, and Nature and Reason), and
wholes were united by love. Krause says of the love of man, that it “not only directs itself supremely to
God, but as freely and immediately to Reason and Nature, and to all the several beings which they
contain.”102 Krause described a loving God as primary and as the source of other human loves. He
developed a relatively complex notion of love. Here is a sketch of this complex conception of love:
The purest and most original, and most blessed love that lives in every pure heart, is love to God, accompanied as it
is with the impulse to know God, to feel Him, and to be inwardly one with Him. In this highest love, man becomes
sacred to himself. He seeks divine wisdom in order that he may behold the Idea of God always more purely and
more clearly; he strives after divine art in order to initiate the life of God in what is living and beautiful; and he
searches in the wide domain of experience for all that is living and beautiful in order to honor it as a manifesting and
speaking of the love of God.103

One cannot be a true Krausian without prioritizing the love of God. It is questionable if Martí was ever
fully Krausian, but there is no question that Martí’s own ideas have much in common with Krause’s way
of conceiving process. Indeed, if we were to return to the above quotation and replace the word “God”
with “Nature” we would have a good initial description of Martí’s own brand of idealism. The imprint of
Spanish Krausianism can be seen in a whimsical poem Martí wrote:
Kant,—Platonic Idealist—
Wanted the universal citizen.—
Elaboration of knowing
Fichte examined the subject and stopped with it.
Schelling identified with the object.
Hegel--and he was great—put it in relation.
Krause—and he is the most great and complete, studied the subject, the object and the way in
which they are one: relation.104
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In another journal entry Martí looked closer at what he saw as Krause’s developments beyond Hegel;
“Hegel, the great, put it in relation and Krause, the greatest, studied in the Subject, in the Object, and in
this manner the subjective individual of [that] relation carries the subject that examines the examined
object.”105
Although Martí awarded Krause the position of highest esteem in the history of German idealist
philosophy, he still had misgivings about Krause's work. In discussing his adoption of Krause’s language,
Martí is careful to point out that “Krause is not entirely true,” but that Martí finds Krause “very
appropriate for the fulfillment of the outer expression of [jis] ideas.”106 When describing the importance
of Krause’s philosophy, Martí pointed to the development of his own thought in the process of reading
Krause. Martí wrote in his notebook, “I had great pleasure when I discovered in Krause’s intermediate
philosophy...that I had thought in what is called Philosophy of relation.”107 Martí’s Krause-like relational
idealism, not surprisingly, led to his emerging affinity for a U.S. thinker whose work was also heavily
influenced by German idealism.
"La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana " is one of the first of Martí's writings to display
the influence of Krause. Krause remained the central influence upon Martí for nearly ten years. In this
period Martí's philosophy looked towards universal ideals and their instantiation in human life. In
addition much of his consideration of politics tended to be based in the same law of historical necessity
found in "La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana." During this period, Martí often wrote
about nature, but took it up in multiple ways. Usually describing nature’s bounty. For example in
"Maestros Ambuelantes," Martí wrote:
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Nature unlike men is not jealous. Unlike me, she has no hates or fears. She does not bar the way to anyone for she is
not afraid of anyone. Men will always need the products of Nature. And since every region produces only certain
products, its trade will always be kept active, thus assuring wealth and freedom from want for all people.108

Yet least once Martí focused on nature as cruel, and for humans to overcome. In "The School for Deaf
Mutes," Martí wrote, "nature alone is not our mother; who wants to have an unfair, criminal, stupid, and
crazy mother?"109 In the same essay Martí went further stating "creation produces man, but man is
gradually gaining strength against his mother, Creation."110 It is possible that such a negative view of
nature was a reaction to the trials and struggles of these students, but the negative account of nature in this
essay, stands alone in Martí's work. "The School for Deaf Mutes," was an article for the Mexican paper
La Revista Universal, written in 1875 two years after " La República Española ante la Revolución
Cubana." "Maestros Ambuelantes" was written almost a decade later. In this later essay we begin to see
Martí's newly developing ideal of nature. Yet both quotes display a static view of nature, something Martí
will progress beyond in the 1890s. In the next essay we consider, "Nuestra America," his active
conception of nature has fully matured.
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CHAPTER 10
NUESTRA AMERICA AND THE ENTRAILS OF THE MONSTER

In the 1880s, Martí's study of evolutionary theory began to inform his definition of nature. Early in the
decade, Martí was worried evolution presumed the primacy of physical reality. He was worried that such
an account of evolution would make ideals and spirit derivative of the physical. Even though it stood in
contradiction to his idealism, Martí did not give up on evolution. Later discussions, especially those
connecting evolution with Emerson show he continued to ponder the issue. Throughout the decade, Martí
referenced both Spencer and Darwin. Between his words on these two men, we can discover some of
Martí's own understanding of evolution and nature.
In 1882, Martí wrote biographical essays on both Ralph Waldo Emerson and Charles Darwin. With
Emerson, Martí has an intense appreciation tending towards devotion. In a later journal entry he stated,
"Emerson anticipated Darwin. Poetry saw it first: it was anticipated in verse: 'And striving to be man, the
worm/ Mounts through all the spires of form." With Darwin, Martí is complimentary towards his journals
from the Beagle. Martí thought Darwin was an honest man and an adept observer. Yet, Martí disagreed
with how Darwin's scientific account of evolution was taken up by "easily dazzled novelty-seeking
theorists, whose eyes travel swiftly but do not penetrate the surface, who consider it infallible and carry it
to extremes."111
Martí did believe in evolution. It was just that Darwin's views lacked something that Martí needed:
dynamism, emotion, and meaning. Martí found his conception of the evolving life of ideas mirrored in
Emerson's spiritual evolution. While referencing Emerson and evolution Martí began a movement in his
thought to redefine nature. In "Political Prison in Cuba" and "The Spanish Republic and The Cuban
Revolution" Martí saw a division between the physical aspects of nature and the ideal. After studying
Emerson and evolution, he developed a way of thinking that connected nature as something at once ideal
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and physical. He was moving towards an account of nature as an actor, rather than a static thing. In
another part of this change, Martí began to connect his overarching concept of nature with particular
environments and local context. Nature was a local actor. It is the combination of spiritual evolution and
cultural pluralism that developed into Martí's unique philosophy put forward in “Nuestra America.” A
philosophy I refereed to earlier as cultural existentialism.
Again in "Nuestra America," Martí was writing on the subject of Cuban independence, but by 1891 he
was done arguing the case of Cuba’s freedom to an audience of Spaniards. Furthermore, it is somewhat
misleading to refer to "Nuestra America" as an argument. By this time the argument was over; those not
swayed, were no longer Martí’s intended audience. Martí now write for the convinced who were taking
up arms with the Cuban Revolutionary Party. Much of what Martí focused on in this essay was not even
mentioned in "El Presidio en Cuba" or "La República Española ante la Revolución Cubana." Martí did
not turn to universal reasons. Instead his focus was on Cuba's unique context and what to do within Cuba.
Martí began and ended "Nuestra America" with a warning against self-centered thinking. One who
“thinks his hometown contains the whole world,”112 is blind to the dangers facing the Americas.
Americans must come together as one; “we can no longer be a nation of fluttering leaves, spending our
lives in the air, our treetop crowned in flowers, humming or creaking, caressed by the caprices of sunlight
or thrashed and felled by the tempests.”113 Instead “the trees must form ranks,”114 thought Martí. The
prideful villager versus the ranks of trees represents two separate ways of living, thinking, and being. The
prideful life is a self-centered one. Focused on political position, lovers' spats, money, and personal
comforts one is unable to see the larger picture. In contrast, Martí described a way of living attentively.
Martí's attentive American is one who understands her local context and its position in the larger world.
Such people are focused outside of themselves. "Nuestra America" is the program for creating
attentive American nations made up of attentive Americans. The entirety of "Nuestra America" is either a
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criticism of the self-centered perspective or an illumination of what is needed to sustain a more attentive
America. It is from a discussion of attentiveness that we must understand the other themes of this essay.
Power of ideas, need for government based in local conditions, strength of mestizo cultures, American
superiority, political danger of missing truth, among others are all questions of attention. An
understanding of their place within the discussion of attentiveness illuminates Martí's new philosophy.
Martí believed that ideas themselves hold power. If we attune ourselves to the ways of an idea, we
may begin to harness some of the power it holds. Martí believed the best way to attune oneself to an idea
was to find its particular, local instantiations. In life and politics one must adjust to the local conditions in
order to access the power of local ideas. The strength of mestizo culture comes from the freshness of its
mixing. Faced with the immediate need of addressing the differences between the groups which constitute
the society, (and the further existence of these differences within each individual themselves), mestizo
cultures are forced to pay attention to their situation in order to find creative solutions.
Attunement is necessary for the very existence of mestizo culture, making its members already adept in
the practice of attunement. Martí's America was mestizo. After the upheaval of European colonialism,
America, especially Latin America, was forced into a deeply mixed existence. To this day, t Americas’
mestizo existence continues to drive issues of identity and justice. Consider the significance of Evo
Morales being the first indigenous national leader, or the growing role of Latino voters in U.S. politics.
To be attentive is to know the particular truths of one's situation. To miss an aspect of the truth is to be
un-attuned; to do so on purpose is to choose not to be attuned. Attention is not fulfilled by observation
alone. It is a position that requires or forces action. When they lead to action, ideas are the force of
attention. “A vital idea,” Martí stated, “set ablaze before the world at the right moment can... stop a fleet
of battleships.”115 "Nuestra America" is a call to arms. Martí brandished a “weapon of the mind.”116 He
was not saying that the prideful do not follow ideas. Rather he saw a qualitative difference in how the
prideful and the attentive take up their ideas. The prideful, or more accurately the inattentive, choose
115
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ideas based on their own preference, style, or whim. For the un-attuned ideas are things to be used. This is
the educated person who criticizes her newly forming country for not being governable by the ideas of
long established nations. The attentive know, “A gaucho's pony cannot be stopped in mid-bolt by one of
Alexander Hamilton's laws.”117 Ideas must come from the local situation. It is only then that ideas can act
with force.
To govern the gauchos one must find the ideas of the Pampas, to rule Cuba one must have Cuban ideas.
Martí believed to be an attentive American leader one must take on “the analysis of all that is unique to
the people of America.”118 It is not enough to take ideas that have worked elsewhere and apply them in
one's own country. To govern in a new country is to create. In the case of Latin America in the late 1800s,
political leaders found themselves in countries made of diverse groups that primarily had been ruled by
oppression during colonial times. This made it harder to rule such nations. A way of governing must be
found that works from the capacities and the constitution of the countries themselves. Martí claimed that
the problem of post-colonial Latin American government “was not the change in form, but the change in
spirit.”119 South America first attempted to rule in a way that was developed in Europe and North
America, ignoring the spirit of its own nations. This ended in years of tyranny and oppression.
Often when Martí described attentive government, he mentioned a need to be in harmony with a
nation's natural constitution or in equilibrium with its constitutive natural elements. This is a matter of
relation. What he meant by “natural elements” is not entirely clear from this essay alone. Martí's
definition of nature was spread across many of his works. He had a dynamic account of nature. Elements
are more than just objects or resources found in the environment. The history of the Incas is one aspect of
the natural elements of the Americas. In addition, he described certain character traits as developed by the
natural place itself. Take the following for example: “the genius of moderation that now seems, by
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nature's serene harmony, to prevail in the continent of light.”120 Human moderation was developed by
nature's harmony. We will have to return to develop a more detailed description of his conception of
nature. For now let us take nature to be the context to which one is, or should be, attentive.
One who develops solely within his context Martí identified as “the natural man.” Others might
classify “the natural man” as the uncivilized, the uneducated, or a member of the masses. For Martí “the
battle is not between civilization and barbarity, but between false erudition and nature.”121 If a
government is to last in a country, it needs a government based in the ways of its entire people. This does
not mean that it seeks its lowest level; rather it aims to address all of its levels. He believed that “the
natural man” respects intelligence and is happy to be governed by the more intelligent. That is until the
natural feel ignored. Then they are prepared to use force and violence to gain control. An attentive
government builds from where its citizens are at, and brings all of its citizens forward together.
"Nuestra America" was an attempt to explicate the methods of an attentive government. So far we have
seen that it must build from its whole context. Martí believed that whichever part of the context
government ignores or is mistaken about will be its downfall. He stated, "For anyone who deliberately or
unknowingly sets aside a part of the truth will ultimately fail because of the truth he was lacking, which
expands when neglected and brings down whatever is built without it."122 As we have just discussed, the
government must also represent and come from all of its citizens.
A government that expands divisions among its peoples will not last. By expanding division it weakens
the relations which establish the reality of the ideals which the government is an instantiation. Martí
described the proper form of government as an “equilibrium among the country's natural elements.”123
Serving as an equilibrium between “the natural man” and the educated, a post-colonial government had to
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develop a way to balance the needs of these two groups while creating new commonalities between them.
This is only possible if leaders and other individuals of the nation learn how to think attentively.
This new way of thinking is quite different from that used in "El Presidio en Cuba" or "La República
Española ante la Revolución Cubana." In the earlier essays Martí worked mostly from general ideals and
a universal logic. Local context was for the most part absent. "La República Española ante la Revolución
Cubana" mentioned some differences between Spain and Cuba, but Martí proposed to build a European
style republic in Cuba. Now in "Nuestra America" we find Martí attempting to describe how to form a
truly American government. Martí did not give a name to it, especially not one coming from European or
U.S. political examples. Martí thought he was describing something that had not yet happened. He was
pointing to something yet to be. From working through the problems faced in one’s present context the
way forward would come to be known. In short, “to know is to solve.”124
Contextual solving is the logic of the attentive. It is a way of thinking that places individuals within
active natural-cultural contexts. Through attention one feels the fate of her nation and believes all fellow
citizens have a shared fate. Martí believed “to think is to serve.”125 To be exact, to think attentively is to
serve. In serving the needs of our context, our fellow citizens and nation, we might be able to solve some
of our current problems. The solutions to these problems will be unique to them. I repeat, they are yet to
be. Throughout "Nuestra America" Martí returned to the theme of creativity. As he said, “Governor, in a
new country, means Creator.”126
America is a creation. Its “salvation lies in creating.”127 It is an amalgamation of varying elements with
distinct origins, forced together by colonial forces. Martí sought a way forward for this strange mixture.
The pure ideas of Europe and North America would not work in this mix. Something had to percolate up
from within this strange mixture. Taking pride in the uniqueness of the varied elements that have made up
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America, Martí sought to excite others to the possibilities that the America’s mestizo composition held.
He did not promise ease and comfort, he felt ownership and authenticity held a higher satisfaction.
American “nations arise,” Martí wrote,
And salute one another. “What are we like?” they ask, and begin telling each other what they are like.
When a problem arises in Cojimar [Americans] no longer seek the solution in Dantzig. The frock-coats are still
French, but the thinking begins to be American. The young of America are rolling up their sleeves and plunging
their hands into the dough, and making it rise with the leavening of their sweat. They understand that there is too
much imitation, and that salvation lies in creating. Create is the generation's password. Make wine from plantains; it
may be sour but it is our wine!128

"Nuestra America" comes at the height of a period in Martí's writing when natural context, America, and
creativity act as the well spring of his thought.
This period of Martí's writing shares much with U.S. transcendentalism. His eulogy for Emerson is one
of the earliest examples of his creative American contextualism. It is not clear when Martí first read
Emerson. What is clear is the impact of reading Emerson. Martí described it as one of the three most
memorable moments of his life.129 In his first piece on Emerson, the lines were already blurred between
what was Emerson and what was Martí. In a sense Martí allowed his reader to take part in the
philosophical evolution he went through in reading Emerson.
Emerson's impact is undeniable; the contextualism of "Nuestra America," Martí's late poetry, and other
essays of the time are steeped in transcendentalism. But, Martí was never a very good disciple. As we
found with Krause earlier, Martí was drawn to what another's philosophy might add to his own project.
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Yet once begun, Martí’s engagement with Emerson was intense, and this American author’s impact is the
single most significant example of the way in which literature and literary figures imparted a positive reading
of the United States on Martí."
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Martí was excited by transcendentalism when he “envisioned the future thinking about Emerson.”130
Martí learned something from Emerson. If he had not found transcendentalism, who knows if his thought
would have taken the turns it did.
Compare "Nuestra America's" ideal form of government with Emerson's ideal individual in "The
American Scholar." Martí took the example of the scholar as a representation of what a nation could be.
Nations for Martí develop out of their natural context. They must learn from their context in order to
establish their own place in the world, much in the same way that Emerson believed an individual's life
was a creative activity of taking up the lessons of nature so that they could recreate nature on their own.
Martí's rejection of European and U.S. political methods resembles Emerson's discussion of genius versus
talent or invention versus imitation in "The American Scholar," and other essays. In "The Divinity School
Address," Emerson warned imitation “cannot go above its model. The imitator dooms himself to hopeless
mediocrity. The inventor did it because it was natural to him, and so in him it has charm.”131 The inventor
makes his or her own way. She is a person of genius not talent. For, “talent makes counterfeit ties; genius
finds the real ones.”132 Martí's nation must follow the path of the genius inventor creating the real path
and making anew what is natural.
Martí died just four years after writing “Nuestra America,” and thirteen years after his eulogy for
Emerson. In this time another thinker did not replace the influence of Emerson. Martí's writing developed
immensely from 1882 to 1895. In this time Martí became more and more weary of U.S. politics and
culture. He worried that both could harm Cuba. Fear of the U.S. was central to his writing in the 1890s.
Still this final period remained thoroughly rooted in Emerson's transcendentalism, but pushed more for a
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uniquely Cuban set of ideas. Transcendentalism, nationalism, anti-colonialism, and fear of the U.S. came
together to form a philosophy that is uniquely Martíano.133
Martí was able to develop a philosophy informed by transcendentalism that was responsive to the
physical, cultural, and existential realities of the Americas in his time. When I speak of a “Martíano
philosophy,” it is this philosophy that developed in the 1890s. This is the philosophy of the Americas, the
mestizo philosophy. Spoken, screamed, chanted "America" is the ends and means; it is the truest ideal for
Martí—America and all the mixing from which America continues to form. Understanding the
importance of the American context and what makes it unique is critical to understanding Martí's thought.
We can generalize from this to a philosophy of contextualism, but for Martí America was not just any
context. It was one uniquely ripe with diversity, injustice, and possibility. America was to be the source of
a new political life. America was Martí's context.
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CHAPTER 11
THE EXILES VANTAGE POINT FROM THE BORDERLANDS OF CONTEXT

There is something unique in Martí's vantage point. Consider his influences: Latin American
romanticism, German idealism, U.S. transcendentalism, evolution, struggles with colonialism, and living
in exile. Having lived in Europe, North America, and Latin America, he was equally versed in the ways of
the center of power and influence and those of the world's periphery. Martí wrote philosophy as an exile.
In his notebook he noted:
There is something of the ship in every house in a foreign land. A certain sensation of indefinable
unease persists. We feel the Earth oscillating, and our feet are unsteady upon it. At times, we
clutch the walls--and where others find solid footing, we lurch. The spirit is off balance.134

"Spirit off balance" without "solid footing" was Martí's vantage point for his philosophical life. Almost
the entirety of his work was written outside of Cuba, mostly in the United States, a nation he looked to
with a mix of fear and respect. A man outside of his own homeland wrote the philosophy of homeland.
Martí's later work gives us a clear philosophy of context. Writing from the borderlands, Martí wrote
about context in a way that is especially relevant today. With climate change we all "feel the Earth
oscillating, and our feet are unsteady upon it." Chapters Four, Five, and Six described the ways in which
climate change is erasing the stability we once found in the Earth's ecosystems: our local environments.
Such drastic changes cause some to cry out that nature is no longer, that ideas of context are
meaningless.135 Yet Martí without "solid footing" was able to do more than "sculpt clouds;" he learned
what it was to flourish in contexts of change.136 To learn from unprecedented change takes wisdom.
Oscar Montero described Martí as “a lover of wisdom.” Montero goes on to say, Martí “became a
knower of things human and divine, and of all the ways that these things could be made to work for the
134
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amelioration of humankind.”137 The last three chapters explored the growth of Martí's wisdom. Through
the successive reading of his political essays a progression towards the Americanism of “Nuestra
America” came to light. Moving away from the biographic focus, the following chapters are an attempt to
enter into the contextual thought of Martí's later life in order to prepare for the analysis of the problems of
our current world and time.
Contextual wisdom comes from an ability to perceive the particulars of one's own situation and to
evaluate these particulars in terms of the experienced history and general structures of existence that have
taken part in their formation without losing sight of the importance of their particularity. For example,
Valentine's Day is a winter's day with roots in Roman, Christian, and commercial practices. The
experience of a person on Valentine's Day is influenced and molded by the historical forces of those
practices. Yet at the same time this day is a visceral moment in a person's life.
Navigating the intricacies of romantic love with a particular person and in relation to the larger setting
is a situation for contextual wisdom. There is a danger of acting in a manner that feels forced, if one only
succumbs to the dictates of societal traditions. On the other hand, the rebellion against tradition may leave
one's partner feeling under-appreciated. Martí's contextualism encourages us to see the full situation, to
consider the ways that Valentine's Day is an occasion to celebrate love as a creative act. The question
becomes, how do we express our love in a way that re-enlivens the emotional force of the past, which is
bound up in tradition, in order to add meaning to our present relationship? In Martí's contextual wisdom
we find a way of thinking that is able to balance the poignant feelings of being loved or being alone, with
the larger structural analysis of cultural history, human psychology, and the entire natural setting.

1. A Setting For A Discussion
The next three chapters are a setting for a discussion of context. Chapter Twelve is an exposition of
Martí's thought. Flowing from the previous analysis of context, we begin by considering what it means
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for Martí to hold Cuba as an ideal. In order to explain fully what it means to live in a context, to live in an
ideal, we turn to the example of Nature's seasons as contexts. Although this is not a common example in
Martí's writing, it is a useful one to create the feeling of being in a natural context with roots in both the
human and the non-human. Through the discussion of seasons, we enter into Martí's method of discussing
nature in terms of four modes of relating: element, essence, resource, and ideal. With the help of the four
modes of nature we will be fully able to understand how a nation exists as an ideal. For Martí, the ideal of
Cuba was the ideal of patria, a homeland. This becomes the focus of Chapter Thirteen. Patria exists when
a nation's government, cultures, people, and environment form a unity through proper relationships. The
discussion of Nature's elements offers a tool to clarify the relationships between a nation's particular
environment and its unity. This focus on localized particularity was the soul of Martí's Latin American
decolonization.
Chapter Fourteen broadens the focus from Martí to contextualized philosophies in general. I begin
with a discussion of Martí's contextual influence on Caribbean anti-colonial thinking. Bringing together
those whom Martí influenced and some of his own influences, we can see that Martí's philosophy is one
not just of the here but also of the now. With this directive towards the now, the discussion turns towards
developing the best method to update Martí's wisdom of the 1890s for today's world. It remains the case
that, as Martí thought, humanity is constituted in our relationships with nature; however, the characters of
these relationships are changing. Drawing from Martí and others, I outline a method of updating our
understanding of these relationships based on an analysis of problems. With the analysis of problems we
will be able to begin our attempts to update Martí's contextual philosophy to help understand and
ameliorate our world today.

2. Enculutrated Context And Instantiated Ideal
The connections between an organically developing context and the ideals of patria, nature, and
culture are the keys to Martí's philosophy. He understood a nation as its citizens, form of government, and
its instantiated ideal. We may also refer to these as living, or “vital” ideals as Martí referred to them in
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"Nuestra America." Instantiated ideals are the overarching beliefs formed in a culture's close relationship
with its local environment. Without instantiated ideals a culture's context is not whole. The culture that
lacks instantiated ideals is disconnected from its location. A disconnected culture's location does not form
a whole context. Instantiation refers to the connection between an ideal and a culture's actual, lived
context. The "actual" context forms through the mixing of the ideal and the material aspects of a culture's
location. When a connected culture lives according to its instantiated ideals, then its context is whole, and
it can be called a patria. In a patria, the ideals used to govern can be felt through, and in, the artifacts and
landscapes of the nation.
Martí's concepts of instantiated ideal, whole context, and patria are reminiscent of the discussion of
landscape anthropology at the start of Chapter Seven. Discussing Peter Jordan and Martí led us to the
same insights: the environment is our context, we exist within it; the earth is something we can alter, but
must always live within. Our cultures and their ideals must be those that make us best able to live within
the context of Earth. It was with this idea that the last chapter concluded. It is this idea that rings with
more and more clarity.
Martí's whole or actual context is similar to Jordan's concepts of enculturated landscape and taskscape.
Jordan describes their interaction in the following:
The easiest theoretical route into understanding this process of landscape enculturation is via [the]
concept of "taskscape." The taskscape is an ensemble of tasks carried out by individuals and
groups as they move around the landscape. This resonance of tasks carried out at certain locations
forms the basis of human sociality and the context into which individuals are socialized through
routine activity and come to recognize their own subjectivity. The landscape is not "space" or
"land" but is experienced through movement, action, and participation. The enculturated
landscape--an array of related features-- is bound into a symbiotic relationship with the taskscape-an array of related activities. Just as this flow of tasks is never ending so the landscape is never in
a state of final completion but always in a state of becoming.138
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It is important to read Jordan in his own words because he is similar but not identical to Martí, and in
finding their differences we may clarify Martí's view. For both, a culture shapes the meanings and
physicality of its home context by living in it. For both the landscape is the context within which a culture
dwells. Also for both, activity is central to the process by which the culture becomes enmeshed within its
landscape. Where Martí and Jordan differ is on who or what they see as taking part in the activity of
enculturation. Jordan considers only humans as active; he describes half of the relational process we find
in Martí.139 Martí saw the landscape and the non-human aspects of context as actors along with humans.
The landscape and nature as a whole actively shapes the culture.
This different view of possible actors stems from their respective philosophical grounding. Jordan is
constrained by the accepted positions of modern western Anthropology. He describes his method as
“phenomenological.” Jordan considers the meanings of the landscape as created in a "process of giving
cultural significance."140 For Jordan meaning is a human production. The meanings in the environment
come from the relationship with human culture. Jordan thinks "communities bring rich symbolic
meanings to the landscapes they inhabit."141
Martí's position was informed by the philosophies of Emerson, Krause, and Mendive. For Martí all of
existence is formed by active relationships. He believed that communities bring rich symbolic meanings
to the landscapes they inhabit, but he placed equal importance on the meaning that landscape creates for
human communities. In Jordan's view humans choose which meanings to bring to the landscape. In
Martí's view human's can get the landscape wrong. They do not have free license to create whichever
meanings they prefer. An organically developing context is the creative interaction of the environment
and humans. Losing either side of the interaction is the death of an ideal. A patria is as much the product
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of the environment as of the local human culture.142 It is the creative result of the interaction between
culture and place.

3. Mestizo Evolution
Neither ecosystems nor cultures are homogeneous monoliths, separating them leads to a dwarfed
understanding of both. Ecosystems and cultures are in a constant process of mixing and evolving through
their varied interactions. In the case of cultures, if a nation contains people of varying practices and
histories, its instantiated ideals will have to be a creative mixture of all these. When people from distinct
cultures attempt to live or work together, their cultures are interacting. As cultures interact they mix,
Martí's living culture was not an idea of assimilated purity, but one of shared purpose. The American mix,
the mestizo constituted a crossing and intermixing of instantiated ideals, and, in turn, contexts.
Martí discussed the ways in which nature informs individuals of these ideals. Mestizo culture is a
culture evolving. We now have Martí's idea of evolution. Evolution is not simply a physical process for
Martí. Consider again his description of Emersonian evolution: "And striving to be man, the worm/
Mounts through all the spires of form."143 Evolution is a movement through the spires of form. Evolution
is the active engagement of the living and ideal aspects of existence. The mixing of cultures is as much an
issue for philosophers as for census takers. In evolution ideals adapt as humans engage them. At the same
time, humans, their cultures and institutions, adapt as they engage with ideals, or maybe more accurately,
as the human realm is engaged by the ideal.
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4. The Value Of Context.
Context matters. To some extent most people will admit to this, but Martí pushed the power of context
to an extreme. Many are likely to pass off the following as metaphor, overemphasis, or misplaced
romanticism. Martí said it in all seriousness:
Nature did not give us the palm trees of our forests and the Amazon and Orinoco that water our lands, in
vain. The ample Hispano-American mind comes from those rivers, its fame from those palm groves, its wisdom
from what is preserved of the Indian culture, its ostentatious and volcanic characteristics from the fruits of the earth,
its qualities of indolence and the artistic from what the Spaniards brought of the Arabic.144

Palm groves, rivers, Pre-Columbian culture, and the Moorish occupation of Spain defined what Latin
American culture would become. The quotation above described the process by which a history of
different people living in a particular land developed into the context of Latin America in the 1890s. A
context designates a particular place and time. Nineteenth century Latin America was a whole made of
many parts: people of varying origins, numerous distinct ecosystems, and international political pressures.
The whole of Latin America was defined by the characteristics of its people: their goals, ideas, fears, and
psychoses. However, these characteristics are actually a quality of the whole not just a collection of
attributes of the constituent parts. It is for this reason that I call Martí's context an ideal. It is an existing
whole with qualities enacted by its parts. The qualities of culture are the culture itself. Martí would
disagree with a definition of culture that defined it as only a description of the thoughts and habits of its
members. In their continually developing evolution, cultures have efficacy in the world.
This is José Martí's fuller philosophy. Throughout the last few chapters we have immersed ourselves in
the growth of Martí's ideas over his life. Following his trajectory we have begun to settle within the ideas
of "Nuestra America." Our immigration to contextualism is not yet complete. We are still working to
understand what exactly Martí meant by a context. At this point, his idea may still feel a bit foreign.
Contemporary discussions in anthropology and other fields have made commonplace the idea that we are
active in context formation. While Martí agrees with this, it is his "yes, but also" that is harder to grasp.
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The full depth of Martí's notion of context is found in the insight that ideals and nature are equally active
in context formation. Comprehending the reciprocal activity of context formation is the sign of full
citizenship in Martí's contextualism.
We continue the attempt to sketch out Martí's philosophy of context. Although we have not pinned
down definitive concepts for Martí's central ideas, we have found something to pull us forward through
our discussion of Martí and eventually through our attempt to comprehend the world of climate change.
We have found Martí's belief that context is, that contexts are, active. This chapter moves forward
examining contexts as something that actively exist. Gleaning from Martí's description of his particular
context of the Americas in the late 1880s, we hope to uncover something larger, contextual wisdom.
We are engaging in the study of Martí's wisdom, not simply out of pleasure or curiosity but in order to
address the real issue of living in the time of climate change. The lessons of this chapter must be brought
to the questions arising from the problems of climate change. With a method to understand the
connections between the physical, interpersonal, and existential components of the problem we will begin
to understand the overarching structures of Earth as a home. From this we may find how to act properly
from within in our current predicament. In search of wisdom we turn to understand context itself.
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CHAPTER 12
NATURAL CONTEXT

Contexts do not have to be something as large as nations. The room you are in is a context. Your home,
your school, and your group of friends are all contexts that shape your life.145 In addition to these more
“social” contexts there exist more “natural” contexts. Pregnancy, adolescence, phases of the menstrual
cycle, love, and seasons also color our world. Each of these is a context within which humans exist.
Autumn is a world. Martí described the coming of spring in New York City for his Latin American
newspaper readers to feel:
The first golden oriole had been glimpsed hanging its nest from a Chilean pine in Central
Park, and the downy promise of spring as covering the bare poplars; the first leave of the earlyblooming chestnuts were appearing...and, alerted by the chirping birds to its arrival, brooks were
emerging from beneath layers of ice to watch the sun go by, for winter, vanquished by flowers,
was fleeing in a huff, unleashing the March winds behind it to cover its flight; the first straw hats
were just beginning to be seen on the streets of New York along with the glad, bright clothes of
Easter.146

The seasons do not play a large role in Martí's writing. Cuba doesn't have the same seasons as the
northern United States. But, the seasons provide an experientially rich entrance into Martí's understanding
of context. In the above description, changes in the weather, flora, fauna, and humans signify spring has
begun. The donning of a straw hat is on the same level as nest building and sprouting leaves. All are just
what happens in spring.
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What is a season? Is it a period in a yearly weather cycle based on the tilt of the earth's axis? A
Martíano definition would not settle for this as a complete description of the phenomena of a season.147
Spring is the weather. It is a time of birth. It is a time of flowers and new growth. It is a time of straw
hats, Easter dresses, and romance. Spring is winter's retreat, with all the excitement that entails. Spring is
the possibility of summer. We cannot point to spring. It is not a thing. It lacks material existence, but it is
real, or more accurately it is "actual." Flowers sprout because it is spring. People are more enthusiastic
since it is spring. The behaviors associated with a season are natural. Human lawn parties, ladybug
swarms, and tulip blooms are all natural phenomena of spring.
I grew up in Florida. I did not experience a northern spring until I was a college freshman in Boston,
MA. In elementary school we studied the seasons. We read poems, learned about animal behavior, and
planetary tilt. I understood the science, but the poems just felt wrong. They had not described the seasons
I lived in the subtropics. We learned fall was a time of preparation for the hardships of winter, while we
spent our springs bracing for summer. Then I lived March in New England. Now I feel the poems.
Seasons are a time of year. They are also heavily dependent on place. A New England winter is a
particular context. A Florida winter is another. Dry season in Costa Rica is yet another. A season is a
particular temporal and spatial situation that promotes or precludes particular sets of activities. The
temporal aspect of a season is not just the time of the year, but is a part of a larger history. Within the last
hundred years humans have taken massive steps to reduce nature's influence on our lives. This buffering
has changed some of what each season means. In addition, as species evolved into new forms or went
extinct the floral and faunal activities of seasons have changed throughout time.
It is likely that the cyclical weather patterns we recognize as seasons occurred even before life existed
on Earth. Yet, much of what now defines each season was not present. The seasons we experience are a
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situation built upon historical accumulation.148 The evolution of all species, including that of human
social history, will be at play in next fall's turning leaves, foraging animals, and turkey-cooking humans.
This historical accumulation is the result of actual relations of beings in their contexts. On the third
Thursday in November, we will find a lot more turkey-cooking humans in the United States.

1. Contextually Dependent Beings
If Martí is correct, we are contextually dependent beings, and we share this with all beings. If one
wants to know the proper activity for a squirrel or maple tree one should know where it lives and what
time of year it is. I wrote this chapter in the fall, I was writing in Boston, MA. It was a rainy fall day. The
last few had been warm and sunny false summer days. This was the context from which I wrote. I am sure
it influenced my words and thoughts. To say it only influenced me is to skim the surface of Martí's idea of
context. As rain falls and winter approaches, I keep coming back to Martí’s belief that individual beings
are an accumulation of relations over time. This accumulation is made possible and determined by the
contexts in which I exist. Context is plural; we often find ourselves living in more than one context at a
time. I write as a Floridian choosing to live in New England. Martí was a Cuban living in New York City
in the spring. His refugee experience and the meshing of multiple contexts created something new or
allowed him to create something new.
Martí was not a lone Cuban in New York. Many of Cuba's political refugees had sought refuge in New
York. They founded schools, wrote for newspapers, worked in factories, started social organizations, and
many other activities which left a mark on what New York City is. Martí's time in New York brought him
in contact with new ideas, especially the ideas of Ralph Waldo Emerson and U.S. transcendentalism. The
way Martí used these ideas forever changed the history of Cuba and the Americas. Martí the individual
changed his contexts. Many of his essays were guides on how to change one's contexts. The steps he laid
out are: learn as much about one's context as possible, live according to it, fight for its freedom. By doing
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this one could make real and lasting changes to one's context. Martí's context was a whole that defined its
parts but was in a process of being changed by its parts. A part’s lived context is its wholes within which
it lives. The whole is a living integration of its parts.
The relationship between a whole and its parts is an important one for this project. Let us take a
moment to clarify what Martí thought of as wholes and parts. Wholes have parts. A whole is something
that is complete. The Earth is a whole. The nations of the world are wholes. Each individual person is a
whole. As we discussed above, a season is a whole. The Earth is composed of many parts: minerals,
plants, animals, ecosystems, etc. are all parts of the Earth. The lived context of minerals, plants, animals,
ecosystems, etc. is the whole of the Earth. The Earth is a living integration of its parts. In the same way,
Martí saw an individual as a whole. An individual is composed of many parts: body, thoughts, dreams,
memories, and so on. The lived context of body, thoughts, dreams, memories, etc. is the individual to
which they belong. All are constrained and enabled by their whole. The individual is also a living
integration of its parts. If the body, thoughts, dreams, or memories start to fail, so may their whole.
Earth, nation, person are all wholes, but they are also parts. Persons are part of nations. Persons and
nations are both part of the Earth. Persons, nations, and the Earth are all parts of our solar system.
Persons, nations, planets, and solar systems are all parts of existence. Persons, families, races, nations,
regions, planets, solar systems, and existence, this chain of wholes being parts of other wholes does not
make this distinction meaningless. Wholes and parts constitute a type of relation. A relation that is
extremely important in Martí's philosophy. Existence for Martí was a field of actively constituted
relationships. To exist is to be in relation. The relation of wholes to parts adds depth of meaning to the
field of relations.
Consider the ways of relating we consider common for planets, nations, and persons. When we think
of the Earth, it is easy for the discussion to focus on the whole's sustenance of its parts. When the
individual is the prime example, it is easy to see how a part can bring down the whole—think of disease.
When a nation is considered, the importance is placed on the whole's relation to other wholes. Yet all
wholes constrain their parts. All wholes can be destroyed by their parts. All wholes are defined by their
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relation to other wholes. Blocking out relations to the solar system and existence, focusing just on the
Earth as a whole and the constituting field of relations, we find an extremely complex and deep milieu of
relations. The relations which make up the whole/part relationship are that of constituting and belonging.
Parts belong to wholes. Wholes are constituted by parts. Beings simultaneously are involved in
constituting and belonging relationships with their contexts.

2. Double Shift In Constituting And Belonging
If we interpret the issues of Anthropogenic climate change in the terms we have just laid out, we are
able to look at climate change in a new and possibly informative way. In Chapters Five and Six, I
described what I called the double shift of climate change in a discussion of how climate change is an
issue of context. The double shift is the realization that the excess of human power will end the period of
human control of the Earth, and the idea of unlimited natural resources will be overturned by the
seemingly unlimited response of the Earth trying to regain balance.
There is a lot packed into this statement, we do not have time to review all of it here, but consider the
relation between humans as parts and Earth as whole in this statement. The excessive actions of a part
will end the period in which that part controlled the whole to which it belongs, and the idea of the whole
as an unlimited provider for one set of its constitutive parts will be overturned by the whole's attempt to
regain balance. Climate change is usually discussed simply as cause and effect between parts. Language
of constituting and belonging is seen as unhelpful. The flat-planed, cause and effect discussion misses the
complexity of a whole being altered by the aggressive attempts of one of its parts to use the whole for the
benefit of the part. Martí's contextualism understands contexts as both wholes and parts. This philosophy
offers us a way to see the whole and part relations at stake in climate change. We will return to the
discussion of wholes and parts in Chapter Fifteen.
The dynamic contexts we live in are not only plural but also multidimensional. Along with the
dimensionality of belonging and constituting described above, history and place are two of the
dimensions composing contexts. Both history and place need to be discussed to fully understand context.
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Martí was a historical thinker but he was not just this. Rather than talking about "a history," he considered
how unique histories develop in particular places. Through the imbedding of local histories, places
become contexts. In addition, histories always are connected to particular places. Martí did not use the
terms of our above discussion. When he wanted to talk about context, he spoke of countries, cultures, and
patrias. When he wanted to describe the ways in which these places were imbedded with histories, he
spoke of their natures.

3. Nature As Context
With the influence of Emerson, nature became a central theme of Martí's thought. “Nuestra America”
describes a political naturalism. Martí thought that humans must realign themselves with nature.
Governments must be built upon the natural constitution of their people and lands. Education must
connect students to their native environments. Art for Martí, echoing Schelling and Emerson, in its
highest form was an expression of nature. Yet, as important as nature was for Martí, he did not offer his
readers a definition. He did give us many examples of the natural in his writing (land, weather, plants, and
animals) and he argued that our environment is natural. Our relationship to the land can be natural. When
a group is in relation to the land, its culture is natural. When cultures are natural, our nations are natural.
Those humans who are out of relation with their environment act unnaturally.
In terms of the above discussion, nature is the context in which humans live. Martí spoke of it both as
something humans live in and as something that humans are a part of. Although he did not openly state it,
he appeared to trade on Emerson's use of Spinoza's distinction between natura naturata and natura
naturans. With similar accounts of nature both authors thought nature was best understood as a set of
ways of relating. Spanning the material and ideal, nature includes rocks and forms of nations. Particular
places have natures. The universe has a nature. Martí discussed both. He built from local natures to
discuss universal nature. In addition to being what is found in a place, nature is a guide. It is a moral
context. Martí believed humans could learn from it. Humans should do what is most natural. In all of
these varied aspects I have found four ways in which nature relates to humans in Martí's writing. They
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define not just how nature relates to individuals but also how it relates to cultures and nations. I consider
these ways to be four modes of nature. They are: elements, essences, resources, and ideals.

4. Return To Climate Change: The Result Of A History Of Unnatural Action.
As was stated in the introduction, in a time when our relation to the planet confuses us, such an
understanding of nature may offer us a way to begin acting from within the confines of our actual context.
If living in step with the larger ways of one's natural context is natural, then living in a way that is out of
step with one's natural context would be acting in an unnatural manner. To unearth and burn enough
carbon to upset the balance of the Earth's climate appears to be an example of living out of step with ones
natural context. For Martí the human activities that are causing climate change come from unnaturalacting humans who are members of unnatural-acting cultures. The physical, interpersonal, and existential
problems of climate change are the result of a long history of unnatural human actions.
Martí would have defined the Anthropocene as the geological period marked by the overwhelming
influence of humans acting against the order of nature. Our planet is warmer, the poles have less ice,
weather has become more severe, the ocean's water is beginning to expand, all because humans have
spent over one hundred and fifty years acting with no concern for our natural context. A future of famine,
human displacement (possibly leading to many regional wars), and a loss of the climatic stability which
aided in the development of complex political communities will be brought on by practices based on
beliefs of human separation from and superiority over nature. An anxious, fearful, guilty, and homeless
existence is the consequence of living blind to the lessons of our natural context.
Acting unnaturally is a failure of relating. It is not a thing; Martí does not posit "the unnatural," but he
described a way of acting or misrelating. Elements, Essences, Resources and, Ideals—Martí's four modes
of nature—are all ways that we relate to nature. All four are also possible ways we could misrelate to
nature. A Martíano diagnosis of climate change would consider how miss-relations along the four modes
were responsible for the problems we are now realizing the world faces. In addition to being sleuthing
tools, the four modes point to the classes of our future problems.
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Anthropogenic climate change has been caused by elemental, essential, resource, and ideal misrelations
are leading to drought (elemental) irreversible ecosystem changes (essential), famine (resource), and the
displacement of nations and likely destabilization of all human cultures (ideal). Chapter Sixteen to
Nineteen will continue the above discussion of climate change and Martí's modes of nature. These
chapters have the double purpose of updating Martí's relational account of nature with the Anthropocene
as a testing point, while at the same time applying it to the problems of Anthropogenic climate change.
The goal is to sharpen as we cut, learn as we teach. For now, let us explicate Martí's account of elements,
essences, resources, and ideals.
When discussing elements, Martí did not limit himself to physical entities. Elements include causes,
forces, functions, and other dynamic aspects of nature. Martí disagreed with minimal views of nature that
look only to the objects found in it; however, he also refused to overlook the importance of objects. Land
was probably the most important element. Land has a profound effect on our lives. It teaches us lessons.
Martí described the strength of land's tutelage in the following, “it is clear that the land which, at first
hand and with inimitable geniality, teaches lessons that are always learned in a confused form from books
and professors.”149 Martí found the source of Simón Bolívar’s revolutionary plans, for example, in the
particular South American landscape, “Our America springs neither from Rousseau, nor Washington, but
from itself!”150 His description of nature bridged two levels of analysis. First it addressed the individual
level of palm trees, oranges, the Amazon, the light, mountains, and so on. Then it explored the level of
whole places such as Cuba, America, and the United States. Our experience brings together the elements
(trees, mountains, rivers, clouds, light), forces, causes, and functions of nature to develop the essence or
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spirit of places (Cuba, the U.S.) as a whole. The spirit or essence of a place is built upon and through its
elements.
In “Literature of Aboriginal American Authors,” Martí praised American indigenous authors for their
deep understanding of the spirit of the place in which they lived. Martí noted that their works “are
informed with the splendor of the saman, the elegance of the palm, and the brilliance and variety of the
flora of the American uplands.”151 It is this splendor, elegance, brilliance, and variety that compose the
dynamic essence of America's nature. The spirit of a place originates from the harmony, order, and unity
that is the expression of a living land. In the case of South America this essence is “a genius for
moderation, found in a serene harmony of Nature [that] seems to prevail in the continent of light.”152
A living land is untamed or wild. Living or untamed is the basic essence of a natural place. An
environment is “living” where human cultures have not fully domesticated and forgotten nature. In living
lands, humans are in constant interaction with the brute facts of nature. “Living” is a general term to
describe wild places. Of the people of such living places Martí states, “whoever knows the unsubdued,
wandering Arabs, knows the gauchos.”153 Each shares a way of relating to their home place. The western
U.S. of 1880, the Pampas of 1890, and the deserts of Sub-Saharan Africa share in this wildness. Not that
such places have not been untouched by humans, but more importantly that such places still force us to
relate to the actual elements, and essence of that place. While these places share in wildness, their
particular cultural and natural histories will develop into unique essences for each place.
In the simplest terms possible the essence of a place is what is often called the character of a place.
Martí believed we relate directly with the character of a place. What we today describe as the feel of a
place, Martí saw as an integral aspect of that place. This brings us back to the distinction that was made
between Martí and anthropologist Peter Jordan in Chapter Eleven. Jordan focused on the ways that a
place is enculturated by its inhabitants. By this he meant that the inhabitants create the feeling or character
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of the place. Martí, on the other hand, focused on the ways in which the place created the culture’s
character, and in turn ennaturated the inhabitants. Remember the palm quote at the end of Chapter
Eleven, "the ample Hispano-American mind comes from those rivers...its ostentatious and volcanic
characteristics form the fruits of the earth."154 Essence is not simply an arbitrarily created meaning. More
accurately it is how a place creates meanings for us. Western philosophy and culture have decided that
humans, and humans alone, create meaning. After this decision and the multi-generational enforcement of
it, it has become increasingly difficult to feel, know, and understand essence. It has at least become
difficult to be aware of them and take them seriously as phenomena. Consider Richard Rorty’s statement,
from Chapter Six, “the world does not speak. Only we do.”155 Rorty’s philosophy is a product of a
prescribed deafness. Also remember the earlier discussion of Peter Jordan’s landscape anthropology,
grounded in phenomenology, in which he states humans embed meanings upon landscapes. Yet for Martí
the essence of a place was as clear as words, and very much came from the place itself. He believed
experiencing the essence of a place was an extremely important way of relating to and learning from that
place.
Martí often described nature as a parent, most often a mother—a mother who is a provider of resources
and more importantly a teacher. Our relationship with mother nature is dependent on the activities we
undertake. When we move from the activity of experiencing to that of working, nature shifts from being
viewed as just its elements and essence to being seen as a resource.156 For Martí, nature's resources are
abundant and possibly limitless. However, humans must constantly work to unlock this limitless potential
of nature.157 In the 1880s Martí often described humans as stealing the resources from nature. In this
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period, Martí championed humans’ ability to make the world into what they need. Readers of Martí have
focused on this heroic conception of humans. However, in the 1890s this depiction of humans versus
nature was reduced and eventually disappeared altogether. In both the 1880s and 1890s, the people Martí
considered most adept at unlocking the potential of nature are those who, he believed, best knew nature.
In the 1880s it was scientists and engineers. The subject of the 1880s was people who knew about the
laws of nature. In the 1890s it became writers, farmers, teachers, poets, and politicians. The subject of the
1890s was people who lived by and with nature. The 1890s added the emphasis on how life is lived.
Nature was no longer just the subject of science to be exploited for resources, but became a mentor and
source of life's meaning. Martí defined literature as “simply the expression, form, and reflection of the
vital spirit and natural setting of the people who create it.”158
As Martí’s discussion of nature as resource moved beyond reaping of food and construction of shelter,
his thought turned to the essence or spirit of natural places. Martí’s ethics was based upon the ability to
understand the essence of places. The conduct of life is directly related to the experience of natural
context. Life is at base a struggle against forces, but it is not just this. Life is also a chance to learn from
and to live with these forces. A life in good relation with these forces can be both durable and
transcendent. In a good life, our context becomes a home and our nation becomes a homeland. Martí
wrote in order “to reveal to men their own natures,” in order to, “give them… the personal independence
that fortifies a man’s kindliness and gives rise to the pride and decency of being amiable creatures living
in the great universe.”159
Humans like all creatures are from somewhere. Our natures are that of families, cultures, nations,
regions, species, and the world. In Martí's philosophy, we do not exist outside of these contexts. Cultures
are always connected to their natural context. Cultures develop in a certain land and its elements. Cultures
are the feeling of the essence of their place. Over time cultures have developed the habits and ways of life
that come from working with the land, receiving its gifts and resources. Situational ideals identify the
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proper relationship between a people and their place: its elements, essences, and resources. Martí wanted
to find the truth of a particular context, and avoid imposing absolute ideals that were developed
elsewhere. He rejected absolute ideas but not all ideas.160 Each context has its own ideas, or more
precisely, its own version of ideas. A particular context's ideas are that place’s and that time's living
ideals. An ideal that is not from that context will fail from “an error in form.”161 A living ideal will
succeed because it is the proper relation of the essence of a place as the essence relates to human action.
A living ideal is the basis of a culture. A culture is not just a part of a context. It is the expression of all
of the relationships making up the context. Cultures exist in Martí's fourth mode of nature, ideals. They
are wholes. Cultures are always in relation to the aspects of the other modes. Culture must correspond to
the other three modes. Ideals develop along side the elements, essences, and resources. Humans
experience nature from their culture. Cultures are the idealization of contexts from and in which all
human actions occur. A Cuban acts from within Cuban culture. A Spaniard acts from within Spanish
culture. Martí always thought in terms of particular instantiations of culture. Culture is an absolute idea, it
abstracts from actual instantiations of cultures. Cultures are a relative idea; they are connected to
particular places and histories. Our discussions of cultures in general must always be rooted in particular
cultures.
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CHAPTER 13
PATRIA AND DECOLONIZATION

Cultures have tragedies, trade partners, invaders, colonizers, enemies, victims, and allies. Martí thought
of cultures as being much like people; they were particular individuals, but they came from somewhere.
Cultures are formed in their relationships with their contexts, with the other cultures around them, and
with their constituent people. To understand a culture we must discover what makes it unique. An
important aspect of cultures is their political contexts. Martí believed government should be an expression
of the natural elements of a country. Governments must be built from the cultures that define their
citizenry. A nation that expresses the nature of all its cultures will be a patria. "Nuestra America" is the
biography of patria. We can uncover more of patria's life, now that we have laid out Martí's ideas of
context, nature, and culture.
Martí's fight for the recognition of Cuba's patria was a fight against colonialism. Martí saw Cuba's
future in a return to a self-defined identity. His discussions of patria and context are attempts at decolonization, and should be understood in that light. The second half of this section will place Martí's
ideas among others who fought against colonialism. This comparison exposes common themes and
methods for re-establishing proper self-rule. In a time when all of the Earth's nations must re-acquaint
themselves with their place in the world, Martí, and others such as Amilcar Cabral, Aimé Césaire, and
Arturo Schomburg may offer a helpful vision. In contemporary writers such as Vandana Shiva we see the
next step in ecologically focused anti-colonial thought. Shiva’s vision as expressed in Earth Democracy:
Justice, Sustainability, and Peace offers a similar philosophy to the updated account of Martí we are
about to develop.
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1. Patria
Patria is the ideal form of a nation. Martí understood nations as natural entities. For a country such as
Cuba, natural boundaries (elements), the character of the place (essence), and the particular livelihoods
(resource), come together to define the culture of the place (ideal) define its patria. When all of this comes
together and the people act as a united group, a patria exists. The elements, essence, resources, and ideals
of its place define the characteristics of a patria. The characteristics are also defined by the history of
activities happening in that place. The accumulation of past relationships within nature that have formed
the cultures present is the patria's past. What has come before defines the present. A patria is deeply
connected to its past. To govern a patria is to use the ideas that have been growing within the country.
This is not a regressive stance. As mentioned above, "Nuestra America" called for creative governing.
Martí saw the ideas present in a patria's past as the raw material for a creative movement into the future.
Working from one's past ensures that one is cultivating from one's own reality. Martí used the metaphor
of a tree's roots to make this point.162 The natural process of governing was to grow ideas within your
culture. One cannot import democracy with an army, this is the myth of colonialism. Nations must
develop their own cultures of fair governance.
Due to the tone and fervor of his writing, Martí is often taken to-be naive or blindly optimistic. The
government of patria is actually a very constricted political ideal. Martí was fighting against the idea that
Cuba and other Latin American nations could jump straight to becoming organized and well-run
countries. Furthermore he did not think that Latin American countries should seek to become
Europeanized nations. Martí believed nations must work from where they are. Like individuals, nations
“must live [their] own lives and sweat [their] own fevers.”163 His views are still quite appropriate today,
as we watch the fallout from the Arab Spring's organic democratic movements struggling against
imported demands and absolute ideas.
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The struggles of Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the separated nations of North Sudan and South Sudan are
also interesting examples of the struggle to create and maintain patria. Martí believed not every country
could be a Patria. Unified Sudan was certainly not. Only countries that are capable of strong connection
can become a patria. Size seemed to be a limiting factor for national identity. Martí did not believe, for
example that the United States was a patria. He wrote, “it is a mark of supine ignorance and childish,
punishable light-mindedness to speak of the United States…as a total and equal nation of unanimous
liberty and definitive achievements: such a United States is an illusion and a fraud.”164 Apart from size,
injustice, or intolerance can create divisions among between members of a nation. If this is the case, the
nation will not be able to reach the level of a patria until the divisions are reconciled. But even nations
that are not patrias would do well to follow the contextual politics Martí developed.
Patria is unity, a living and mortal unity. Unity is a state of balance among the parts of a whole. When
all of the constituting members of a group shares in their sense of belonging, unity is happening. It is
constituted by the goals, plans, and ideal of a people. More than this, in a patria the goals of the nation are
able to bridge personal and social divides that have developed over time. In "Mi Raza," Martí explained
why Cuba would not have a race war.165 Martí believed that in Cuba nationality was the strongest form of
identity, subsuming racial identity.166 Through the common goal of a free Cuba, the varied interests and
differences of the Cuban people were set aside. The personal concerns of the conceited villager were
given up in the ideal of national unity. The ideal of patria is a strong force in human actions. Martí
believed that patriotism, but not blind adherence to dogma, was one of the strongest moral forces.167 But
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Spanish loyalists attempted to build fear of a race war in Cuba to decrease interest in revolution. Martí wrote My
Race in direct response to this argument. One reason Cuba did not have a race war, was that previous
revolutions had always attempted to free slaves when taking power. Cuba did not have a race war when it
gained independence in 1895. However, Fidel Castro had strong support from the majority of Afro Cubans. The
governments between 1895 and 1959 did little to lessen the economic and racial divisions within Cuba.
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the truth of a patria is not in ideals alone. Those ideals must be matched by the reality in the country.
Unity must always be bolstered by the other modes of nature.
The work of government in a patria is to maintain the “equilibrium of a country's natural elements.”168
People must be brought together in spirit and substance at the same time for true unity to be maintained.
This equilibrium goes beyond people's thoughts and situation. As is now clear, a nation is constituted as
much by its non-human environment as by its human society; this equilibrium must also deal with the
state of the elements, essences, resources, and ideals. Martí was vague about what such a government
might look like. He refused to discuss the structure of the Cuban government before the end of The War
of Independence. His only response was that it must come from the Cuban people; it was for all Cubans
to decide.
Government cannot come from a blueprint, but must spring from the creative interactions of the
nation's people. It is clear that it would be a government based on the will and choice of the people, but
Martí did not use terms such as “democracy” or “republic” to describe Cuba's future government. The
clearest statement he made was that it should be a government for all Cubans, by all Cubans. Each patria
would need to create its own forms of government that best represent its history and current circumstance.
Martí was fearful of U.S. intervention in Latin America. He predicted that the U.S. would attempt to
control Cuba and other Latin American nations.169 From his philosophy, we know that such an outside
imposition would destabilize Latin America. Thwarting the organic process of nations developing
political practices from their own context, the governments would become disconnected from their
nation’s realities. Oppression would be needed to maintain power. The defense Martí offered was not to
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despise or hide from the U.S. Rather he believed that Latin America must quickly become strong nations
in their own right so that the U.S. would have to respect their sovereignty.170
Each patria was to attempt to become the greatest nation it could be. And it should accomplish this not
by copying what others had done before, but by maximizing its own potential, building from its own
characteristics. In Martí's mind Cubans fighting for their own freedom were fighting to change the world
for all nations.171 Martí's political insight was to employ Emerson's description of individual humans to
talk about individual nations. When Martí made this leap, he also began to think of the world in the same
way. The entire earth is defined in the same way that a nation or an individual is. It is made up of
constituent parts that establish its possibilities. The quality of global reality is defined and altered by what
is happening in every nation and region of the world.
Martí understood that if individuals in Cuba united together, they had the power to free Cuba from
Spanish rule. In doing so they would create the possibility of developing Cuba into a great, not just a
powerful, country. If this happened, it would increase the chance that Latin America could become a great
region in the world. He hoped other American countries along with Cuba would try to become the best
patrias possible. If this were to happen, nations in North America and around the world would take notice
and begin to relate to Cuba and other Latin American nations in the same way. Each nation had a chance
to be an example to the rest of the world of what was possible. A nation that excelled at being free could
act as a contagion for other nations. Furthermore, the state of freedom in the world changes with the
political changes in every nation. Consider the following from "The Montecristi Manifesto," Marti wrote,
“the revolution will have to explain anew to its country and to the nations the local causes, universal in
concept and interest, by which for the progress and service of humanity the emancipating nation of
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[Cuba] begins again a war.”172 Cuba's cause had global significance. Self-rule in Cuba would lead to a
freer world. This is a philosophy of decolonization.

2. Decolonization
Among "The Monetary Conference," "Mi Raza," "Nuestra America," and "Bolivar" we find the various
aspects of Martí's anti-colonial thought. Contextualism is the key aspect to his decolonization. Latin
America could resist the colonial forces of Spain and the United States if it was successful in establishing
its local practices on the individual, national, regional, and international levels. On all four of these levels
success was dependent on building a method of living and thinking which created local ideas based in
reflection attuned to the actual conditions one faced. Through this method historical prejudices could be
overcome through the maintenance of culturally instantiated ideals; governments would be a creation of
their people, and nations could strengthen themselves to withstand more forceful foreign powers.
All three essays discussed in the previous chapter were attacks upon Spain's colonial rule in Cuba. Of
the three, only "Nuestra America" was an attempt to define and defend decolonization. "Political Prison in
Cuba" and "The Spanish Republic and The Cuban Revolution" are at most revolutionary essays. In these
earlier essays Martí was arguing for Spain to free Cuba to become a European-style nation. In "The
Spanish Republic and The Cuban Revolution," Martí argued from the principle of the new Spanish
Republic was based upon and which he generally agreed with, at this time. Early in his career, Martí only
identified Spanish rule in Cuba as the problem. "Nuestra America" represents a marked change in Martí's
analysis of the problem in Cuba and the Americas.
By the 1890s, Martí was putting forward a new way of living and governing that did not rely upon
European ideas and practices. Notice the change in intended audience among the three works. Spain was
the audience of the first two. Martí implicitly recognized Spain as the bearer of power. “Nuestra
America” addressed the Cuban people. It asked them to stand with Cuban freedom or with Spain. Martí
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had come to understand that in the fight for freedom Cuba had empowered itself. “Nuestra America” told
the story of those who had already begun to live Cuban lives. It was a call for others to join in the act of
being Cuban people.
Martí's words resonate with developments made by African and Caribbean anti-colonial thinkers.
Without reducing the differences between them, I wish to highlight some of the common themes. Martí’s
writing in the last few years of his life bears more similarity with these sources than his earlier European
and U.S. influences. I turn now to these thinkers for help illuminating the anti-colonial force of Martí’s
philosophy.
In Discourse on Colonialism, Aimé Césaire defined colonialism as more than violence, oppression, or
dictatorship. Colonialism involved hypocrisy. The spread of violence had to be coupled with a false myth
of the oppressor’s superiority. Violence mixed with the myth of superiority dehumanized the colonial
subject. Not only was physical violence acted upon their body, but also they were forced to believe that
they were of a lower order of existence then the colonizer. Césaire believed there was a boomerang effect
of colonialism where the act of dehumanizing other cultures caused the dehumanization of the colonizers.
In colonial relationships all are turned to things; colonizers, colonized, colony, and seat of the empire are
reduced to a part of an oppressive power structure.
"Nuestra America" was a call for the decolonization of Cuba, the Antilles, and the Americas. Martí
hoped to work against the “thingification” carried out by Spanish colonialism and U.S. imperialism. Martí
demonized those who wished to prosper from the continuation of colonialism in the Americas. Often
referring to them as weaklings, half-men, or men wearing paper frock coats. If we read "Nuestra
America" in light of Césaire, then Martí is not devaluing the European sympathizer. Instead Martí
identified their colonial reduction of themselves. The wearer of a paper frock coat has accepted a system
which does not allow for the full development of humanity. This is a person disconnected from their
place. Consider Martí's view of Spanish rule in Latin America in the following:
The haughty man thinks that because he wields a quick pen or a vivid phrase the earth was made to be his pedestal,
and accuses his native republic of irredeemable incompetence because its virgin jungles do not continually provide
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him with the means of going about the world a famous plutocrat, driving Persian ponies and spilling champagne.
The incapacity lies not in the emerging country, which demands forms that are appropriate to it and a grandeur that
is useful, but in the leaders who try to rule unique nations, of a singular and violent composition, with laws inherited
from four centuries of free practice in the United States and nineteen centuries of monarchy in France.173

The Spanish colonizer could not see what made Cuba unique because Cuba was only a thing to be
exploited for Spain's benefit. Already in the above passage, Martí has turned from critique towards
reconstruction. In order to throw off colonial rule, the Americas must be willing to come up with their
own ideas. In "The Truth about the United States" he expressed the fear of creating monsters,
disconnected from the ideas of their own context.
Ideas, like trees must grow from deep roots, and must be adapted to the soil in which they are
planted in order to grow and prosper, and that the newborn is not fed the strong spices of
adulthood only because the mustache and sideburns of adulthood are playfully hung on his soft
face. Monsters are created thus, not nations: we must live our own lives and sweat our own
fevers.174

The haughty man of "Nuestra America" is the monster of "The Truth About The United States." Afraid of
the dirty work of developing the new ideas of a new nation they cling to an identity that is not their own.
If this clinging outlasts the colonial regime, it would develop into an “internal colonialism.”175 Martí
understood the danger inherent in the desire to remain European. As long as those in power continued to
think they were European, American nations would never form their own identities.
Martí's philosophical and revolutionary careers are mirrored in fellow martyr Amilcar Cabral, who
thought and fought to free Guinea-Bissau from the Portuguese. In Identity and Dignity in National
Liberation, Cabral outlined how colonialism is built on a mistaken view of static identity. Cabral offered
a more fluid “African” notion of identity. Although the actual characteristics would be different, Cabral
173
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and Martí seem to agree on the developing and changing nature of national and individual identity. Cabral
thought individual and national identities were both an affirmation and denial of a certain set of
characteristics. It involves inclusion and exclusion. Identity is constantly changing throughout time.
Today's set of characteristics may not be tomorrow's. Due to this, we cannot come up with a static
definition of what a group's identity is. Instead we must constantly turn to the actual characteristics of the
people.
For Cabral, colonialism is the denial of a people's actual identity. Colonial powers develop a static
devalued identity for the colonized. They then enforce the set colonial identity through scientific,
economic, social, and political force. The colonial identity is meant to destroy and co-opt the actual
national identity. The erasing of language, religion, ritual, and individuals enforces the colonial identity.
Cabral noted three degrees of colonial erasure: total destruction, partial destruction, and ostensible
preservation. Total destruction is “the gradual liquidation of the indigenous population and replacement
by a foreign people.”176 Partial destruction is the displacement of the local population with a large foreign
population. Ostensible preservation is “brought about by the restriction of the indigenous people into
geographical areas of special reserves usually without means of living, and the massive influx of a foreign
population.”177
The United States underwent a mix of total destruction and ostensible preservation. Cuba and most of
the Caribbean islands are cases of total destruction. The pre-contact populations were “liquidated.” In
addition, a large portion of the replacement foreign population was forced to come from Africa as slaves.
Central and South America’s populations had faced something between partial destruction and ostensible
preservation. In addition to the murder of the Taino, Caribs, and other pre-contact populations and the
forced migration and enslavement of Africans, Spanish colonial practices were forced upon the creoles,
people born in the Americas of European descent. Creoles, due to their place of birth were of a lower
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class than European-born, metropolitans.178 This was a part of the greater social stratification. Spain
enforced a strong caste system based on European-ness: metropolitans (European-born of European
descent), creoles (American-born of European descent), mestizos (of European and indigenous-American
descent) and mulattos (of European and African descent), and those of African or indigenous-American
descent. This stratification acted to divide the population in the Americas. Spanish colonialism was autoenforced by each group oppressing the group below it in order to maintain their interests and social place.
Cabral believed liberation from colonial rule requires national identity. In the previous chapter, and
above, Martí's attempt to define a program of Cuban and American identity can be seen. In “Mi Raza,”
Martí dealt directly with the divisions caused by colonial racial divisions. A major argument against the
Cuban war for independence was the possibility that a race war might develop. Many Cuban creoles
feared what would happen if the large slave and former slave population in Cuba sought to gain control of
the island. Martí argued that this fear was unfounded, using the loyalty of Afro-Cubans to the
independence movement. "Mi Raza" offered national unity as the solution against racial division. The
false unity of enforced racial divisions is replaced by the creative unity of national identity. Cuba is his
race.
The mestizo and indigene became the representative people in the Americas. Martí was more likely to
speak of an indigene solution than an indigene problem or white man’s burden. The indigene helped teach
how to connect to the place. The mestizo helped teach us how to connect to all the people in the place.
Martí's philosophy flipped the Spanish stratification on its head in an attempt to dissolve the differences it
had created. Individual humanity was to be found in national identity. The nation was being empowered
by the fight for freedom. Lives lived attuned to the actual American context was the central theme of
Martí’s later philosophy; Anti-colonial revolution was first philosophy.
Martí constructed a philosophy based in unsettling “universal” ideas, which he saw more accurately as
the ideas from dominant regions. Instead of universals he moved towards a notion of ideas developing
from within local contexts. There remained a certain generality to these ideas because a part of every
178
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context was the relationships between humans and nature. All nations remained humans striving for
empowerment through the gifts of the Earth's environments. To live as a patria is to creatively build
political actions from a country’s lived situation. Patria is a statement of identity. Patrias do not spurn
outside influence, but wish to have some power in how they choose to relate with other nations.
Colonized nations must regain their identity and control over relationships.

3. Conclusion
Beyond the colonization of nations, the Earth as a whole has come under the colonial forces described
above. Around the globe we can find the aftermath of the total and partial destruction of species and
ecosystems along with the ostensible preservation of wild lands in nature preserves and commercialized
or “working” land. Along with the physical destruction has come the enforcement of static ideas of nature
and humanity. This static identity allows for the thingification of nature as resource. Multinational
corporations, such as Nestle and Coca-Cola, own or control much of the water in Africa. The
commodifying of water as a thing to be bought and sold is justified by the superiority of the results of the
corporate force towards progress. This hypocrisy justifies the subversion of natural processes and the
livelihood of people in the name of control and profit. The methods of national de-colonization must be
brought to the world as a whole.
In Earth Democracy: Justice, Sustainability, and Peace, Vandana Shiva makes many of the above
criticisms. She details the impact of Coca-Cola, Nestle, and other corporations on ecosystems around the
world. Considering the impact on humans of the colonization of nature, Shiva outlines the impact of
Monsanto and other corporations on farmers around the world. Like Cesaire, Cabral, and Martí, Shiva
mixes critique of the dominant regime with planning for the movement away from colonial domination.
For all of these thinkers plans are formed with the support of non-colonial values and identity. Cabral
turned to African concepts of identity to rebuild people’s actual identities. This was not an attempt to
return to the past, but to rebuild an effective approach to living in the present.
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Vandana Shiva turns to the Indian idea of vasudhaiva kutumbkam, which she translates as “the earth
family.”179 Shiva argues that versions of this idea are found in indigenous cultures around the world. Such
views push us to see the connections among all things, human and non-human. This search for
connections leads to a focus on living wholes. Shiva discusses living economies, democracies, and
cultures and their difference from static colonial versions of each. Living wholes connect Martí and
Shiva’s philosophies.
From Martí we learned the importance of living and governing according to living ideals. The
departure from living ideals leads individuals to act out of sync with the local needs of their fellow
humans and the Earth as a whole. From our discussion of climate change we learned of the consequences
for the planet of generations of humans acting without living ideals. From Vandana Shiva we can learn
more about living ideals in our contemporary context. Shiva analyses how current humans who are not
concerned with “living” are wreaking havoc on Earth, and in the process oppressing people around the
world. Furthermore Shiva offers us a method of rebellion, through an active return to living contexts.
The fight against biopiracy is a battle in the global battle for living contexts.180 Biopiracy is
colonialism in the age of corporate globalization. The battle against it is an intellectual battle between
those who think the Earth is at base for human consumption and those who think that the Earth is
something more than for use. Yet it is more than an intellectual debate. It is a fight for the future of the
Earth’s nature: elemental, essential, resource, and ideal. Shiva believes that the leaders of this revolution
will be those left out of and oppressed by the forces of biopiracy: women, indigenous groups, farmers,
and the global poor. As Shiva points out there are many examples of women around the world
“responding with compassion and nonviolence to defend life on Earth and to resist violence against
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women.”181 The women Shiva is most interested in do not fight for women alone but for a diverse and
vibrant planet. The method and goal of the revolution for Earth democracy are the same: diversity. As
Shiva states so clearly:
Diversity provides the ground for us to turn our food systems around—diversity of crops, diversity
of foods, and diversity of cultures. Diversity is both the resistance to monocultures and the
creative alternative. Building on our uniqueness and variety is our strength, a strength that can be
eroded only when we give up on it ourselves.182

Vandana Shiva along with our re-appropriation of José Martí is a part of the diversity of views at the heart
of the philosophy of Nuestro Mundo (Our World).
Shiva and Martí are quite similar, but they are not identical. Rather than saying they have matching
views it would be more informative to discuss how their views are simpatico. In comparing the two, we
find a familiarity of feeling. Both rebellious thinkers put forward plans on how to revive the connection
with their home context. The fact that Shiva’s ideas are so harmonious with Martí’s does not lessen the
need to update his philosophy. Also, the fact that Martí wrote similar ideas over a hundred years ago does
not lessen the importance of Shiva’s insights. A global return to living contexts will be based in a
cacophony of such sympathetic but not identical views—views that work together without losing the
particularity of their origins. Shiva’s work offers us a signpost on the way to developing Martí’s updated
philosophy.
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CHAPTER 14
UPDATING CONTEXTUALISM

Without resting upon universal ideals we must move from discussion of local communities towards the
larger discussion of the Earth as a context. The discussion is moving from particular patrias to consider
the larger context in which patrias exist. Based on the lessons we have learned from reviewing Martí's
philosophy and the problems of climate change we will develop an account of the Earth as a result of
natural relationships. These relationships coalesce into the terrestrial form of each local setting. With
Martí's relational philosophy we begin to understand the true impact of climate change. The advent of the
Anthropocene ruptures the balanced relations of the Holocene. This chapter begins to describe the method
we will employ to acquaint ourselves with the relations forming the settings, our settings. We will come
to describe this method as the exploration of problems discovered through a sense of disquiet. With this
method we will eventually be able to update Martí's philosophy and begin to understand the living,
mortal, and damaged context green house gas emissions have left us with.

1. Nature of Relationships
As we start to focus on our context today, consider how special Earth's environment is. Astronomers
refer to Earth-like planets as Goldilocks planets: not to hot, not to cold, just right. There is a range of
relations needed for life, as we know it to be possible. Foremost is the distance at which a planet orbits its
home star. From here, the size of the planet and makeup of its atmosphere are also crucial. It is unknown
how many Goldilocks planets exist. The known ones are few enough to make new discoveries exciting.
Our livable planet's makeup is the consequence of the relationship between the Sun and Earth.
The orbit, size, and chemical composition establish the basic makeup and character of Earth's nature.
These features form the basis of the elemental relations of nature. The elemental is more than just dead
matter bumping itself. The elemental is best understood as physical processes. This aspect of nature
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includes the physical aspects of causes, forces, substances, living beings, and the land. The relations
among these combine to form nature's makeup. In turn the makeup establishes nature's character. This
character is the Earth's essential nature. The essential is not a psychological production but an aspect of
nature's relational constitution. The Earth had an essential character long before conscious beings existed.
The Earth's nature, its elemental makeup and essential character, are often seen as separate from or
opposed to humans. Nature is the environment we live in. However, the human role in shaping nature is
shown in the elemental relationships of the carbon cycle. The carbon emitted by human activity has
reshaped the elemental makeup of this planet. With Anthropogenic climate change our actions become a
definitive force in the continual reshaping of Earth's nature, both elemental and essential. Along with
being thinking beings we are consuming and emitting beings. The social nature divide is fading.
It was not orbit alone that gave us such a hospitable home. To tell the full story we will have to move
past astronomy, geology, and even chemistry. Something as simple as breath has the power to change the
Earth. It was one of the earliest living beings that made the planet chemically hospitable for us. We have
cyanobacteria, the ancestor of blue green algae, to thank for the oxygen-rich air we breathe. Living on
reef-life stromatolites, cyanobacteria thrived on the energy they produced through photosynthesis.
Their species was born to an Earth with only trace levels of oxygen in the atmosphere. For over three
thousand million years the oxygen they exhaled was immediately removed from the atmosphere by iron
and other oxidizing minerals. After the mass rusting, oxygen began accumulating in the atmosphere. It is
clear that cyanobacteria changed the elemental and essential character of the Earth. Cyanobacteria, like
humans, are both separate from and a part of nature. Three thousand million years drives home their
separation from nature. Being the original source of oxygen pushes forward their connection with nature.
The human species was nurtured in a nature brought forth by the interaction of previous living and
non-living beings. With the human species first breaths we began to take part in the elemental and
essential aspects of nature. Throughout our evolution as a species photosynthesis and respiration were at
balance within the carbon cycle. Along with all other terrestrial beings, we took part in the continual
development of the environment in which we existed.
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As our species grew in power we began to repeat the way of cyanobacteria in new ways. Through the
Agrarian Revolution, starting at the beginning of the Holocene around ten thousand B.C.E., humans
reshaped the way we related to the elements of nature.183 As humans moved from gathering to cultivating,
plants became a controlled resource. This new relation led to vast environmental and essential shifts in
nature. We moved from a part of the development of Earth's character to one of the central forces
reshaping the Earth’s environments.
The changes of the Agrarian Revolution changed the future of humans and nature. By selecting
specific plants to grow, humans changed landscapes and selected against many plant species. For the
environment this led to elemental changes through a decrease in biodiversity. In addition this change led
to a change in human diet, altering the nutrients we take in. By selecting specific species, we
domesticated and humanized the Earth's wild lands. The increase in human control in the Agrarian
Revolution changed the role of humans in nature. The essential character of nature shifted as humans
assumed the role of controller. Domestication reshaped plants and animals into human resources. As plant
and animal identity shifted, humans faced an equal shift from hunters and gatherers towards producers
and consumers. The new way of relating reshaped the function of natural beings. The new functions were
true for plants, cows, and humans.

2. The Possibility of Climate Change Humanism
The Agrarian shift established the character of the relationship between humanity and nature in which
philosophy developed. Our ideas of existence developed in the agrarian context of the Holocene.
Philosophy's subject matter will be changed now that climate change is reshaping the relationships
between humans and the environment. The Anthropocene needs a new philosophy. In previous sections
we have examined the philosophical implications of climate change and reviewed the philosophy of José
Martí. The above section begins to apply Martí's relational view to the Earth's natural history. His
philosophy is quite useful until we reach the rupture of climate change. We begin to see that it will not
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work to adopt Martí's philosophy in totality. It is not that Martí was wrong, but he was silent on the issues
that now face us.
In order to make his philosophy relevant, his vision of patria must be updated to fit our current times.
The most significant conceptual shift in the time of the Anthropocene is in our understanding of the
Earth's nature. I wish to develop the ideal of context in the Anthropocene. In order to achieve this new
idea we must find a way to rethink Martí's ideas while using his influence to build a philosophy of the
Anthropocene. Martí's own attempts to face the problems of his own time may offer an insight into how
we might face the central issue of our time.
I have chosen not to start anew, but to rebuild a philosophy of the Holocene. Although we face
unprecedented experiences, we still have much in common with past times. New philosophies will still
need to work from our established concepts. For one they are our past. New ideas must be built from what
has come before. In addition, how to philosophize today is an issue of comportment. The start of the
Anthropocene is not the time for triumphant philosophical endeavors. The consequences of climate
change should promote humility. After all, global environmental shifts and our inability to change our
behaviors bring forth the contingency of our existence.
The philosophies that will be able to fully capture this contingency must be humble. Martí was a writer
with a grand vision. He wrote to overthrow European and U.S. control in Latin America. He fought to
create political systems sensitive to the needs of all citizens. He was the political and intellectual head of
Cuba's War for Independence, but when asked what the ensuing government should be he refused to give
his own answer. He thought it was not his place to decide for the people of Cuba. The people needed to
decide for themselves.
This is the humility needed today. The solution to climate change does not yet exist. Some of what is
needed we already know. Emissions need to be limited. We do not know how to achieve limits. In order
to create the solution, we must first understand the situation as completely as possible. We must become
attuned to our world, this is the lesson of contextual wisdom. It will not be enough to encourage humility.
It must be practiced.
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Humble but hopeful, I return to José Martí. I find in Martí an experientially pious thinker. We can see
this in his reaction to reading Emerson. Martí fell prostrate imagining the impact Emerson's thought might
have for his own causes. He sought to create great nations by teaching people to act from within their
means, and he was critical of those who wished to live by ideals that did not fit within the parameters of
their context. Both the strengths and shortcomings of one's nation were one's lot. Humans are not alone in
this restricted state. Ideals once free and unrestrained by the imperfections of existence now have to live
amongst humans in nature. For an ideal to live, it must incite action. Patria is the living ideal of a nation.
Patrias only exist when the people of a country live and think for each other. Patria is contingent on
commonality. In his description of attunement, Martí offers the comportment and contextualized system
we now need to begin one of our new philosophies.
So far in our discussion we have referred to issues and concerns as the basis of philosophy. As we set
out to craft a philosophy for our time we need to clarify what an issue is. Issues, questions, and concerns
are first the cause of reflection and then often an impetuous for philosophizing. For some philosophers,
these contagions remain as a tool for accessing the structures of the world. It is the recognition of a
problem that leads one to have questions or concerns. An issue is the feeling or knowledge that a problem
exists.
We can see thin interplay between concern, reflection, and theorizing in the way Martí developed his
understanding of patria. His definition of patria comes from his greater contextual philosophy. From years
of examining the political problems of Cuba and Latin America, Martí came to understand patria as the
best form of a natural human collective. This is the lesson of “Nuestra America,” politics must seek to
solve the actual issues coming from the nations context. Since those issues and concerns continually shift,
the creation and maintenance of a patria takes a critical eye.
Martí did not believe that fighting for an ideology could sustain a patria. This is because when we fight
for an ideology, we tend to loose sight of the context in which we live. Instead, patria members must
identify and understand the problems facing their group, for ignorance of the problem will destroy the
patria. In this way, Martí's contextual philosophy is in part a philosophy of problems. He did not self-
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identify as a philosopher of problems. It was not his explicit method, but his philosophy shares the same
basis as problem-based philosophy—reflection originating in concern.
In the article "Education and Nationality," Martí focused on the “dangers” of educating the children of
refugees away from their home culture.184 He believed that this dander should cause a sense of disquiet
among those attuned to the problems of refugees. He believed the that ignoring or concealing this disquiet
would lead to psychological and existential problems for the foreign born students. Martí thought miseducated foreigners would never be able to be happy or reach their full potential. The refugee's disquiet
exposes the danger of mis-education and the difficulty of living outside of one’s home patria. The disquiet
of foreignness is an access point into what it is to be a contextual being. From those, like Martí, who have
been forced to live away from their homes we learn about the structures and meaning of patria.

3. The Purpose Of Disquiet
Part of the character of a context is the disquiet formed from its problems. Martí understood a context
as a limited set of possibilities based on historical and natural circumstances. The varied environments,
the history of strong Pre-Columbian civilizations, and the impact of European colonization defined Latin
America. A history of forced social structures developed strong ethnic and economic divisions throughout
Latin America. This history informs the disquiet of “Nuestra America.” Martí worried about the impact
of political plans not based on this reality. He understood that newly formed nations had the difficulty of
ruling divided people without a history of democracy.
Martí thought that political problems develop from past human actions that either did not hear or
actively ignored feelings of disquiet. In “Mi Raza” and “Nuestra America,” Martí argued that biological
races do not exist. Racial divisions are the product of “villager's antipathy.”185 The racist turns habitual
divisions into universal truth. Martí believed, whenever groups of varied habits interact the danger of
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developing racial antipathy exists. The danger is not an accidental result created by an error in human
actions. The danger of racism is a very real possibility imbedded in the very structures of human action.
Yes, it takes missteps to allow racism to grow and flourish, but the possibility of racism always remain no
matter how long we remain vigilant. It appears as if several of Martí’s historical problems are similarly
rooted in the structures of human action. The problems of inequality, ignored truth, and forced foreign
ideas develop from dangers of our contextual existence. This is why we must constantly work to maintain
the health of a patria. The possibility of its destruction is always there.
In order to clarify the structural source of problems in Martí’s philosophy I have borrowed from the
philosophy of John William Miller. Miller believed problems are philosophy's access points to the
structures of existence. Over several essays, Miller distinguished several types of problems.
This distinction will benefit the present discussion. Miller identified problems as either accidental or
necessary. Accidental problems do not have to be. They are contrived by human activity. Miller believed
scientific theories describe accidental problems. Such problems always exist within an environment.
Necessary problems have a source beyond human activity. They appear as a result of the structures of
human activity. Necessary problems constitute the realm of philosophical reflection. They offer an access
point beyond contingent facts, showing us how the world is constituted. Miller also called them
constitutional problems.186 Necessary problems point to the structure of environments. A constitutional
problem is a problem in the structure of environments. Philosophy for Miller was the elucidation of
necessary problems.
When we examine a problem trying to discover in its roots the constitution of the environment, we
express a faith in the structures of environments—a faith that our environment is produced by activities
constrained by limits set by the structures of nature. Miller believed that philosophy's subject is the limits
of nature. Martí's patria was an attempt to build a philosophy of culture out of the structures of nature.
Martí understood nature based on the problems of his day. With new problems today we are likely to find
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new structures of nature. In turn, these new structures of nature will lead to a new understanding of our
relationship to it.
Earlier we divided human caused climate change into three classes of problems, physical,
interpersonal, and existential. All three classes of problems were discovered by following points of
disquiet. This followed a scientific approach focusing on the development of the problem from within the
environment itself. As I take up climate change again, I will put the results of science to work in the
activity of philosophic reflection. My present objective is not to learn more about the historical cause of
climate change. Instead my aim is to treat climate change as a necessary problem in order to focus on the
structures of our environment.
The coming shift in context has caused some to announce the death of nature. By focusing on how
persuasive the human impact has become on this planet Bill McKibben and others claim nature is no
more.187 McKibben described the end of nature in the following passage.
The idea of nature will not survive the new global pollution—the carbon dioxide and the CFCs
and the like. This new rupture with nature is different not only in scope but also in kind from
salmon tins in an English stream. We have changed the atmosphere, and thus we are changing the
weather. By changing the weather, we make every spot on earth man-made and artificial. We have
deprived nature of its independence, and that is fatal to its meaning. Nature’s independence is its
meaning; without it there is nothing but us.188

McKibben believes that all has become the human-impacted. We have overpowered the structures of the
environment. In their view, nature as a source of value has lost its use. Martí's philosophy, combined with
Miller's discussion of problems, gives us a different view of nature, one in which we can see humans as
part of the environment and still hold the more than human as a source of ethical insight. Martí's view
gives us tools to talk about how humans are simultaneously natural and unnatural. It is true that we
humans have changed our contexts and our relationships with them in ways that are beyond the natural.
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We caused these changes by acting in a human-centered mindset, or, as Martí described it, humans acted
unnaturally. Yet, the Earth's responses to our unnatural actions remains natural, but maybe a new form of
natural.
McKibben's denial of nature is not without reason. The physical issues of climate change are beginning to
problematize human relationships with other humans, with other animals, and with the world as a whole.
In turn the problems of climate change have led to serious existential questions about our place in the
world. Climate change has pushed us to reconsider Earth as a context. Rather than seeing a reduced role, I
hope to explain the altered but still important role of nature as our context. The next four chapters will
approach the problems of climate change according to Martí's ideas of context and nature, while
simultaneously updating Martí's ideas with the reality of our present context. Disquiet will be our guide.
With this double purpose we hope to sharpen as we cut.
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CHAPTER 15
UPDATING METHODS AND THEMES

I believe that climate change is creating a historically unique situation. A human-caused warming
planet forces a new way of belonging to the world as a whole. As was discussed in Chapters Three, Four,
Five, and Six, the philosophical implications of this change have not been fully explored. So far those
writing on climate change have been content to re-use the ideas of pre-climate change philosophies. Yet,
our place in the world has changed. We do not yet know what this means. For the first time ever we have
total global influence. Yet, at the same time our lack of real control is wildly apparent.
Influence without control is an aspect of the double shift of climate change. Our earlier discussion of
the problems of climate change outlined how this shift has created physical, inter-personal, and existential
problems. After discussing these three shapes of the problem of climate change we were left with the felt
need for a philosophical standpoint to discuss the Earth as a lived context. Martí's philosophy offers us
just this. However, his ideas are still based in the 1890s' experience of nature. If his contextual philosophy
is to be useful today, we must take on the task of updating his method with modern insights on nature
born out of the climate crisis.

1. Context and the Relationship With Nature
Over human history we have seen an evolution of our relationship with nature. Events such as the
advent of farming and the industrial revolution have ushered in new forms of human life. In the Agrarian
Revolution humans took control of their relationship to nature. Where previous hunter-gatherers lived
around the offerings of nature, agrarians were beginning to develop methods to train nature. Agrarians did
not just plow fields. Some stored grain. Towns grew around such grain stockpiles. Cultivated fields
sprouted cities with new economies of debt and commodity. Customs, religions, and laws developed;
societies changed to meet the new form of life. Again in the industrial revolution our relationship to
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nature shifted. Industrial control allowed for more complex human organizations and structures. The
economy shifted. No longer was agriculture the center of the economy. Cities and economies of
manufacturing developed around factories. Non-corporeal power and mechanization allowed a further
widening of the human-nature divide. In this new width, the industrial age doubted any significant link
between humans and nature. We had become wholly social beings.
The above is inadequate as a full history of the relationship between humans and nature. The shifts
mentioned above are complex and happened gradually around the world over hundreds of years. It is
debated whether the changes in ideas or technology occurred first. What I wish to create is the suspicion
that there is a link between social structures and our relationship to nature. I believe that we will find
more than just a link here. Our current social structures depend on our separation from nature. Also, our
social structures are the tools of maintaining that separation. Put in another way, society exists in the
space between humans and nature. The context of social relations is the relationship of humans and
nature. As the human nature context changes so will the possibilities for human societies.
The above historical shifts were primarily technological. They mark changes in the means of human
activity. Climate change appears to be a different type of shift, although it will likely precipitate a coming
technological shift. We have not seen a shift in human activity. Instead we are finding a change in Earth’s
activity. The Earth's response to human activity is today's shift, the coming of the Anthropocene.
Throughout the agrarian and industrial periods humans experienced the Earth as a source of limitless
resources. Starting in the 20th century, this eternal bounty was drawn more and more into doubt. With the
loss of species and wild lands, the limitless account became debatable. First land, animals, and resources
lost their secure status. Climate change moves the limited view of nature beyond just parts to the whole of
the Earth. The ability for Earth to sustain life now appears in its full contingency. We feel the danger.
Past shifts tended to allow us further separation from nature. Now the change in nature's activity is
testing that separation. Human society will have to reform around our relationship to a limited, mortal
Earth. We are living during a social shift. Our understanding of the Earth is in flux. This leads us to be
unsure of our place in that world. Displacement brings questions of what it means to be a human. This
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leaves us with much on which to reflect. Philosophy is called on to examine the nature of Earth, our place
in it, and ourselves. Human caused climate change is at the center of this upheaval. Therefore, philosophy
must examine the disquiet caused by climate change.

2. Themes
Following Martí's influence, a philosophy of today's context will center on the idea of a forceful but
mortal context. The largest change brought on by climate change comes from the new concern of how
long the Earth will remain a livable context. The mortality of our lived context is a new issue. Contextual
mortality allows us to consider our place within existence in new ways. Mortal concerns push back across
all four of Martí's modes of nature. This chapter uses this concern as a guide in order to update our
account of the elemental, essential, resource, and ideal relations of nature. Guiding the update, several
ideas discussed previously become central themes. The ideas of active nature, human de-centering, the
relation of parts and wholes, and attuned sustenance drive our revisions of the modes of nature.

A. Active Nature
Contexts are active in Martí's philosophy. Cuba and patria directed Martí and his fellow
revolutionaries on their anti-colonial path to freedom. In this active account of nature, Martí cuts against
the tide of contemporary views of culture and nature. We discussed Peter Jordan in Chapters Five and
Eleven for his attempt to build a stronger account of nature from within the contemporary static view. In
Chapter Eleven we identified the differences between Martí’s and Jordan's understandings of culture. We
traced the point of difference to conceiving of context as either active or passive.
With an account of passive context, it becomes difficult to conceive of nature's response to the human
sources of climate change. In such views nature is statically itself, or if altered, it is retrograde and
diminished. In contrast, Martí considered nature as active and capable of reacting and adapting to
changes. With his view nature is an active part of the human-nature relation. His view allows nature to
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shift on its own accord, to actively respond to human input. The response of nature within climate change
remains natural.
Climate change is nature actively responding to human emissions. Warming weather rising oceans are
active responses by nature. By focusing solely on the human impact and assuming nature to be a helpless
victim, we uphold the passive view of nature. The Westphalian passive nature model is woefully
underprepared for the severity at which the planet will react to our abuses, and just uses. As Weather
Makers pointed out, the power of the ocean that will be unleashed by warming will be spectacular.189
When this behemoth finally reacts, humans will face nature’s active wildness directly.

B. Humans: Centered Vs. De-Centered
The actions of nature in climate change force us to understand that nature is not passive. We realize we
are not in control. Such a realization de-centers the place of humans within nature. Martí expressed the
importance of human de-centering in his later works. The political platform of “Nuestra America” called
upon humans to be aware of their context and act in accordance with it. The self-centered villager is a bad
citizen, in Martí's view. In contrast to the self-centered, the attuned look to the particulars of their context.
The attuned creatively develop new ways to be a part of the context.
Martí described how deep cultural immersion could create de-centered citizens which in turn lead to
strong nations. Strong nations of attuned, de-centered citizens could hopefully lead to strong political
regions, and a more stable world. In the following chapters I aim to push cultural immersion, attunement,
and de-centering further. My goal is to explicate a species level de-centering, humanism broadened to an
Earthism. By using Martí’s philosophy to de-center how humans conceive of the place of their species
within nature, I aim to develop a new form of de-centered environmentalism. In Martí’s philosophy decentering is accomplished through a deep immersion into one’s local context and culture.
My goal is to develop a de-centered environmental philosophy which is distinct from deep ecology,
189
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social ecology, and ecofeminism. Where deep ecology achieves its decentering by minimizing difference
between humans and non-humans with in nature in order to focus on a unified whole. By basing my
theory in Martí’s philosophy, I will be able to maintain strong difference between species, and kinds of
natural beings while still developing a better sense of the whole. Martí’s notion that one’s being is based
simultaneously in their individual being, in their multiple local contexts, and their place in existence as a
whole, creates a de-center which is strengthened by particularity. Social ecology and ecofeminism tend to
look for a connection between environmental degradation and human social problems, such as
colonialism, capitalism, and misogyny, and that these human practices are the source of the felt human
nature divide. Martí, on the other hand, believed that colonialism, capitalism, racism, and misogyny,
created artificial divides between humans but increased pre-existing divides between humans and nature.
Climate change forces a widening away from human centered philosophies. The Westphalian order
centered humans within a bountiful and generous nature. This was a surrounding meant for our
consumption. Nature was a provider, how could it be wrong for us to consume our resources? As
environmental degradation drives us outward from the Westphalian view, we are settling into the view of
the human as the un-settler of nature. As discussed above, the destroyer view leaves nature passive,
continuing to center humans. Instead of surrounding spoils we are left with spoiled surroundings. Martí's
philosophy forces us farther outward to a truly de-centered view, with the problem of climate change and
the view of nature as an active but damaged whole.

C. Parts And Wholes: Active And Contingent
The position of a part within an active whole is our third theme. Throughout this chapter we focus on
the relations between parts and wholes and how climate change alters such relations. In the previous
chapter we analyzed the ways in which parts and wholes relate. We noted two forms of the relationship:
constituting and belonging. In this chapter, we return to the discussion paying particular attention to the
activities of wholes in such relations. We now see both sides of this relationship as active. Humans are
active parts of nature. Nature is an active whole.
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As we consider the relations of parts and wholes through the disquiet of the problems of climate
change, we begin to think about the lifespan of Earth's environment and other wholes. The possibility of
the Earth's climate being destabilized to a point that impinges upon the livability of the planet changes
how we think about both parts and wholes. We must reconsider what a contingent whole means for the
life of its parts. We need to consider what this means for the proper activities of the parts. What
responsibility do the parts have to the whole? More importantly we must consider how the parts should
treat the whole to ensure the part's own survival. This is a de-centered view of humans in an active but
mortal nature.
The realization of active contingent wholes is the most important philosophical impact of climate
change. Climate change exposes a new aspect of the relationship between parts and wholes. In the mid to
late 1900s, the danger of nuclear weapons denoted the contingency of life on Earth. Yet in the possibility
of mutual nuclear annihilation the context was still considered passive. Climate change goes beyond this.
In the destructive force of nature's response the context is now known to be both active and contingent.
The live-able context of Earth's environments is not something that necessarily has to be. Our actions
could end the stability that happened to come about on Earth.

D. Attuned Sustenance
If humans pay attention, climate change could be an impetuous towards contextual wisdom. As we
have discussed previously Martí believed that true wisdom came from a comportment to one's
surrounding. The wise are those who have the attunement to learn the lessons offered by their contexts.
De-centered from their concerns, attuned to the activities of their surrounding context, today's wise people
call on us to act for the Earth's well being.
Attunement is more than a discussion point or theme; it is the very comportment or mood that I am
trying to adopt in the study of climate change. Martí's skill in developing attunement is the reason we
turned to him. I believe that the practice of attunement is the only way to approach the problems of
climate change without becoming overwhelmed. Attuned: we turn to the problems of climate change not
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to complain or build fear but to create a way forward. With the wisdom of attunement the seemingly
disparate problems of climate change become one context.
Being a part of something mortal and actively responsive to us should drive us to feel deeply
concerned about sustaining our whole. The concern for the health of the whole of the Earth's environment
is the basis for attuned sustenance. Attuned sustenance encompasses all of the above themes. The attempt
to update Martí's four modes of nature is an attempt to explicate the ways of living in attuned sustenance.
Sustenance will come to the fore in the discussion of resource relations. This discussion will shift focus
from humans as resource users to humans as consuming and creating parts of nature's whole. This change
in focus moves from considering how humans (part) relate to resources (parts) to how humans relate to a
context (whole) with resources. This is a human de-centering. Paying attention to the contexts active role
in the resource relation we begin to see this relationship as one of the sustenance of the whole rather than
the part's resources.

3. Method
In discussing the themes of this chapter we have already begun to describe our method. We seek to
update Martí's philosophy so that we may be able to deal with current concerns created by climate
change. As we go about this updating we will pay particular attention to nature's activities, de-centering
humans within our accounts, to relations between parts and wholes, and to acts of attuned sustenance.
Chapter Fourteen laid out the method of the philosophy of problems. The following chapters will use the
problem of climate change to uncover the place of humans on Earth and in existence.
Martí built his ideas from a sense of disquiet. Concern for the injustices and the lack of freedom in
Latin America impelled Martí to study questions of justice and freedom. The disquiet from political
realities exposed the structures of justice itself. The brutal death of twelve year old prisoner Lino
Figuerdo called into question the force of eternal justice and the goodness of God for Martí.
In “Political Prison In Cuba” and “The Spanish Republic and The Cuban Revolution” honor worked as
a bridge between the ideal and experience. It was more than disquiet that Martí felt watching Spanish
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soldiers beat an adolescent weak from small pox. This experience caused him to lose his "reason, for it
had left in horror."190 Without reason and predefined understanding of justice and existence, Martí began a
project of reorienting himself to the place of humans in existence. Rather than accept posited definitions,
he used the visceral sense of honor and disgust to feel out the realities of justice, human and eternal.
In both of these early essays, honor acts as a bridge between human experience and the structures of
existence. Martí saw honor as a felt access point to the ideals of reason and justice. In peaceful and easy
times one's honor is less challenged. When faced with injustice, one's honor begins to be challenged.
Climate change should challenge everyone’s honor. According to Martí's view we are ignoring the
injustice of our actions, and the division between how we are living and how we are meant to live, if we
do not take action on climate change.
Lino Figuerdo's death was a challenge to honor. Especially for Spaniards and Cubans who were not
acting to end Spanish colonialism in Cuba, honor and the experience of its challenges became a bridge
from the human realm towards the universal realm of justice. Martí saw honor as the central guide to
human experience and justice as the central rule of existence. The emotive connection between honor and
justice forms the grounding of human experience within existence. Martí's universe was a moral universe,
not necessarily in fulfillment, but in design.
“Nuestra America” comes at a shift in Martí's thought. He had begun to rethink the role of cultures and
environments in human experience. In his later contextual philosophy Martí placed more and more weight
on the particular versions of universal ideals developed by local cultures. Cuban justice would be
particular to Cuba, different from that of Spain or the United States. However, he still believed in a
universal justice. Cultures built particular ways of relating to universal ideals. It was a Cuban sense of
honor that allowed for the Cuban experience of justice, creating Cuban justice as a particular instantiated
ideal. This is reminiscent of Leopoldo Zea’s conception of philosophy discussed in Chapter Three.
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The cultural relationship between ideals and human experience falls from our awareness in times
without challenges. So long as our cultural formations of the ideal are in proper relation with existence,
the cultural aspect of the ideal lays hidden. From the disquiet of a problem we gain perspective on our
cultural and more-than-human context. Some problems or challenges we face are the result of localized
issues. Such problems only allow one to see our immediate context. Other problems arise from a
disconnection between human activity and the larger cultural or existential situation. It is such problems
that inform philosophy.
As we discussed last chapter, John William Miller referred to these as necessary problems. He believed
such problems were the true purview of philosophy. I believe that climate change is a necessary problem.
It exposes a discrepancy between human conceptions of nature, existence, and our place therein. In
Martí's writing, colonialism, selfishness, and non-local control are all common examples of humancaused, contingent, problems. Study can trace the source of such problems to human activity. However,
Martí noted that the long term effects of these contingent problems often lead to serious necessary
problems. Long suffered inequality and repression caused an improper cultural balance in Latin America.
The long history of Spanish Colonialism made Latin America a difficult place to govern. Martí believed
ideals, or Latin America's cultural instantiations of these ideals had to be reformed, before nations could
live in stability.
The tumultuous political nature of Latin America in the late 1800s exposed a necessary problem
arising from the stifling of internal cultural development. More than a philosophy of problems, Martí had
a philosophy of cultural problems. Martí viewed problems as an issue of particular cultures. Problems can
expose the cultural relationship between humans and nature. Martí used the sensation of disquiet to access
and examine cultures. Either through the direct problems a culture faced or through the problems he faced
as a refugee in a foreign culture, disquiet was the basis for his inquiry.
This chapter builds the philosophical account of the problem of climate change through examining the
twin sources of disquiet facing individuals and cultures in climate change. Miller's necessary problems are
closer to the level of cultural disquiet. However, following Martí we will use the experience of individual
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concern to access cultural problems. The experience of borders is a form of individual disquiet. The
foreigner is in a continual state of discord in her adopted home. This discord is, or creates, a disquiet
which can allow those who live across bordered lands a deeper access to cultural realities.
Experiencing the change in character of one’s local environment is to become a refugee without taking
a step. To a larger degree, as environments are physically altered some people have already become
climate refugees. Consider those in New York's Rockaways and the New Jersey shore, who may not be
able to rebuild their homes after Hurricane Sandy. The experience of climate change refugees exposes the
structures of existence in a new clarity. In addition to the individual experience of climate change
problems, environmental shifts are leading to problems for entire cultures. The ideals and activities that
cultures promote and are built upon are becoming more and more disconnected from the actual structures
of existence.
We need to follow the individual and cultural channels of disquietude. Informing our examination of
the disquiet with Martí's four modes of nature helps us make sense out of our overwhelming situation.
Along with following the problems through the four modes of nature, attempting to connect the individual
and cultural levels of the problem will help us understand the meaning of climate change. By mixing
cultural and individual problems, we are able to focus on the relations between wholes and parts.

4. Updating The Four Modes Of Relation
I have been able to identify in José Martí's writing, elements, essences, resources, and ideals. When
discussing the ways humans interact with nature, Martí uses descriptions that tend to fall into one of these
four categories. Martí’s categories are modes, or ways, of relating. Each mode is particular way humans
relate to nature. Although all four involve human relations, this is not necessarily a human-centered
understanding of nature. They are also ways nature relates to humans. Consider our conception of the
Earth's relationship with the Sun. We have come to see that the Earth is not the center of this relation, but
it still makes sense to speak of how humans relate to the Sun. We are fairly inconsequential in the Sun's
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existence, so considering how the sun relates to us may be a little less worthwhile. Still the relation flows
in both directions.
Each of the four modes focuses on a unique relationship, but each mode shapes and is shaped by the
other modes. The essence (the character) of a place comes in part from the elemental (the physical
formations). Both the elemental and essential are taken up for human benefit in resource relations. Ideals
are shaped and honed through human connections with the elements, essences, and resources of their
local context. The ideal in turn constrains and impels the activities which alter the future forms of the
other three modes.
To speak of nature in terms of modes or relationships entails a very particular conception of nature.
Martí understood nature primarily as a context formed from the accumulation of relations. Towards the
end of his life he was becoming most interested in relations between parts and wholes. His interest in
contexts was epitomized in his mixing of cultural and natural themes in his writing from the 1890s. With
nature defined as a teeming mess of contextually dependent relations, the four modes of nature shift into
ways of relating between humans and their natural contexts. With climate change our conception of
contexts and nature appear in need of change once again. If our conception of nature as a whole changes,
then we will be able to trace that shift in the ways nature relates to humans.
Nature has changed as a context. The qualitative consequences of this change are what we are now
attempting to find. We turn to the shifts in each mode in order to discover the movements of the whole,
taking each mode individually. We begin by recapping Martí's vision of the mode, as described in
Chapter Thirteen. Next we will describe the problems of climate change for each mode, drawing on
Chapters Four, Five, and Six. Finally we will redefine the mode in light of the problems of our current
context.
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CHAPTER 16
UPDATING THE ELEMENTAL

We begin with the elemental. Goldilocks planets, mass rusting, and photosynthesis are all elemental
relations. Our discussion of nature tends to begin in the elemental for ease of access, not out of a primacy
in Martí's thought. In our current intellectual context the physical holds sway. With the influence of
science, we consider it more solid to think about the elemental than the ideal. Martí felt differently. His
comfort point was in ideas and forms. He believed the physical was derived from the ideal. Still, we now
start with the elemental. To understand Martí's vision of this mode it is important to pay attention to the
non-physical sources of the elemental.
The earth's orbit is an elemental relation. The Sun's activities have a strong influence on the elemental
constitution of the Earth. When the Sun is inactive, with few solar storms, the Earth can cool, leading to
small ice ages. The Sun's influence reaches the earth as rays. Plants use those rays to create energy in the
process of converting carbon dioxide into oxygen. The interaction between carbon dioxide and oxygen
forms an important relationship among all living beings on Earth. Through photosynthesis plants and
algae take in carbon dioxide and release oxygen, while at the same time animals take in oxygen and
release carbon dioxide. Cyanobacteria were the first living beings to take part in this cyclical movement
between carbon dioxide and oxygen. This cycle of breath, more than the individual carbon or oxygen
molecules, is one of the relationships that continually forms our elemental context.
The cycle of breath and a teeming active mess of other elemental relations come together in a constant
act of defining and reshaping the landscape. The landscape was often the focal point of Martí's
discussions of the ways humans related to nature. As landed beings, our experiential access point to
nature is the landscape. We experience our relationships from our particular location. It is this experience
of the physical land as something apart from us, something we move through, that was the basis of the
feeling of separation from nature. Yet, we breathe, plant, cut down, kill, build, burn, and carry out many
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other actions which tie us to the elemental shaping of the landscape. Elementally, living beings are a part
of and separate from nature.

1. Elemental Problem Of Climate Change
The cycle of breath is part of a larger movement of carbon through the Earth's atmosphere. The
movement of carbon between the land, the ocean, and the air constitutes the Carbon cycle. With
photosynthesis carbon dioxide is brought in, oxygen is expelled, and carbon is stored in the body of the
plant. When plants are eaten, the carbon then passes into animals. When a tree dies, the carbon remains
after death. Decomposing organisms feast on the dead tree, releasing carbon and other gasses in the
process.
In the past large carbon stores in the form of dinosaurs and ancient forests were covered over. With
these carbon sinks, large amounts of carbon which once was and could have returned to the atmosphere
was held below the Earth's surface. The ocean also works as a carbon sink taking in carbon through
chemical reactions. Since the 1800s humans have been unearthing carbon sunk in the Earth in the form of
oil and coal. By burning this carbon for energy humans have moved large amounts of carbon into the
atmosphere and the ocean.
In this act, humans became the central elemental force in the carbon cycle. With this, the
Anthropocene had begun. The carbon cycle does not exist in a vacuum. By releasing large stores of
carbon, humans have changed the elemental composition of the atmosphere. Our actions have caused an
atmosphere with higher levels of carbon. In addition to carbon's relations with oxygen and respiration,
carbon has a particular relation with the Sun's energy. Carbon dioxide and several other gasses tend to
capture the rays of the Sun which are being reflected back from the Earth's surface. All of the greenhouse
gasses relate to the Sun's rays in this way. With the mixing of greenhouse gas relations, carbon cycle
relations, and relation of human carbon emissions come together to foment the warming of our planets.
Climate change shakes the myth of perpetual balance. Our understanding of cycles developed during
the Holocene, a climactic period noted for its stability and balance. Geologists and climatologist believe
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the Holocene currently is or already has been brought to an end by human emissions. The force we have
exerted on the carbon cycle has brought on a new time, the Anthropocene, a climactic period marked by
two key factors, the centrality of human impact and increasing instability. For the Anthropocene we need
to adopt a new account of reciprocating relations, one that allows for fluctuating stability and instability
and for a part or parts to destabilize the whole cycle.
Reciprocating relationships form the heart of nature's physicality. Earth as context of living is
dependent on a particular range among the elemental relations of nature. The cumulative effect of Earth's
chemical composition and orbit, cyanobacteria's exhale, and all the later living beings’ activities the Earth
has become a more and more hospitable context. With anthropogenic climate change we witness the close
of Earth's movement to be more hospitable.
It is a fact that, humans have become the central force in destroying the livability of the planet.191 Our
everyday actions reduce the chances for future life. Not even the most triumphantly human-centric
philosophy ever imagined such a grand role for our species. Not nuclear weapons, supernovas, nor
asteroids, only utterly banal self-centeredness has become the most imminent threat to the Earth's verdant
composition. Our lived context is a contingent one, a context which can be destroyed by the actions of its
inhabitants. Today's philosophies must adapt to the new realities of the Anthropocene.

2. New Elemental Contexts
The elemental reality of the Anthropocene has a two-fold philosophic impact. We must face both
facets of the problem of climate change in order to develop an appropriate concept of the elemental. First,
our conceptions no longer match with the physical nature of Earth. Second, it appears that the error in our
old understanding may have hastened the changes we are now witnessing. In the Westphalian view of
nature, the elemental focus is on the relation of parts to other parts. The environment is a conglomeration
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of physical things united by a shared location and interactions of cycles and other factors. Followers of
such views note only the individual actors in nature.
However, their assumed conceptual framework hid the contingency and also the existence, of the
whole elemental context. With the denial of the existence of the whole, it was difficult to worry about the
health of the whole. Conceptions focused only on parts hastened the destabilizations of the wholes of
context. In order to improve our thinking about climate change our philosophical conceptions that take
elemental wholes seriously. A cycle is not just the movement of individual carbon elements. Cycles
include the composition of the wholes they afford. This elemental composition is something other than
the particular parts of the cycle. The composition has its own status, its own health.
The previously explored theory of Gaia was an attempt to comprehend the wholeness of physical
cycles. However, Gaia gives little room for the contingency of nature's wholeness. The state of nature we
find today is one with wholeness, a mortal and faltering wholeness. The accurate account must build in
the contingency of elemental wholes. It must address not just any contingency, but that of a whole that
can be destroyed from the outside or by its own parts. Human manipulation of nature's elemental balance
has altered the Earth in a way that increases instability and lessens the livability of its elemental
composition. This is leading to a questionable future for Earth's elemental nature, all of the Earth's
elemental context, and the living beings in each of these contexts. The actions of a particular part of the
contexts are threatening the future for all parts and the whole.
The changes to the Earth's elemental composition have come from our actions. The vast majority of
climate scientists agree that human caused emissions have lead to increases in atmospheric carbon.192
Through the industrial revolution, and more recent technological innovations, we have created the
prowess and expertise to change the elemental balance of the world. By changing the composition of our
terrestrial context, we have altered the very reality in which we live. The trend towards growing climate
stability of the Holocene is over due to our actions. For now, this is not a bold claim about changing
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metaphysical laws. Simply put, humans have changed the physical balance of Earth, by greatly increasing
the levels of carbon in the atmosphere we have thrown off the balance which the world’s climate had
developed. The context of the human species' existence has been changed. We know live on a planet with
destabilized climate, and is beginning to warm. If human nature is determined in part by the relationship
with the Earth's elemental composition, then human nature has changed, or at least conceptions of human
nature need to be changed.
When Earth's elements were seen as limitless parts, human existence needed only serve itself.
However, now that we consider the Earth's elements as something that can fall out of balance, humans
become dependently responsible to our surrounding context. Living in weakened mortal contexts, we
begin to consider how to maintain nature's elemental wholes. This consideration does not need to come
from an altruistic love of the planet. Our species life as well as the Earth’s livability is now dependent on
the ability of humans to maintain the Earth. Gaia was a theoretical maintainer. On the supposition that
every action needs an agent, Gaia was posited. In climate change, Gaia has been displaced, we have
destabilized the planet, now only by working within relations which make up our elemental context can
some of the previous balance be restored, or at the least can some of the imbalance be made less severe.
In the time of climate change elemental wholes must be considered as contingent and mortal. With this
mortal context, the actions of any part are understood in relation to their place in the whole. The human
species has related to other elemental parts and the elemental wholes in a way that has led to the
destabilizing of cycles and processes on which life depends. When speaking of the composition of
elemental wholes, we have discussed their livability. Livability refers to a quality of a context. A livable
context has elements in such relations that life is possible. Beyond needing certain temperatures and
molecules, stability is one of the most important qualities a context needs to sustain complex life forms.
So far the discussion of composition and qualities of contexts has been focused on the physical structures,
in the next section the focus shifts towards the moral ethereal qualities of context.
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Chapter 17
UPDATING THE ESSENTIAL

Every place has a certain feel, an essence that makes it itself. From the Everglades, to New York City,
to the Himalayas, each place has a qualitative sense experienced by denizens and visitors alike. The feel
of a place is the basis of the relationships between humans and nature. In Martí's view cultures develop
amidst the essence of their home place. The character of a people develops from the essence of their
place. Essence is just a feeling, but it is a feeling that the highest forms of knowledge are built upon.
Feeling is the setting of all thought, for Martí. Furthermore the essence of a place, allows for a shared set
of feelings in that place which influence and ground the thinking of the cultures in that place. Contexts
form from the essence of their location. Martí believed that a place’s essence would continue unchanged,
leaving essence outside human influence. The local shifts that climate change has already wrought, lead
us to question his static view of essence. This section will consider how our developing understanding of
climate change shifts our concept of essence.

1. Martí's Essence
When studied, essence is found only in brief experiences. It is the most elusive of the four modes of
nature, constantly evading our experience. It is hard to find a sustained account of essence in Martí's
writings. Passages about essence tend to blend with discussions of the other three modes. The brevity of
Martí's accounts is not due to a lack of importance, but rather from the character of our relation to
essence. Essence is experienced through our relationships with places. However, if we consider humans
the only active participant in this relationship, then essence folds into the other three modes or becomes a
non-natural human produced sensation. Martí, however, considered a context's essential aspects to be as
natural and as foundational as the physical aspects.
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Martí often wrote about essence through its impact on human action. He believed that essence had a
moral-educative force. When discussing wild, less populated natural places he believed that such places
had a positive moral effect. In such places "happiness exists in the land."193 Populated industrialized cities
may have a less desirous moral effect. It is important to note that in the relation of moral force it is the
place, not the humans who are active. As with all of nature, humans are a part of essence. Human actions
shaped the essence of the city and even the wildest places. We take part in shaping essence, but Martí
never saw us as the sole producer or manager of essence. It is something larger than us. We work with it,
and it works on us.
Despite its elusiveness when studied, essence has quite an impact on our experience. Martí understood
this and employed it in his writing. Rather than define essence, Martí focused on describing the
experience of essence. He built his account indirectly describing essences’ interactions with humans.
Essence itself is known through its relations and its effect on those relations. It is in this way that Martí
described the idea of American independence giving itself from the land itself to Simon Bolivar. Bolivar
and other Americans have been imbued with "a genius for moderation, found in a serene harmony of
Nature [that] seems to prevail in the continent of light."194 Despite essence's elusiveness and Martí's
reticence, it is possible to give a definition of essence. Bolivar understood that the people living in the
Americas new their homes, and how to rule them, better than a foreign power in Spain.
Essence is character. To speak of a place's essence is to speak of its character, what that place is like in
general. Using the terms of Martí and German Idealism essence is the spirit of a place. Experiences of
essence tend to be described in terms of feelings more than understanding or comprehending. Martí
considered the feeling of essence as a qualitative way of knowing: the way that one knows when one is
home.
Essence spreads beyond human thought and experience. Martí considered essence to be of the place
itself. One of the most common aspects of essence he wrote about was the wildness of living places. Wild
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places speak the loudest. This was part of his hope for America: young nations with natural contexts not
yet overrun by society could still learn from the essence of their place. He believed that America's essence
was easier to hear than that of the over-civilized Europe. America still had a chance to form political
societies that were in tune with the essence of their context.
Hegel looked to the Americas as the next development in the life of Spirit.195 Martí believed that the
Americas, especially Latin America, were a place where spirit could be seen for what comes from the
essence of natural contexts. For Martí humans did not change a place's essence. The most we did was
deplete or hide a place's natural essence. This appears to contradict what we said above about the essence
of industrialized cities. Yet if we consider essence as a living quality of a context we are an aspect of, then
it makes sense to say that we do not change essence, though we may affect it. The disquiet of this tension
opens us to the problems of Martí's concept of essence for the contextual changes of the Anthropocene.

2. Essential Problems Of Climate Change
The Anthropocene is a time marked by the feeling of change. Today we are witnessing our climate, and
the composition and character of local environments shifting within our lifetimes. The speed and force of
these natural changes is unprecedented in human recorded history. Throughout the development of human
culture and society the character of places has been a constant by which we have built systems of
judgment and value. Consistency is being replaced by flux. Take for example the disappearing golden
frogs of Costa Rica.
Their disappearance is no staged illusion, but the result of a changing ecosystem. Costa Rica's
mountaintops are warming. Scientists have been recording this since the early 2000s.196 Warming is
causing the drying of mountain ponds and lakes. Soon the golden frogs will have nowhere to live. Drying
ponds and disappearing frogs is an elemental change. It is a good example of how changes to a whole
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impact the parts. Climate change, an Earth wide change, is altering this particular place. Then at a
narrower zoom the change of ecosystem-wide context is altering the life chances of a particular species.
Beyond the elemental changes, the essence of Costa Rica’s summits is no longer the same.
For people who knew, by acquaintance and feel, this as a place of frogs, it is known now for their
absence. This is often dismissed as a change in the human perceiver. Yet there is more than a change in
experience. The felt essence is now different. Someone visiting for the first time, with no prior knowledge
of the golden frogs will come away with a sense of the place. It will most likely not include a sense of
loss. But it will be a sense quite different from a visitor just ten years before. If the contemporary visitors
discussed the place they visited with a past visitor from just a decade ago, both might think that they were
describing different places. In a way, in essence, they would be.
The essence of Costa Rica's mountains has changed. It has been changed. Human action has led to
changes in undeveloped, remote places. Climate change is a complete loss of wilderness. Even the most
remote places in the world are being altered by human actions. Even where we are not cutting down trees
and building structures, humans are continually affecting these areas by causing shifts in the climate.
Anthropogenic climate change has led to the complete loss of non-human altered places.
With climate change we can no longer speak of wilderness areas. There are no more places free from
the effects of humans. Yet there may still be room to speak of a wild Earth. The idea of a wild planet
differs in several ways from the idea of a wilderness area. First, Martí had a different definition of
wildness than most conceptions of wilderness. Second, wilderness areas refer to specific parts of the
whole Earth. As we have been discussing, the impact of this relationship should not be underestimated. If
we understand these differences, we can understand the Earth's still wild essence.
By calling the Earth “wild” we are saying that it is not fully controlled by the human species. A
wilderness area is most commonly viewed as one with minimal or no human impact. Martí's definition of
wild, living places was a bit different. The essence of living places could still be felt. If such places had
human inhabitants, then the measure was if human society was the sole source of essence, or if natural
essence mixed with and empowered human practices. Wildness for Martí was not elemental purity, rather,
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it came from human de-centering through the influence of nature's essence. A wild place overcomes
human-centered thought to reshape and expand our experience.
Since wildness is an aspect of essential character not elemental influence; wildness refers to places as
wholes exclusively. Wilderness accounts tend not to distinguish between wilderness being treated as a
whole or a part. Dismissals of the concept of wilderness tend to focus on human elemental impact, and the
reduction of such places to resources to be used or preserved by and for human use. William Stegner
struck back against this form of elemental, resource conservation in his "Wilderness Letter."197 Stegner
urged those making decisions about wilderness areas to consider the more ethereal, essential aspects of
the wilderness. Stegner describes the wilderness through the experience of a human being de-centered by
the essential potency of nature. Stegner experienced the wild as more than a thing, more than an attribute
of one place or another. He experienced wildness as the wholeness of nature's essence. He experienced
this in a night sky and in the surrounding openness of the desert.
We have lost and changed many of the ways by which nature can express essence, yet the whole has
not been left mute. The Earth still has an essence of its own.198 It is an essence pushed by human action,
but it is still the Earth's essence. Overall, the Earth has been pushed and impacted by human action, but it
is not contained under human control. Consider the case of the Earth's oceans. We have changed the
oceans. Through overfishing we have devastated many of the ocean's species. Our trash and pollution
have collected in the stomachs of albatross, around the necks of loggerhead turtle and have formed into
vast islands miles from any inhabited shores. Still, the largest impact on the ocean will come indirectly
through climate change.
Both the increased carbon and rising temperatures alter the ocean. The ocean acts as a natural carbon
sink. The ocean has been responsible for taking in the majority of carbon emitted by humans since the
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industrial revolution.199 This additional carbon is increasing the acidity of the ocean. Rising temperatures
over the last decade have already begun to increase the size of the ocean. This growth has come from the
melting of landed glaciers and the increase in the size of water molecules due to warmer temperatures.
Rising temperatures will decrease the circulations of ocean currents. The Earth's oceans are clearly human
changed oceans, but the oceans remain wild in their response.
In the near future much of the activity of the ocean will work to bring the Earth's climate into balance,
taking in carbon and absorbing heat. At this point the ocean's activities are working to adjust to human
impact. Yet some predict that as the ocean warms and becomes full of carbon it may reach a point where
it switches away from balancing the climate to further destabilizing the climate. When this begins we will
not be able to contain the ocean. What we have taken for granted as passive will become an active
imposition upon our lives. The ocean is not something we can contain.
Facing our changing oceans and atmosphere and taking seriously the impact such changes will have
for humanity, we will experience the planet as a wild whole. Experiencing climate change as the Earth's
wild response, the coming changes are human caused but not solely a human product. Experiencing a
wild Earth leads humans to an active account of nature. By destabilizing the climate, humans have
unleashed a wildly responding nature that is beyond our attempts at control. Nature's severe reactions are
de-centering the human species. The myth of human control, is no longer believable. Our lived context
remains wild. The Earth is once again experienced in its true living essence.

3. The New Essential
Change is becoming the feel of Nature. For most of human existence Nature has been a source of
stability. In the Holocene the ways of Nature were more stable than the ways of humans. For this reason,
Nature's essence was seen as one of stability and infinite duration. This essence was the basis for
conceptions of both nature and humanity. Humans defined themselves as a species in a context of stable
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plenty. Uprooted from our tranquil dream, the new flux of essence is that much more unsettling. Humans
caused the changes we now find so unsettling. However, humans are not the sole source of the new
essence. The unsettling of essence comes from changes caused by the Earth's active response to human
emissions.
In his writing Martí described the essence of particular places. He believed each place had a particular
essence, that which expressed its unique composition and character. Martí and many others have
described Cuba as an island of light. There is a coldness to New England; it can be felt in the granite
faces, lake shores, dawn fog, Yankee humor, and store clerk's greeting. Yet the crashing of Maine's cold
Atlantic and Cuba's tropical Caribbean share in the same wild essence. Wildness is bigger than this place
or that. It is part of the Earth's character. It is the clear display of Nature's own character. The unsettled
character Earth has taken in the time of the climate crisis emphasizes our planet's wildness. Wild,
ferocious, unpredictable, dangerous, different, and unstable have all become words we use to describe our
home. It is not each individual essence that has changed but the essence of the whole Earth. The Earth's
essence has become unsettled.
Individual places feel unsettled because the Earth's essence has changed. This change happens across the
part-whole relations of belonging and constituting. The essence of the wholes to which we belong
surrounds us and pervades our experience and thought. Climate change has shown our contexts as mortal,
but it has not eliminated them outright. We are still parts of nature; it is just that nature is now known as
changing. As the force which brought on climate change our constituting role can be heard clearly.
Humans and all the other natural beings belong to and constitute the nature of Earth.
In the time of the Anthropocene humans have taken a position of singularity, we have become a prime
shaper of the Earth. In the role of constituting nature, our actions are reshaping the composition and
character of the planet. The way we have acted has led the world to respond in unsettling ways. In the role
of belonging to nature, we are now inhabitants in a hard to predict context. With the increasing instability
of the Earth’s weather patterns we learn of our powerful and wild context through its changing essence.
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In this time of context loss and change, Martí has something to add. He did not offer the specific
details in his description of nature, as it seems to be today. Nevertheless, his general way of conceiving
nature is helpful. Nature in total was an exchange, not an economic exchange, something much more.
Like the spreading and folding motions of kneaded dough, Nature's aspects pull apart and come together
over and over again in an organic growth under influence. The individuating pulls and homogenizing
pushes are the life of nature as a whole. Martí hinted at Nature's knead in “Aboriginal American
Authors,” writing “we must drink deeply from the springs of Nature into which we were born, which is
strengthened and animated by the spirit of men of all races who spring from its soil and return to it.”200
The elemental side of this story is commonplace. We are all destined for compost. Martí is not
speaking of our bodies in this quotation, but of the more ethereal aspects of our animated spirit. When we
drink from the “springs of Nature” some of what we are drinking are the effects of earlier individuals’
social commitments. In the kneading cycle, individuals feel themselves as singular, and are separated
from Nature. This is Nature's essence as other. At the same time, Nature is also the residual layering of
individuals homogenized into the oneness of a whole. This is Nature's essence as same. Nature is always
both same and other.
In the above passage Martí only identified the human contribution to Nature's spring. But we have
already seen the esteem with which he held palm trees and rivers. It is not a stretch to add these nonhuman role models to our individuating-homogenizing rhythm of essence shaping. In Nature is this wide
enfolding and unfolding; all of the elemental individuals spring from and return to nature's essential soil.
Nature viewed in time is in a continual process of differentiation and reunification. While some
individuals are pulling apart, others are coming back together. Life and death are one of the more
dramatic versions of this pulsation. But everyday actions bring us towards and push us away from our
surrounding context.
In kneaded nature, wild places are places where humans do not have control over essence production.
In such living places the individuating and homogenizing forces are constituted from all the elemental
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aspects. With all the elemental aspects able to carry out their own relation of belonging to the whole, a
vibrant essence is able to take deep roots. Humans alone cannot produce a place's natural essence. It is
only in the interaction of many that an essence not reducible to a people's ideals can be kept alive.
Interaction allows for access to something larger than any of the individual participants. When a place
becomes fully human, without interaction, it loses the vitalism of a varied source essence. Such places are
left with a solely human essence. This is not a true living essence. It would be closer to a human notion of
the place, or a concept. Conception lacks the vital strength of an essence.
The human realm must continually draw from the more than human to keep its health. Anthropologist
Tim Ingold found a similar view of essence among the Dogon people who see the world as a “system in
which the maintenance of the village depends upon a continual inflow of a vital force from the bush,
which is worn down and used in the process.”201 The inflow from the bush to the village allows for the
continual non-human contribution to essence production. It keeps the village untamed, and its essences
and ideals alive.
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CHAPTER 18
UPDATING RESOURCE

We benefit from nature's resources. Sometimes we benefit at nature's expense; sometimes nature may
share in the gain. We tend to think of resources as minerals, raw materials, and food. However, Martí also
thought of nature as a moral and spiritual resource. In a similar vein, the Dogon people find a resource in
the "vital force from the bush."202 Through hunting and foraging the Dogon use the bush as a source of
food. In addition the vital force offers a spiritual resource. Both the food and the essence gained from the
bush are important aspects of healthy village life. For village life to continue, the Dogon must continually
take in and use up the resources the bush offers or affords.

1. Martí's Resources
Martí developed a view similar to that of the Dogon people. Unlike the Khanty in Chapter Five, Martí
compared nature to a mother. He believed that the Earth would provide for human need. Martí
complimented Peter Cooper's heroic ability to steal from Nature. "At times he seems like a Satan of
Good," Martí continued, "When he overcomes a harmful force of Nature, a smile of angelic malice
spreads across his wide lips... he seeks means of surprising Nature in one of her secrets, and when he
succeeds, he laughs triumphantly...His constant goal is to produce expensive materials at low cost, so the
poor man, who is his friend may enjoy it."203
From a nature prepared to give whatever Peter Cooper can seduce away Martí moved to the neglected
mother of “Nuestra America.” In this later essay, Latin American nations are personified as a carpenter
father and as a poor indigenous mother. The Natural context of Latin America had provided what it could
for ungrateful Europeans. However, those hoping for a European style life were unable to bring their
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wants in line with what their new context could provide were left unhappy. Martí turned the metaphor on
its head by asking who is better: "he who stays with his mother to nurse her through her illness or he who
forces her to work somewhere out of sight, and lives off her sustenance in corrupted lands?"204
Throughout his lifetime Martí was reevaluating his understanding of our relationship with Nature. He
moved from a belief that Nature was flexibly waiting to provide for our desires towards considering local
environments as something we must align ourselves with in order to receive Nature's bounty. This shift in
his concept of resource relations is a particular instantiation of a larger change in his philosophy. From the
relationalism of the 1880s to the contextualism of the 1890s, Martí's philosophy focused more and more
on the importance of attunement with one’s local context. What had once been a resource for humans was
now something with which we shared our existence. Our context was our sustenance. Peter Cooper, the
hero of the 1880s, knew how to unlock Nature's secrets. The attentive child of Nature, the hero of the
1890s, was well versed in listening to and collaborating with her context.
Martí's views in the 1880s were fairly typical of the time. They fit well within the triumphant mood of
industrialization, science, and progress.205 At a time when humans where forcing significant changes to
their relationship, it was hard to see the world any other way. Martí's conception of Nature was focused
on humans and Nature's resources. The primary question for examination was how could humans use
Nature as a resource? Humans’ use of Nature was not seen as degrading but as an enhancement of Nature.
It led to a level of luxury never imagined. Take, for example, Martí's wonderment with Coney Island, "the
amazing thing here is the size, the quantity, this sudden result of human activity." He continued:
This immense valve of pleasure opened to an immense people, these dining rooms that seen from afar, look like they
encampments of armies, these roads that from two miles away are not roads at all but long carpets of heads, the daily
surge of a prodigious people onto a prodigious beach, this mobility, this faculty for progress, this enterprise, this
altered form, this fevered rivalry in wealth, the monumentality of the whole, which makes this seaside resort
comparable in majesty to the earth that bears it, the seas that caresses it and the sky that crowns it, this rising tide,
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this overwhelming and invincible, constant and frenetic drive to expand, and the taking for granted of these very
wonders--that is the amazing thing here.206

Nature viewed as a resource for human consumption and pleasure is a triumphant view. It leads to the
wistful belief "oh, everything, everything can be invented--except wings."207 The United States
exemplified the triumphant use or resources for Martí. The great users were North Americans. His
growing disquietude with U.S. culture paralleled his changing position on humanity's relationship with
nature.
By the 1890s his fear and discomfort had coalesced into a clear position against U.S. greed. Where he
once saw masses of New Yorkers, "like a monster emptying out its entrails into the ravenous jaws of
another monster, this immense crush of humanity squeezes onto trains that seem to groan under its
weight"208 in the final letter before his death the U.S. had become the monster whose entrails he knew.209
The danger of annexation exemplified the problematic nature of resource relations. Cuba was a political
resource for consumption by the United States. Martí remembered that calls for restraint based on
morality and fairness had fallen flat with Spain. As we discussed in Chapter Ten, “Nuestra America” is
not aimed at Spanish or U.S. leaders but at the Cuban people. Martí believed the only way Cuba could
escape the fate of consumption, was to prove itself as strong as the U.S. through forming alliances with
the rest of Latin America. It is interesting how climate change is now forcing humans to reckon with the
strength of Nature, in turn challenging our ability to view Nature as a resource.
“Nuestra America” moved away from discussions of resource. The idea is barely present in the essay.
The activities once seen as the heroic work of Peter Cooper are now reduced to the petty concerns of a
prideful villager, "who thinks his hometown contains the whole world, and… watches his nest egg
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accumulating in its strongbox."210 Martí used the prideful villager as a foil in “Nuestra America.” These
are those who put their personal concerns and comforts over the concerns and problems of their home.
These are those "who force [their mother] to work somewhere out of sight, and lives off her sustenance in
corrupted lands."211 Martí's new American is someone who focuses on the situation of his or her local
context and attempts to live within its means. This American relates to her local environment not as a
resource, but as a context, a home.
In “Nuestra America,” humans were de-centered in Nature. For Martí, we should no longer feel in
control. Between the comets and the preying tiger lurking in later pages, Martí highlighted the
contingency of our place in the context of nature. We do not take from nature so much as "live off her
sustenance in corrupted lands."212 Resource relations focus on human external control of the elements in
the environment. The ideal of resource relation is maximizing production for consumption. The
resourceful make nature into what they need. On the other hand, a relation of sustenance focuses on selfcontrol. The sustained person attempts to live within the dictates of Nature. The morality of sustenance is
contextual moderation.
"The tiger waits behind every tree, crouches in every corner," reminding us that we too can be food.213 We
both need food and are a food source. Where in the resource relation we were the top beneficiaries, in
sustenance there are no apex consumers. All of the beings taking part in the maintaining of elemental
relations are dependent beings. Seeking the nourishment of other elemental beings continues their lives.
At the same time they are sought by other beings. The relation between the seeking and the sought of
nourishment connects individuals. To seek and to be sought is to take part in sustenance relations. Such
relations take place in a larger context. “Nuestra America” is the story of the elemental and essential
augmenting and being informed by sustenance relations.
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2. Climate Change's Resource Problem
Hastened by the misconception of inconsequential resource relations, human consumption has led to
an imbalance in the elemental relations on Earth. Our fires and other activities have moved large amounts
of carbon from the ground emitting, it into the atmosphere. One such emitting activity has been the
burning of coal and other fossil fuels as energy resources. The innovations of industrialization were
powered by burning the carbon of coal. From steam engines to turbines the heat of burning coal drove us
forward. Peter Cooper's strength came from coal. Coal was simply a resource. Our only concern was how
best to find, process, and use coal. Questions of impact were outside of the conception of coal, the
resource.
Even today many discussions of fossil fuel resource usage separate the economic and ecological
impact into competing debates. We can separate the two sides of this debate into hopeful engineers and
cautious ecologists. The hopeful engineers hold onto the resource view, which Martí held in the 1880s.
Dr. Peter Diamandis in his recent work Abundance Is Our Future argues that the future of humanity is a
bright one. His argument is built upon a faith in the continued acceleration of the human ability to
manipulate Nature's elements. Diamandis believes that inventors and engineers, such as Dean Kamen,
will be able to invent our way out of climate change. Dean Kamen, the inventor of the Segway scooter,
has recently developed a simple low energy water purifier. A group of MIT students are close to
producing a viable nuclear reactor which runs on spent-fuel from our current Nuclear power plants.
It is clear that humans will continue developing more efficient ways to use Nature's resources.
However, Diamandis and hopeful engineers consider only the ever increasing pace of innovation while
ignoring the limitations of our Natural context. When pushed on the deteriorating ecological conditions of
our planet and growing human population, the hopeful engineer tends to point to increases in efficiency
and untapped resources. Their point of view focuses on a two-sided relationship. Human consumers are
one side and nature's resources are on the other side of this relationship. There is little footing in the twosided relationship to conceive of the continual impact of resource consumption on the context.
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Ecology is the science of environmental context. Developing out of a concern over the individual
focus inherent in biology, ecologists began to study biological systems by focusing on ecosystems as
wholes. This focus on wholes is similar to Martí's understanding of Nature in the 1890s. The contextual
grounding of the ecological view leaves us with a less triumphant view of the Earth's future as a livable
context. Ecologists are concerned about the loss of resources through the depletion of the Earth's
elements, but this is not their only concern. Climate change creates the fear that we are destabilizing the
Earth's ability to function as an ecosystem. Climate change does not reduce the amount of resources in the
world, but it does affect the sustenance provided by the Earth.
The collapse of wild bee species is a clear example of the loss of livability. Two recent studies in the
journal Science, examine the causes for declines in bee populations, and some of the possible
consequences. We see a combination of resource choices bringing elemental and contextual shifts, which
in turn impair the sustaining abilities of Earth. Examined causes are monoculture agriculture, climate
change, and development. Both studies are concerned that declining bee populations will affect farmers’
abilities to grow many crops. Bees pollinate blueberries, cranberries, apples, almonds, squash, and many
other crops. Farmers have moved to importing supplemental honeybees to pollinate their crops. However,
Lucas Garibaldi, Ingolf Steffan-Dewenter, and Rachael Winfree, and their co-contributors found
"managed honey bees supplemented rather than substituted for pollination by wild bees."214 Rather than
develop ways to replace wild bees, Garibaldi, Steffan-Dewenter, and Winfree urge us to manage the
preservation of wild bee species.
In the other study, Laura Burkle and Tiffany Knight compare their observations with Charles
Robertson's records from 1887 to 1916. Charles collected data on the interactions of insects and flowers
in a ten mile radius around Carlinville, IL. Burkle and Knight returned to Carlinville one hundred and
twenty years later to track some of the same interactions to see what had changed. Where Roberson had
studied almost all of the plant species in the Carlinville area, the new study focused on twenty six plants
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and the bees which visit them. Burkle and Knight found a local extinction rate of fifty percent among wild
bee species. The extirpation is believed to be due to habitat loss and the changes in when flowers bloom
due to climate change. Even with the decline in species, flowers continue to be pollinated in altered
pollination relationships. Burkle and Knight found that "the historic network showed flexibility in
response to disturbance; however, [their] data suggests that networks will be less resilient to future
changes."215
Extirpation of bees has its roots in human activity. Local changes in development and modern agriculture,
combined with the global changes to the climate have created instability and difficulty for bee
communities around the world. The Anthropocene has not been kind to bees. In the plight of bees we see
how a species’ sustenance is based in the particular states of balance of their elemental context. Bees have
thrived in very particular sets of relations with neighboring flowering plants. A small change in
temperature and the timing of plant flowering alters many relations the bees depend on. Some bees have
been able to adapt by making new relationships, but, as the disappearance of species shows, many have
not.
Climate change has taken away resources and sustenance from bees. The activity of bees is a critical
part of their ecosystems. Wild and domestic plants depend on their relationship with bees. Shrinking bee
populations will have a grave impact on plants and those who depend on them for sustenance. Bees may
be the start of another positive feedback loop. Human actions have altered environmental contexts to such
an extent that other living beings are having difficulty surviving. Furthermore, the alterations have not
stopped. Even if we managed to stop future emissions immediately, we have already made the physical
commitment for at least the next fifty years of climate changes.216 It is unclear if wild bees will survive
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these coming changes to their local elemental contexts. It seems likely that the changes will continue to
destabilize bees' sustenance.
The wild bees that have adapted, point to our lived context's flexibility. The bees that have not points to
the contingency, the mortality, of our lived contexts. The collapse of bee populations and its
consequences is an important issue for the philosophy of climate change. The dangerous role one species
can play has become sensible. We now realize that a context's ability to sustain can be destroyed by the
inhabitants of that context. Humans could make the Earth a much less hospitable place to live. We may
not eliminate life as a whole, but we may greatly reduce the diversity of life that this planet can foster.
Our conceptions of resource and sustenance must be aligned with this realization.

3. New Context Of Resources
We find only an inkling of the idea of sustenance in Martí's later writing. It was a new idea for him. His
conception of context and sustenance was still developing when he died in the Cuban War for
Independence. Our current project continues the trajectory of change Martí began in the 1890s, but now
with the stark realities of climate change in mind. We will build on the idea that it is contexts as wholes
that provide nourishment. Our focus is not on what individual parts of nature we can most efficiently use.
With a broader understanding we seek to describe how the health of a context's elemental relationships is
key to sustenance. The move to sustenance does not turn the context into an individual. Rather it gives us
a tool for understand the world as a chain of contexts of contexts of contexts and so on.217
Rising oceans, dying bees, and warming temperatures are all caused by resource usage and are all
leading to sustenance problems. The emissions fueling the Anthropocene have been abetted by our
mistaken conception of resource relations. Believing our resource usage had no connected effect on the
surrounding context, we consumed with carefree abandon. The effect of wanton human consumption is
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expressed in elemental and essential context changes. Carbon imbalance, warming climate, severe
weather, and destabilized ecosystems are all elemental shifts caused by human resource consumption. In
addition to elemental shifts, places have lost their feel, their essence. Resource usage has brought
changing identities to local contexts and the context of the Earth as a whole. Our local and global contexts
are becoming known for instability and a decreasing ability to provide a safe and verdant place to live.
Elemental and essential problems are leading to a loss of sustaining contexts.
Weakened contexts of sustenance expose the important relationship between human resource usage
and the larger condition of the context from which resources come. The two-sided resource relation must
open into a larger context dependent view. Sustenance is such a multi-field understanding of the
relationships around consumption. Sustenance relations have four fields of activity and effect. The fields
of sustenance are resources, consumers, microcosms, and macrocosms. Consider the example of fire.
Martí was fascinated by fire. He believed that fire exemplified the act of living. Fires strive. Fires live.
Living beings exist in energetic relations filled with tension and anticipation. For Martí tension and
anticipation were built into the universe. The tension and anticipation formed from the force driving the
universe: love. Life is loving. Living is seeking and burning. In one of his notebooks Martí wrote of his
curiosities, "how fire is produced. I believe in fire and its movement. Its generation and its phases may
explain the whole of life in the universe."218 The generation and movement: the life of fire is more than an
elemental relation. Fire itself appears to have an essence. Simon Bolivar "lived as if a flame."219 Fire
desires. Its life takes on sustenance relations. Fire consumes. Fire seeks nourishment. This action of
seeking is a central aspect of "the whole of life in the universe."
Oxygen and woods are resources for a fire. Fire's consumption can be explained by the resource story
but this is an incomplete account of fire's life. Fire is something used by other natural entities. Humans
and forests rely on fire for sustenance. As we are finding, sustenance is a stronger description of how
living individuals relate to other beings and their contexts as both consumers and consumed. Resource
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remains as an aspect of the larger relationship of sustenance. All four fields of sustenance (resource,
consumer, microcosm, and macrocosm) are at play in the consumptive interactions of fire's movement.
Consider a human made fire in a wood stove. Fire (the consumer) sustains itself on oxygen and wood (the
resources).220 As wood, oxygen, and fire interact the stove (a microcosm) begins to heat up. All of these
activities influence several larger contexts (the macrocosms). Fire heats the house, takes wood from
nearby forests, and alters the level of carbon in the atmosphere. The multiple macrocosms are not side
effects. Macrocosms are integral aspects of the sustenance relation, an aspect left out of the resource
story. Sustenance relations situate resource and consumers within their context. Consider the following
prediction for climate change's coming effect on North America.
Because of drying trends over the American west, rising seas, and increased storm surge, the wintering habitat for
migratory shorebirds in North America will be significantly reduced. Warmer summers, higher evaporation rates,
and more variable weather dictate that the breeding habitat of waterfowl in regions such as the Prairie Potholes will
suffer. Warming streams mean that salmon will diminish in number, while in the North Atlantic commercially
valuable fish are already following the cold water downward and northward. Mexico's fauna will be squeezed by
heat, drying, and extreme weather events, resulting in many extinctions.221

In this passage on weakening microcosms and macrocosms one can note the failure of the concept of
resource to explain our sustenance relations.
The four themes discussed in the introduction to this chapter are all active in the move from resource to
sustenance. Sustenance accepts an active nature. Resource assumed a passive nature, considering nature
primarily as dead objects to be used. Sustenance, on the other hand, connects our consumption with the
larger activities of natural contexts. Sustenance is a de-centered view. The resource view focuses on
human needs, leaving nature on the periphery. Sustenance de-centers human wants. Concern is now
placed on the condition of the context as whole. The shift from resource to sustenance is a shift in focus
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from parts to wholes. Where resource only saw the interactions of parts, the microcosms and macrocosms
of sustenance are wholes. Sustenance describes the concurrent interaction of parts with multiple wholes.
Attuned sustenance is clearly at play in the move from resources to sustenance. In this shift we become
attuned to the relationship between fulfilling our needs and the health of our contexts. The move from
resource to sustenance is at the center of all of the shifts in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 19
UPDATING THE IDEAL

Attunement becomes the ideal of the sustenance view. In order to become attuned to nature one must
see nature as an active contingent whole, of which we are a part. The plight of the birds, the bees and the
fish is our plight. We are connected through our shared role in each other's future sustenance. We are
further connected to the other members of our context through our role in weakening their lived contexts.
We are connected through our shared role in each other's future sustenance. We live and die with our
fellow earthlings: plants, animals, bacteria, and elements. If our ideals aim to improve the acts of life, then
they must become ideals of more than the human world.

1. The Ideal Martí
The ideal is as natural as the physical. For Martí, the ideal was a more fundamental aspect of existence,
than the physical. In his 1882 biographical sketch of Charles Darwin, Martí offered the following
criticism of The Descent of Man: "while this thesis will cause no alarm among those who maintain that
the spirit is an outgrowth of the material being, there is cause for alarm in thinking that things as beautiful
as the affections, and as sovereign as thoughts, spring like flowers from flesh, or as exhalations of the
bone, form the perishable body."222 Martí goes on not to deride "lower animals" but to praise manatees for
being "as loving as a human mother" and spiders for weaving webs that "resolve the problem of the
nonagon in a manner that has not yet been revealed to man."223
In his view the physical was not the source of the ideal, so a story of the development of life should
also deal with the evolution of ideas and forms, as he stated in a notebook "Emerson anticipated Darwin.
Poetry saw it first, it was anticipated in verse: 'And striving to be man, the worm/ Mounts through all the
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spires of form."224 Martí accepted a view of evolution that offers an account of how both nature’s forms
and matter develop, not one that reduces evolution to a physical process.
Our question is not of origins or development. We are interested in the day-to-day interactions of the
ideal and physical in the continual production of existence. In these interactions, the physical and the ideal
continue to shape and reform each other. We saw this in the kneading of the elemental and essential. In
discussing the essential, we discussed the individuating and homogenizing movements. But there is more
to the movements of nature; individuals are not the only force in this movement. They are not even the
central force. With the addition of the last two modes of sustenance and now the ideal, we will soon be
able to see the full complexity of this kneading. Learning from Martí's criticism of Darwin, we must not
seek the source of the ideal in the physical.
In a very condensed form, here is the basic interaction of the four modes. We are beginning to see a
process where the very acts of living beings reshape the elemental order; this is the interaction of the
modes of the elemental and sustenance. We are beginning to see a process where the feel of our larger
context influences the ways living beings consume. This is the interaction of the essential and sustenance.
Furthermore, all of these activities are influenced by systems of meaning formed from the relationally
defined character of their context, and this meaning is continually reshaped by the actions of natural
beings. This is the interaction of the ideal with the other three modes. Apologies, this passage forsook
clarity to denote the true Bacchic uproar that is nature. The jumble of this paragraph, barely encapsulates
the messy, multilayered kneading and reforming of nature's relations and identity. As we become more
accustomed to the new relationships of Nature our descriptions of Nature will become clearer. For now,
the focus returns to clarifying Martí's understanding of the ideal.
Chapters Eight, Nine, and Ten traced the development of Martí's philosophy over his lifetime. From
his first essays Martí displayed a clear belief in the power of ideals. “Political Prison in Cuba” offers
political arguments based in the ideals of romanticism. Justice is real. Justice is beyond the human realm.
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Humans experience justice through feelings more than through thought. In “The Spanish Republic and
The Cuban Revolution,” Martí was beginning to think about the development of Justice. Through the
influence of German Idealism, Martí began to think more about the life of justice and the structures of the
relationship between humans and the ideal realm. Justice remained as something more than human, but
the bridge between the human and ideal was clarified. Honor is the felt bridge to justice. In both essays
justice is singular and ideals are universal in form. Not until “Nuestra America” do we have the
pluralization of ideals. Justice becomes human, American, Cuban, and so forth. Martí developed his
notion of justice from a disconnected singular ideal towards a plurality of related contextualized ideals.
In his later writing, Martí worked to eliminate absolute ideals. The move away from the universal was
not a re-humanizing of the ideals. Cuban ideals are not a product of Cuban culture, but are the form of the
culture as shaped in and by the relationship with the elemental, essential, and sustenance aspects of the
Cuban context. The ideal is of the land. The ideal is more than human. Where the movement away from
universals is often a re-centering of existence around the human, Martí's contextualism was a further decentering of the human. Taking up contextualism paralleled his shift from resource to sustenance
thinking. “Nuestra America” is Martí's clearest statement of contextualized idealism and sustenance
relations. To live in terms of sustenance is to become attuned to one's context.
Ideals are guides to human actions. They enrich the reality of activity, exposing the multidimensional
sources, connections, and impacts of actions. Through the ideal, activity is seen as working through the
past, present, and future. When we act, we continue or fight against the ideals created by past actions.
When we act, we attempt to shape our future presents. In Martí's philosophy humans live within the realm
of the ideal. But as we just discussed, the ideal is more than human. The ideal is in relation to the entirety
of our context. It is the ideal of trees as much as it is the ideal of humans, even if we and trees relate to the
ideal by different means.
Martí wrote to free Cubans from colonialism. The material and physical impact of Spanish rule and
threats of U.S. annexation drove his work. He was incited to action after watching a slave hung in Cuba.
He was continually driven on by the violence used to uphold inequality. His solutions to dehumanizing
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violence and systematic oppression formed around the goal of spiritual freedom. Colonialism is
perpetuated by those captured by conceit. Martí blamed the European descendants who wished to have
European lives in the Americas for the continuation of Spanish rule. Insulated by their self-interest, they
where blind to the needs of their context. They were blind to the ideals of their context. Martí believed the
spiritually un-free were responsible for the continued physical conscription of the Americas.
Martí's war involved a battle for attunement. The attuned perceive the reality of their context, without
the clouding of self-interest or misshapen views of reality. Attunement has been central in our discussion
of Martí throughout the previous two chapters. We have developed an account of attunement, not as a set
of beliefs but as a way of living. To be attentive is to actively consider one’s context in order to shape the
ways one lives in order to move with the movements of the context.
In “Mi Raza,” Martí argued that those who were living the fight for Cuban freedom would not succumb
to racial division. The ideal of Cuban freedom would consume them, in turn guiding them to work against
divisions among Cuba's citizens. Cuba appears as the ideal for Cubans. If ideals were static things then
“Cuba” itself would be the ideal. However, for Martí the ideal was an optimal way of relating to one’s
context. The act of attentive living is Martí's ideal. The true ideal for Cubans is to be in proper relation to
their context as a whole.
In Martí's philosophy having substance is not the primary characteristic of existence. Being is act. To
be is to take part in the activity of the universe. The existence of the universe is enacted through the
activities of the universe itself and its parts. The lives of palms, mice, and humans are aspects of the
continued constitution of existence. In this active existence being is constantly in creation. In this way,
Martí urges us not to accept accounts of the totality of existence that offer a taxonomy of what is in a
moment. Existence is not the now alone. Existence is the movements between past, present, and future.
Yet, it is not divisible into the three distinct times.
Existence is the dynamic totality of interacting relations and inter-relating actions. Martí believed that
love is the force which enlivens all relations. In an earlier discussion the importance of fire ad a metaphor
for existence was noted. Martí believed fire was propelled by desire, or love. He thought of love as the
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source of the fire like movements of existence. described love as the central, driving, force of the
universe. Being in love, this is the background of attunement. Attentive living is not simply an effective
way to live. Martí did not espouse it based on a judgment of effectiveness. Martí is attentive because it is
the way of existence. Love opens upon the entirety of existence, actuality, and possibility. The force of
Martí's universal love embeds the individual as a striving member of the universe. When one is attuned,
one takes part in universal love. One is caught up in the motion of the universe's force. One acts with the
universe.
Love, attunement, activity, and living: we are beginning to see the fullness of the ideal. The physical
and ideal are folded together in the kneading movements of the essential and elemental. The actions of the
attuned, both humans and non-humans, becomes a part of the kneading. Leavened with love, shaped with
the individuating and homogenizing kneads of existence, the universe rises. The universe ferments. The
movement from resource to sustenance brings this mode into the kneading movement. Sustenance is a
central aspect of life. To live is to be in need. The continuation of life is contingent upon consumption.
This eat-or-die existence flows along with the kneading movements. The felt need to consume
individuates, reshaping our context as a source for purposes. Simultaneously, the need for and the act of
consuming enforce the homogenizing aspect of consumption. Consider why Stoics attempt to overcome
the need for consumption: the need to consume reduces individual freedom. For Martí, the need to
consume when attuned is an important aspect of full spiritual freedom. Attuned sustenance is to live in
active connection with the elemental, essential, sustaining, and ideal aspects of one's context. With
attuned sustenance one comports with the force of universal love through the creative enactment of being
a part of one's local context.

2. Ideal Problem of Climate Change
Contextualism is our ideal. We seek to act with our contexts. We become attuned to the fullness of our
context. In a fully striving context its constitutive members are attuned to their context. Such a context is
a patria. A patria is the ideal form of a culture, for Martí. A people who act in accord with the local form
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of the ideal, enact patria. Throughout much of human existence our contexts have been stable. Over the
existence of life on Earth contexts have followed a path of growing stability. Humans flourished at what
may be the final moments of stability. In the shift from the stability of the Holocene to the increasing
instability of the Anthropocene, human understanding of the nature of our contexts has begun to change.
Climate change will forever change many places in the world. Already in the last ten years some places
have been irrevocably scarred. A decade of drought in the southwestern part of the United States has
begun to strain the way of life. Plainview, Texas is a cow town. Restaurants and city streets are decorated
with pictures and sculptures of cows. For a long time a slaughterhouse has been the center of economic
life in Plainview. However, years of record high temperatures and lack of rain is turning Plainview into a
desert. Except for the festively painted fiberglass ones there are no cows in Plainview, nor anywhere
nearby.
The surrounding landscape can no longer support cows. This is not from over-farming or local
pollution problems; larger regional and global changes have changed this town. Climate change may spell
the death of Plainview. Some residents are already worried it could become a ghost town. Even as people
remain trying to survive in their same homes, on their same streets and if they are lucky, working at their
same job, they do not live in the same Plainview. That Texas cow town is no longer; it is already a ghost
at its own wake. As their context changes around them, what is the proper life for Plainview natives?
Martí tells us to become attuned to the creative movements of our context. Yet Plainview's movement
appears to be destruction.
The Maldives is an island nation two hundred and fifty miles southwest of India. Made up of two
chains of twenty-six atolls, the Maldives is the lowest lying country in the world, with an average height
of one point five meters, and a highest point at just two point four meters. Due to its location and height,
the Maldives is extremely susceptible to the dangers of climate change. Locally caught fish are one of the
most important food sources for the nation’s 329,000 inhabitants. A 2012 study identified the Maldives as
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the country most susceptible to resource shortages associated with warming oceans.225 The study warns
that in a warming ocean, "that losses of up to forty percent of catch potential can be expected in the
tropics."226 Furthermore, "Nations without large industrialized fishing fleets" like the Maldives "will be
unlikely to follow these shifting resources around the world."227
Long after the disappearance of cows, one will be able to walk the streets of Plainview. Despite the loss
of its fisheries, the Maldives may become only suitable for fish. In the lead up to the U.N. Climate
Commission's meeting in Copenhagen to highlight the danger of rising sea level for their country, then
president Mohamed Nasheed and his cabinet held the world's first underwater cabinet meeting. While
Scuba diving, former President Nasheed signed a declaration calling for global cooperation on climate
issues. On "The Late Show with David Letterman" Nasheed said the following about his country's future,
"If carbon emissions were to stop today, the planet would not see a difference for sixty to seventy years."
He continued, "If carbon emissions continue at the rate they are climbing today, my country will be
underwater in seven years."228
The people of the Maldives will likely lose their home completely. Just as for Plainview, this is not the
result of a local problem. The Maldives will be swallowed by the ocean due to rising global temperatures
brought on by emissions which historically have come from more developed industrialized countries. The
development of Europe, the United States, Canada, Australia, China, and India is set to sink the Maldives.
Seven years is likely an over estimate, perhaps, it will take longer, or maybe they will only be left with
smaller islands, not complete subsumption. Still, they face major context loss.
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Climate change is context change. Climate change will include context loss. In Martí's philosophy
one's homeland is their source of existential grounding, "to live in exile [is] to sculpt clouds."229 The loss
of our context leaves us displaced without a solid footing. Climate change brings elemental and essential
changes, sustenance shortages, ideal changes, and in some cases ideal loss. The ideals of the Maldives,
Plainview, Texas, coastal Bangladesh, and many other places in the world are under threat. As contexts
change and disappear, their particular ideals will become groundless. Without a home, context ideals lose
their creative vitality. They will fall into history, taken with the displaced climate refugees, eventually
being subsumed into the life of ideals of the cultures in which their former denizens re-establish
themselves.
The time of climate change is not the world Martí experienced. Landscapes in Martí’s time afforded
cultures with a stable basis for identity. We are entering a time of landscape flux. Although we are losing
the stable base, the important relationship Martí identified between the natural context and culture
remains. Places in flux are the home of cultures in flux. Today, we feel the coming loss of control of the
ideal. Nature has shifted due to human action. The ideal is the next phase in nature's shift. Climate change
is introducing us to chaotic ideals.

3. Ideal of Attuned Sustenance
Local ideals must shift as locations change. Climate change has led to ecosystem changes around the
world. The Maldives; Plainview, Texas; Carlinville, Illinois; Plum Island, Massachusetts; and many other
places are beginning to show signs of the coming chaos a changing climate will bring. The balancing of
physical and ideal within the activities of these places is being strained. Improper sustenance and ideal
relations have caused elemental and essential shifts. Our contexts cannot weather these shifts. Human
activity has pushed our local contexts to such a point that they can no longer continue as the same
contexts they were.
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Plainview, Texas the cow-town no longer exists in the present. Plainview's future will have less and less
to do with cows, as it becomes a desert. The cow town context is gone, but Plainview remains a context.
Stable local contexts are gone. Local contexts still exist, but in chaotic forms. Those who live in
Plainview are still contextual beings. Their contextual dependency may be experienced even more
palpably in the loss of Plainview's cow-town identity. The meaning of the chaos is not nothing. Even as
our local contexts enter periods of immense change, they remain as a source of ideals for humans.
Beyond the local, our neighborhoods and towns are not the only contexts to which we belong. As we
saw in the microcosms and macrocosms of sustenance relations, actions exist within multiple contexts. If
ideals come from relations with context, and an actor belongs to many contexts, then the meaning of
actions are engendered not from a single context but through the layering of the many contexts to which
the actors belong. To further complicate this teeming mess, it is not individuals alone who belong to
contexts. Plainview is a Texas town. Texas is a state of the United States, on the border with Mexico. It is
located in North America. It is in the northern hemisphere of Earth. Earth orbits the sun: circles upon
circles.230
Before climate change, the direction of influence tended to be viewed as flowing down the spire of
natural forms. The macrocosms constrained the microcosm. The Sun holds the Earth in place. Texas
defines Plainview's landscape. In the realm of human contexts--individuals, families, cultures, religions,
and nations--the influence was seen to move in either direction. Humans took part in the continual
shaping of the meaning of their human contexts. Some have favored the influence of context on the
individual, others focused on individual's ability to change their contexts. While the natural could
constrain the human, human action was believed to be unable to alter the meaning of natural contexts. As
human emissions shake the natural context it becomes clear that humans can alter the meanings of natural
contexts. The division between natural spheres and human spheres dissolves in climate change.
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We exist in a time when natural and human contexts alike are in flux due to human actions. This adds
depth to Martí's thesis that ideals are given in our relationship with our contexts. We are constantly
altering the ideals with which we exist within. It has long been the case. It is now palpable. However,
humans have acted with such force that we are no longer just one of many parts altering ideals. In the
terrestrial realm, we have become a singular force destabilizing ideals. We are a singular force
destabilizing the elements, essences, sustenance, and ideals of the Earth.
Already in this Millennium we have lived ten of the hottest years on record. This extended extreme has
already changed the balances of contextual meanings. As new climates change the character of locals,
their meanings also have shifted. New Englanders have been weary of snowless winters and early fall
hurricanes, saying: "this is not normal, this isn't our weather." Yet, it is our weather, we caused it.
We have exiled ourselves from stability. We should not expect to return to it soon. We certainly should
not act as if stability will soon return on its own accord. Earth is our home. Earth is entering a period of
human caused destabilizing. We must come to feel at home in the chaotic reality we caused. We have no
choice but to live and act from within changing local contexts within a human destabilized planet. Within
a within, we live within a layering of ideal contexts. The meanings of our lived activities form in the
particular layering of our current context. Climate change has pushed the layering of meanings into flux.
Our local, regional, and global contexts, and are facing grave changes. Climate change has not stifled
nature as a source of meaning. Climate change only alters the meanings. Ideals exist and they remain
natural, just fast changing.
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CHAPTER 20
CONCLUSION: THE ECOLOGY OF
NUESTRO MUNDO

With the results already underway, we are only beginning to comprehend the meaning of our actions.
This work turned from questions brought on by the fear of climactic chaos to the philosophy of José
Martí. In Martí's works we found a way of thinking, developing from within contexts. Contextually based
wisdom seems foreign in a world facing a crisis of context. However it is precisely when we have lost our
assumed context, that such thought processes become essential for our survival.
At home in times of order, thinking takes little thought. If the ideals you where given fit your world,
little else is needed than to live. Martí did not write in a time of ease, nor from his home. An exile in time
of war gave us a rich philosophy of context. Spanish occupation and U.S hegemony created an existence
full of chaotic ideals, changing resources, ignored essence, and misused elements. This reality of
peripheral places, have become the global reality. If you have learned only one thing in reading this, I
hope it is this: one of the pivotal qualities of terrestrial existence today is drastic, life-threatening change.
To be an earthling today is to be a refugee. Like political refugees we live a life defined by both our
remembered home context and our ever-changing new context. We are both complicit in and victim of the
forces which have destroyed our remembered home context. Some still have the comfort to recreate an
artificial copy of the past. Some have just enough comfort to focus on lamenting what has been lost.
Sadly more and more people can only concentrate on surviving the consequences of our lost security.
Martí wrote "Nuestra America" in the face of the challenges of bringing stability to an unstable
homeland in a fairly stable world. Today we need to write Nuestra Mundo, to face the challenges of
bringing stability to an unstable world. So far we have written a diagnosis of the problem and described a
way of being and thinking for and from our new reality. The next step cannot come from words alone. We
must begin to act together to create a new stability. "Together" does not mean all humans, but humans in
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concert with all earthlings. This is the great lesson of Martí's four modes of nature. He defined a nature
that is parts togethering to from a whole.
Sadly until we can think and feel this all encompassing together our actions will be ineffective
attempts to recreate a failed reality, that of a human world. Philosophy today, as Martí and I see it, has
one task to make it easier to think, feel, and act as if the world is together. Let us concentrate our
remaining effort to show how our current problems and the updated Martiano philosophy show us how to
act together. One of the first examples of context we discussed was that of seasons. We return to seasons
with our updated account of nature, hoping to discover how to act in concert with our planet.
We came to the definition, a season is a particular temporal and spatial situation that promotes or
precludes particular sets of activities. The temporality of seasons is both cyclical and historical. The
cycles of seasons include: the immediate yearly reoccurring movements between weather patterns (wet
season, dry season, fall, spring), multiyear cycles (El Nino or La Nina, solar minimum or solar
maximum), and geological scale movements (the Little Ice Age, The Long Summer). These cycles have
long been believed to be beyond the realm of human power, defined instead by shifts in solar activity, the
Earth’s axis and orbit, climate patterns, and other elemental (read as physical) processes.
The above belief, assumed the primacy of physical reality. In this view, historical time (a product of
living beings) happens within the dictates of these elemental influences. The account of nature that I have
developed in this work pushes back against the assumed physical primacy. Seasons around the globe are
beginning to change. In temperate regions: fall starts later; spring comes earlier; winters are warmer;
summers are becoming more intense. The essence of each season feels in flux. The shifts in seasons come
from elemental changes. However, the elemental changes were brought on by human sustenance and
ideals. The human has changed the natural. More importantly we have changed the natural setting.
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1. Reconnecting The Four Modes
In the more stable climate of the Holocene it was possible to posit stable bases for each mode.231 In the
developing tumult of the Anthropocene such assumptions are becoming more difficult to hold onto. All of
our philosophies must take stock of this change of setting to remain prescient. By considering nature in
parts we outlined some of the shifts brought on by the Anthropocene. The shifts of each mode denote how
we need to reimagine our place within our mortal context, as a whole. Let us review the new ways of
relating associated with the shift in the four modes.
Reflecting on the problems induced by changes to the carbon cycle brought the discussion of elemental
wholes to the fore. No longer could the physical world be seen as random things, but we also needed to
consider that there is a contingent whole within which physical beings exist. The human cause behind the
natural shift has vastly reduced the non-human realm of nature. Rather than throw up our hands and claim
the death of essence, we built an account of essence forming within the interactions of nature and humans.
This kneaded view of nature takes seriously the human impact on nature while still highlighting the force
of the more-than-human aspects of nature.
The mode of resource shifted so much we had to rename it sustenance. Sustenance was chosen because
it reflects an active account of nature in which humans can no longer safely consider themselves as the
center of resource decisions. We now must de-center ourselves making decisions based on sustenance:
our own and the worlds. The fourth mode, ideals had what may be the harshest change. Martí connected
the ideal with the spirit of local places. As the spirit of local places are changed, destabilized, and/or lost
the same fate befalls ideals. Ideals no longer equal stability. In fact, the general character of today’s local
ideals is probably chaos and loss.
In order to comport ourselves to our new context we must develop a way of life which combines the
shifts in all four modes; one that is based in physical wholes, de-centers humans, provides an active
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account of nature, and allows for chaotic ideals. The only way that we can move forward in a time of
chaotic ideals is through acts of creative solving. In more stable times repetition may have been adequate.
For today we must be looking to our contexts and continually developing the means to exist from within
that situation. To live together with all of Earth will take attuned sense, and creative action.
Creative togethering will take on many local forms, but all of those forms will creatively engage the
Earth through the new realities of the four modes of their local ecosystem. Vandana Shiva, a thinker
discussed in Chapter Thirteen, has already given a way of being which exemplifies acting together with
the Planet.232 In her work Earth Democracy: Justice, Sustainability, and Peace, Shiva describes many
contemporary examples of togethering.
Earth Democracy is based on the following ten principles. One, all species have intrinsic worth. Two,
Earth community is a democracy of all life. Three, diversity in nature and culture must be defended. Four,
all beings have a natural right to sustenance. Five, Earth Democracy is based on living economies and
economic democracies. Six, living economies are based on local economies. Seven, Earth Democracy is a
living economy. Eight, Earth Democracy is based on living culture. Nine, living cultures are life
nourishing. Ten, Earth Democracy globalizes peace, care, and compassion.233
I take Earth Democracy to be one of many possible climate change adapted philosophies. Vandana
Shiva has highlighted a way of thinking which develops out of a creative attunement to a scarred nature. I
have returned to her work here for two reasons: one to show an example of an existing philosophy which
has already started to make the adaptations and second to highlight the exhaustive scope philosophy in the
time of the Anthropocene must take. It is no longer acceptable to throw our energy into disjointed, insular
fields of philosophy. Ethics is political philosophy. Economic philosophy is political philosophy.
Metaphysics and ontology are environmental philosophy. Furthermore the problem forming the basis of
all fields of human philosophy is our continued existence.
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2. The Advocacy debate in Ecology
Scientists are taking notice of the problem of continued existence. The severity of environmental
degradation has spurred a debate about the identity of Ecology among ecologists.234 The debate centers on
whether or not ecologists are allowed to be or have to be environmentalists. Donald Strong an ecologists
at UC Davis brought the debate to print after being “told by a prominent ecologist that we are scientists
and therefore should eschew environmentalism,” in a talk at a meeting of the Ecology Society of
America’s annual meeting.235 Comparing the work of ecologists with that of art historians and
archeologists, “there is no opprobrium upon artists and archeologists advocating for the preservation of
art and antiquities,” Strong continues, “Protection of the environment – environmentalism – is advocacy
of what we study.”236 Strong concludes his article with the call for environmentalism to become a part of
the ethic of the profession of Ecology.
The view of ecologist as environmentalist is not universal in the profession. Indy Burke and Bill
Lauenroth, ecologists at University of Wyoming, have expressed concern that being an environmentalist
may impair an ecologist’s reputation as an impartial observer.237 Carlos de la Rosa, Chief Conservation
and Education Officer at Catalina Island Conservancy, echoes Burke and Lauenroth in his concern that
“the labeling of ecologists as one more interest group in these discussions weakens our arguments and
limits the benefits that the science of ecology has to offer.238 Burke Lauenroth, and de la Rosa all address
the issue in terms of public perception, without addressing if the objective standpoint they wish to keep
pristine is possible any more.
In separate responses to de la Rosa’s article and Burke and Lauenroth’s articles, Strong builds on his
idea of science as in part advocacy. Pointing out that ecology’s multidisciplinary approach involves the
234
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methods of social science, which are designed to consider values directly.239 Ecologists must consider
values, because many of the ecosystems they wish to study are caught up in value debates between
development and conservation. Strong further states, “the notion that ecology or any other science
operates without getting involved in the give-and-take of human affairs is one of which we can disabuse
ourselves.”240 Stuck in human affairs Strong believes that ecologists are an interest group, that values
objectivity, evidence based thinking, and the preservation of the environment.
Furthermore, I would like to argue that ecology could not help but be a part of the give-and-take of the
Earth’s affairs. All of the ecosystems which ecologists study today are in danger. We are all caught up in
the activities which will define the future of these environments. Whether they choose to put their energy
into preserving their objectivity or the places themselves, ecologists act from within the problems of the
places they study. In the debate over ecology’s environmentalism, we can see this insight beginning to
develop among scientists. None of the ecologists deny the stake of environmental crisis, but some have
still yet to fully reflect on the precariously interconnected standpoint from which they attempt objectivity.
The debate itself symbolizes the precariousness. To underscore this point it is worth returning to the
way I have taken up Martí’s method. I am putting forward a way of thinking and acting. I am evaluating
this philosophical position, not based on how many people are willing to follow it, but on how well it
prepares us for living within our present context. Ecologists who see ecology as scientific
environmentalism may be outnumbered, but their position matches well with the findings I have laid out
in this work. Their position matches well with Vandana Shiva’s in Earth Democracy.
The contingency of our verdant context implodes the concept of objectivity and the dream of a fact
value distinction. To channel the certainty of Martí, if the majority want to hold onto such flights of fancy
without regard for their actual contexts then the majority are wrong. This is a bitter pill to swallow, but
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the approach of ecosystem collapse removes the luxury of a carefree pluralism of opinions. Our continued
sustenance demands judgment: of ourselves, of our positions, and of the positions of those around us.

3. Four Forms of Sustenance
In this dissertation, sustenance has been found to be one of the most primary relations of human
existence. Our reality and all of our systems of thought presuppose stable forms of sustenance.
Philosophy, science, politics, etc. all require sustained individuals. This has always been the case, but is
easy to overlook in times of ease and prosperity. In the Anthropocene this relation has moved to the
center of inquiry. This work ends by taking up the method by which philosophy should now begin.
We will work our way up the chain of sustenance, working from water, to food, to fuel, and finally to
the sustenance of belief. Chapter eighteen gave us the following description of sustenance. The concept of
sustenance was developed as a replacement for Martí’s account of resource. Sustenance was better able to
accept the active account of nature and de-centered position of humans argued for in this dissertation.
Rather than just considering the relationship between humans and the things we consume; Sustenance
looks at the context of this relationship as well. This is a shift from parts based to holistic thinking. The
four aspects of sustenance are consumer, resource, microcosm and macrocosm. We will examine our four
sample resources through these aspects.
Water, more importantly clean fresh water is essential to the continued life of humans and most of the
Earth’s plants and animals. Issues surrounding water are complex and link vast areas of the globe. Water
is not contained by political boundaries, and the areas that impact a given water system far exceed the
boundaries of the affected watershed. Take the extended drought in the U.S.’s Southwest for example. An
article in the LA Times described the impact and probable causes of drought and desertification in New
Mexico.241 Where it had long been believed that the main cause of reduced vegetation was due to
mismanagement, it is now believed that climate change may be the main force behind the growing
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Chihuahuan Desert. The increasingly severe drought in the Southwest may or may not be here to stay, but
it is clear that global actions are impacting the southwest. Larger forces in the macrocosm define water,
the resource. Even the most conscientious actions on the part of consumers within the microcosm may not
be enough to help in New Mexico. The final passage of the L.A. Times article aptly expresses
desertification’s consequences for sustenance:

"In the old days, we used to think if we built a fence around it, it will be OK," said Brandon Bestelmeyer, who
conducts research…for the Department of Agriculture. "That thinking didn't take into account climate change. These
kind of state changes are catastrophic changes. They can be irreversible."

As vegetation dies off and the process of desertification accelerates, Bestelmeyer said, the
Chihuahuan Desert will expand. As Western cities continue their march into wildlands, the
growing desert and the sprawling suburbs are on a collision course.

Bestelmeyer, a landscape ecologist, describes what's at stake: "If we lose the grasslands, grazing is
over, and the generations of people who depend on grazing will lose their livelihoods."

Biodiversity will decline as wildlife and bird species move away or die off. Moreover, a denuded
landscape loses its ability to transport water to recharge aquifers, a crucial resource in the desert.

Finally, he said, without vegetation to hold soils in place, dust and sand will be on the move and
encroach onto roads, crops, homes and businesses.
"You don't want a Sahara here," Bestelmeyer said.242

A consequence of the drought will be further drought. This crisis is not about New Mexicans and their
resources alone. The holistic sustenance account and the larger analysis of elements, essences, and ideal
aspects of nature are needed to understand the scarring of the Southwest.
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The above passage also points to the consequences water shortages may have on the resource of food for
New Mexican humans and animals. Like Plain View, Texas, discussed in Chapter Nineteen there will
soon be fewer cow towns in New Mexico. With the loss of grass for cows, comes the loss of cattle for
humans. Again larger changes to macrocosms are impacting microcosms, resources, and consumers. Food
is as integral to human life as water. What is happening in New Mexico, also in China, Africa, and other
parts of the world, uncovers the vulnerability in our ability to produce enough food to sustain current
populations into the future forces us to think about the continued health of our contexts and the impact of
our actions upon them.
Through the successive fazes of human history our species has developed new resource relations.
Historians mark watershed moments in our changing relationship with our environment and the resources
within it. The relational shifts of the agrarian and industrial revolution are prime examples of these largescale historical shifts. The relational aspect of both shifts has been discussed several times in this work.
However not all the changes are so severe or confined to such short periods of time. With the discovery of
fire, humans began to relate to trees and plants as fuel. The category of fuel developed when fire became a
“thing” useable by humans. In the age of fire plants, leaves, brush, and trees became duff, tinder, logs,
and firewood. Before our use of fire it is likely that plants had been used for shelter, warmth, decoration,
and comfort in clothing, houses, and other artifacts, but fuel was new.
From downed vegetation we moved to the use of peat and coal. Once our fuel came from below the
Earth’s surface, the planet shifted to a store of fuel. Now pregnant with resource our footing had shifted.
The industrial revolution is primarily an altering of our relation to fuel. The steam engine was able to
harness the power of combustion in order to replace animal power. Fuel took on a new role surpassing
oxen, horses, and humans in strength. Coal, oil, and natural gas, work. With time all of these relational
shifts have become so intertwined within the entirety of the web or relations of our lived context. Fuel is
now indispensible to our way of life.
Human existence-today is combustion. It is not all that today’s existence is, but it is an indispensible
part of how we live today. Without considering the ecological impacts of fuel, we have already covered a
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huge cultural-existential shift in context. Humans (consumers) use of fuel (resource) has shifted our
cultures (microcosm) and human existence (macrocosm). Bringing in the ecological impact reinforces the
contextual shift fuel usage has brought about, and highlights the descriptive strength of the sustenance
view.
To live is far more than a physical process. To live as we do today, we need more than the elemental as
resources for our sustenance. Human culture and existence is dependent on certain ideas. Individual
liberty, human rights, free markets, scientific method, scientific laws, romantic love are all beliefs which
humans use to make sense of the world. In Martí’s estimation, such beliefs impact our contextual
relations in the same ways as more physical resources.
Climate change is a sustenance issues. Our use of resources does not match with the continued health
of our contexts. We miss manage water, grow food in unsustainable ways, use fuel without concern for its
impact, and our beliefs do not align with the realities of our contexts. Human relations with water, food,
fuel, and belief are out of proportion with our context. We are failing to act, think, and live in accordance
with the dictates of our contexts, both locally and globally. Sustenance, which is attuned to our actual
contexts, will take adjustments to our usage of all resources. We will need to find ways to keep
diminishing supplies of drinkable water. We will need to learn to grow food in ways that increases the
health of soil without emitting large amounts of carbon. We will need to find fuel and energy sources
which do not pollute local ecosystems and increase greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere. Furthermore
we will have to reimagine the beliefs, that inform the structures of our lived context. The above changes
will only be possible when the use of attuned sustenance thinking becomes more common than the use of
coal. Attuned sustenance comes from living as a part of ones contexts.

4. Updating Context
Climate change has already altered most if not all of our Earthly contexts. Before we are able to
understand the meanings of these changes we need a full understanding of our life sustaining contexts.
This work has attempted to do both of these tasks, defining context through describing its changes, and
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understanding the same changes by further defining context. This back and forth was spread throughout
the work, but came to a head in the last four chapters, in which the four modes of nature where redefined.
Now, with an understanding of the changes in how we relate to our contexts; we begin to discover how
we should better relate to the world around us. Attuned to our context, we may find a way to sustain
current existence.
The point in existence where we humans find ourselves is amidst a sea of contexts. Every context we
find ourselves in is found within other contexts. Sometimes our multiple contexts are harmonious, while
in other cases the influence of our contexts conflict. Conflicts of contexts are common. As mentioned
before, Gloria Anzaldua in her discussion of language and Chicana identity described the overlapping
contextual conflicts of being of Mexican descent living in the United States. Anzaldua’s lived within the
conflicts of her multiple contexts. The categories of contexts in which we live are varied, but most if not
all humans seem to live within the following five categories: body, ecosystem, culture, nation, and Earth.
Rather than give examples of an individual within multiple contexts, I am asking you the reader to reflect
upon the multiple contexts of your existence and the effect of climate change is inflicting upon your
contexts and you. The steps are outlined below:
a. Place Yourself
Begin, by using the four modes of relating to place yourself within each level, defining your
particular contexts along the way. Consider the role of the elemental mode in establishing your
place in particular contexts.
Illness, physical fitness, broken bones, gut bacteria do these elemental aspects of your body impact
how you can live?
If you live in New England, does the apple harvest in autumn mean anything for you? How about
winter’s snow?
b. Find Your Role
Second, use the four modes to uncover your role as a part of each context. For example, how do
the actions your undertake to sustain your life impact your contexts.
What do the choices you make around eating mean for your body?
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Ask the following questions about the food you eat, the clothes you wear, and the other items you
consider necessities. Where does it come from? How is it produced? How is it sold? Consider the
role each of your answers has on your body, your culture, your ecosystem, your nation, and the
Earth as a whole.
c. Your Combined Context
Third, having found your place within your particular contexts, now return to the four modes in
order to describe how the connections between your multiple contexts inform your lived existence.
Think of your lived existence as a context which is formed from the interactions of your multiple
contexts. Consider how the mixing of essences and ideals from your multiple contexts creates a
qualitative setting for your lived existence.
How do the felt qualities of your body (how your gender, skin tone, size, age, proportion, form,
and many other attributes present as a single identity), its essence, interact with the ideals of your
culture and nation?
d. Your Combined Role
Finally, use the four modes in order to describe your role in bringing these levels together. For this
level you will need to return to the idea of togethering. What is your role in bringing the many
contexts in which you are a part together?
How do your cultures patterns of sustenance, among the elements of your ecosystem, impact the
essence of the Earth?

This series of questions should offer you a map of a moment in your contextual existence. A moment
surrounded by past and future moments, never truly separated from them. The fullness of your context is
appreciable when you are able not only to map moments but able to see your lifetime alongside the
lifetimes of each of your contexts.
It is from this place that you play your role in the future of Earth. Patria was the term Martí used to
denote the ideal form of this place from which we play our role in the future of the Earth. My view has
expanded beyond the national and human viewpoints Martí worked from, so patria now only works in a
metaphorical sense. Countries are one type of context, one that will not disappear in our coming struggles
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with the Earth’s future. Nationality along with body, ecosystem, culture, and planet are all equally
important as contexts. Our ideal place must capture all five of these classes of contexts. If it must be
nouned I can’t do better than “patria.” Whatever the name, our lives are a part of the sustenance of Earth.
Realizing this we can become attuned to our role in the creative maintenance of wild mortal contexts. We
along with all other Earthly actors together determine Earth’s state. Climate change is a state brought on
primarily by human activity. Human activity will have to change in order to limit climate change. Human
activity needs to move to a position aligned with our Earthly context. A problem of context has shown us
our contextual nature.
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